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Introduction to Claudia Jones: Foremother of World 
Revolution

Charisse Burden-Stelly
Guest Editor

As a radical Black female subject who connected the “local struggles of  Black people and 
women against racism and sexist oppression to international struggles against colonialism and 
imperialism,” the Black Communist luminary Claudia Jones was a quintessential theorist of  
world revolution.1 In writings including “American Imperialism and the British West Indies” 
and “On the Right to Self-Determination for Negroes in the Black Belt,”2 Jones illuminated how 
white supremacist capitalist imperialism necessitated a protracted and unified global struggle 
for human flourishing. She did so through an examination of  the domestic and international 
specifications of  American imperialism, thus situating the United States among imperial powers 
like Great Britain, France, and the Netherlands. In doing so, she linked “internal colonialism” 
in the United States to the conditions of  colonized nations like India and Indonesia suffering 
under the yoke of  imperialism and underscored the role of  the United States in undermining 
Black self-determination from the U.S. South to the West Indies. That Jones’s radical Black 
female subjectivity fundamentally shaped her revolutionary politics is evident in “[h]er ability 
to link race, gender, geography, and labor in the context of  the situation of  black women 
internationally,” which “provided a more advanced reading of  both the conditions and the 
possibilities for resistance by black women under imperialism.”3 As such, Jones not only centered 
(Black) women’s labor, political activism, and economic empowerment in the struggle against 
racist capitalist patriarchal domination, but also positioned it at the forefront of  revolutionary 
struggle. 
 The idea for this special issue, “Claudia Jones: Foremother of  World Revolution” 
emanated from a gathering together organized by the Association of  Black Women Historians 
(ABWH) held on Friday December 7 and Saturday December 8, 2018 at Loyola Marymount 
University in Los Angeles, California. “Our Foremother’s Keepers: The Art and Practice of  Black 
Women’s History,” ABWH’s first national symposium, aimed to “explore the achievements and 
challenges that drive the field of  Black women’s history.”4 One of  the five subject areas—Protest, 
Liberation, and Revolution: Chronicling Black Women’s Activism—offered an opening to lift 
up the Black Communist leader, theorist, organizer, journalist, internationalist, and feminist 
Claudia Jones, who, it seemed to me, was the embodiment of  that theme. The publications 

1  Carole Boyce Davies, Left of  Karl Marx: The Political Life of  Black Communist Claudia Jones (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2007), 60.
2  See Carole Boyce Davies, ed., Claudia Jones: Beyond Containment (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner Publish-
ers Inc., 2011).
3  Davies, Left of  Karl Marx, 67.
4  The call for papers for the symposium can be found at: https://networks.h-net.org/node/73374/announce-
ments/1999377/cfp-our-foremothers%E2%80%99-keepers-art-practice-black-women%E2%80%99s-histo-
ry
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of  numerous scholars, including Angela Davis, Robin D.G. Kelley, John McClendon, Kate 
Weigand, and Eric McDuffie, have helped to unearth Jones’s immense significance, impact, and 
contributions.5 However, it is no exaggeration to state that the work of  Carole Boyce Davies 
has been instrumental in restoring Jones to her rightful place in the Black radical tradition, in 
histories of  the Communist Party of  the United States of  American (CPUSA) and international 
Communism, and in U.S. Black and transnational feminist thought. Left of  Karl Marx is the first 
book-length study of  Claudia Jones and Claudia Jones: Beyond Containment is the first, and only, 
collection of  Jones’s theoretical writings. Prior to Boyce Davies’s contributions, scholarship on 
Jones was generally limited to chapters in larger works, a few dissertations, encyclopedia entries, 
and unpublished essays, with two key exceptions. The first was Buzz Johnson’s “I Think of  My 
Mother”: Notes on the Life and Times of  Claudia Jones, described by the author as “an assembly of  
some of  the information and ideas which are being put together for a fuller piece of  work” 
meant to provide some insight into Jones’s life and work. (To date though, this “fuller piece of  
work” has not been published.)  The second volume published prior to Boyce Davies’s works was 
Claudia Jones: A Life in Exile (1999), compiled by Marika Sherwood with the help of  Donald 
Hinds and Colin Prescod, which included chapters on Jones’s life in the United States and in 
London along with essays and contributions from the 1996 Claudia Jones Symposium.6 
 It is also important to highlight another notable Claudia Jones scholar: Lydia Lindsey. A 
Historian at North Carolina Central University, Lindsey was working on a political-intellectual 
biography of  Claudia Jones at the time Boyce Davies began her research. The former generously 
supported the latter’s project, not least by sharing her unpublished essay, “Claudia Jones: A 
Black Political Theoretician and Social Activist in the United States and England, 1915-1964.” 
Recently, Lindsey has published “Black Lives Matter: Grace P. Campbell and Claudia Jones—
An Analysis of  the Negro Question, Self-Determination, and the Black Belt Thesis,” which 
offers a unique intergenerational interpretation of  Jones’s life by putting her in conversation with 
another important Black radical woman, Grace P. Campbell, as well as Angela Davis and the 
queer Black women who spearheaded the Black Lives Matter movement. The article carefully 
excavates Jones’s “youth work,” including her encounters with Dorothy Height and Ella Baker; 
challenge to “Browderism” and leadership on the question of  Black self-determination after 
World War II; and contribution to theorizing “triple oppression,” which Lindsey attributes to 
the influence of  radical Black women who were members of  the National Negro Congress, like 

5  Angela Davis, Women, Race, and Class (New York: Vintage, 1981), 149-171; Robin D.G. Kelley, “Jones, 
Claudia (1915?-1952)” in Encyclopedia of  the American Left eds. Mari Jo Buhle et al. (Urbana: University of  
Illinois Press, 1992), 394-395; John McClendon, “Claudia Jones (1915-1964): Political activist, black nation-
alist, feminist, journalist” in Notable Black American Women, Book II eds Jessie Carney Smith (New York: Gale 
Research, 1996), 343-346; Kate Weigand, Red Feminism: American Communism and the Making of  Women’s Liberation 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 97-113; and Eric McDuffie, “Long Journeys: Four 
Black Women and the Communist Party, USA, 1930-1956” (PhD Dissertation: New York University, 2003). 
Also see McDuffie, Sojourning for Freedom: Black Women, American Communism, and the Making of  Black Left Feminism 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2011).
6  Buzz Johnson, “I Think of  My Mother”: Notes on the Life and Times of  Claudia Jones (London: Karia Press, 1985), 
xi; Markia Sherwood, ed., Claudia Jones: A Life in Exile (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1999).
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Helen Holman, Louise Thompson Patterson, and Audley Moore.7 An interview with Boyce 
Davies and an essay by Lindsey are featured in this special issue.
 For the ABWH symposium, I proposed a roundtable titled “Claudia Jones: Foremother 
of  World Revolution” in which participants would discuss Jones’s multifaceted commitment 
to Black, “Third World,” and proletarian liberation. I was interested in highlighting how her 
politics, enunciated in her journalism, theoretical writings, and participation in a variety of  
leftwing organizations, imbricated struggles against capitalism, imperialism, white supremacy, 
colonialism, and male chauvinism. Thus, Denise Lynn, Zifeng Liu, Derefe Chavennes, and I 
offered interconnected and wide-ranging remarks on the life and times of  Claudia Jones that laid 
the groundwork for a robust discussion with the audience. Lynn explicated Jones’s outspoken 
opposition to nuclear weapons and the Korean War; Liu analyzed how Jones sought to forge Sino-
Third-World anti-imperialist, anti-capitalist solidarity by hailing China’s success in exploding its 
first nuclear bomb in 1964 in the Chinese Communist Party’s People’s Daily and in her own paper, 
West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News; Chavennes examined Jones as a Caribbean 
political thinker whose radicality forged antiracist Black indigenous spaces of  emancipatory 
thought; and I unpacked the distinctions between Jones’s theory of  triple oppression and the 
oft-cited theory of  intersectionality. Robyn Spencer, the roundtable moderator, offered brilliant 
questions and insights about how our comments recovered Claudia Jones as a revolutionary 
subjected; challenged her relative marginalization in academic thought; took distinct approaches 
to studying Jones’s theoretical contributions and activist work; attempted to avoid reading Jones 
into ideological frameworks that might distort her contribution; and revealed how Jones’s praxis 
converged with and diverged from extant historiography of  radical Black women. Essays by 
Lynn, Liu, and myself  appear in this volume.
 In a general sense, this special issue vivifies and expands the blossoming scholarship on 
Black women’s radicalism, revolutionary politics, and contributions to the struggle for Black 
liberation. This aim animates the work of  Dayo Gore—including Want to Start a Revolution? Radical 
Women in the Black Freedom Struggle, co-edited with Jeanne Theoharis and Komozi Woodard, and 
Radicalism at the Crossroads: African American Women Activists in the Cold War—who has penned a 
thoughtful afterword that summarizes and contextualizes the writings collected in this volume 
of  Intersectionality.8 

7  Lydia Lindsey, “Black Lives Matter: Grace P. Campbell and Claudia Jones—An analysis of  the Negro 
Question, Self-Determination, Black Belt Thesis,” Africology: The Journal of  Pan African Studies vol. 12, no. 10 
(March 2019): 119-120, 120-122.
8  Jeanne Theoharis, Komozi Woodard, and Dayo Gore, eds., Want to Start a Revolution? Radical Women in the 
Black Freedom Struggle (New York: New York University Press, 2009); Dayo F. Gore, Radicalism at the Crossroads: 
African American Women Activists in the Cold War (New York: New York University Press, 2011).
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Claudia Jones Research and Collections:
Questions of Process & Knowledge Construction

Dr. Carole Boyce Davies    Charisse Burden-Stelly
Frank H.T. Rhodes Professor of  Humane Letters,         
Africana Studies and Literature in English
Cornell University Guest Editor      

 Charisse Burden-Stelly (CBS): How did your interest in Claudia Jones come about? 

 Carole Boyce Davies (CBD): While teaching in the Oxford University African 
Studies summer project, as a young assistant professor in 1989, I went to visit Carolyn Cooper 
who was then a visiting scholar at the University of  Birmingham. There I met Buzz Johnson 
who had just published I Think of  My Mother: Notes on the Life and Times of  Claudia Jones (1985). It 
is important to say here that the title of  his book was a quote from Claudia Jones analyzing her 
mother’s difficult pathway after migrating to the United States, ostensibly for a better life, but 
ended up working in the legendary speed-up factories in New York and an early death in her 
thirties.  Her demise, attributed to overwork, unsanitary and unhealthy conditions, definitely 
influenced Claudia’s subsequent political direction. Buzz, in promoting the work, kept chiding 
us that people like me doing feminist work should get to know Claudia Jones. While I credit 
Buzz for this initial encounter, in honesty, the book did not capture my current sense of  the 
importance of  who Claudia Jones was in its presentation. It seemed more like a small booklet 
published by his independent Karia Press. Still, in the following years, I would include one or 
two of  the essays in various course syllabi on Black Women Writers or on the Caribbean.
 Years later, I was asked by Stanlie James to join a formidable group of  Black feminist 
scholars as faculty for a semester-long graduate seminar at the University of  Wisconsin. For 
my presentation, I decided not to repeat the normal lineage and US-based history of  Black 
feminism that others like bell hooks would, but instead find a way to incorporate how Caribbean 
feminist positions were being articulated and linked to an anti-imperialist approach. In my initial 
research, I found almost nothing in most collections. Even the Schomburg had only a copy of  a 
short bio by Robin D.G. Kelley and a few newspaper items on her incarceration. Much of  this 
process is documented in Left of  Karl Marx (2008) though my thought then was more exploratory, 
curiosity about who this woman was, rather than beginning with the idea of  producing a book.
 My research journey then to see what else I could find began in earnest in London, 
whenever I would go there for family visits or to teach in Binghamton’s London program. I 
began by doing interviews with people who knew Claudia; and interestingly many of  them were 
very emotional in our discussions and each one gave me something of  Claudia that she or he 
had collected. Each conversation heightened my respect for and admiration of  this formidable 
woman. I began by writing conference papers on different aspects of  her life that interested me 
(Carnival, deportation, the FBI files), and discovered each time I presented that there was so 
much enthusiasm and encouragement from the audience, that it became clear this was a project 
that I had to continue. I received a Fulbright Senior Professorship to the University of  the West 
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Indies, St. Augustine; and there I worked on her Trinidadian origins, birthplace in Belmont, the 
process to get the original copy of  her birth certificate, and did research at the Oilfields Workers 
Trade Union and talked with former Trinidad Labor Union friends of  George Bowrin who had 
interviewed her in London. Once I documented her origins in Trinidad, and with the support 
and encouragement of  my colleague Rhoda Reddock, then head of  the Center for Gender and 
Development there, it became totally confirmed that there was a book manuscript in progress.

 CBS: In what ways did your research on Claudia Jones enhance, complicate, challenge, 
or upend your ideas about Black/Third World Feminisms and intersectionality? 

 CBD: My work on Claudia Jones, which became Left of  Karl Marx: The Political Life of  
Black Communist Claudia Jones (Duke, 2008), definitely enhances and complicates, but does not 
so much “upend” ideas about Black/Third World Feminisms. Knowledge of  Claudia Jones 
and her ideological positions on gender, race, and class provides additional dimensions to our 
limited understandings of  the genesis of  these positions. A Black left feminism remained outside 
of  the frames of  discussion of  Black feminism for many years, only with a tacit assumption that 
it started with Angela Davis’ Women, Race and Class (1981). In fact, Angela Davis in that famous 
Chapter 10 was one of  the only other places that one could find a brief  discussion of  Claudia 
Jones along with a group of  other left feminists. Significantly, Angela never claimed that she 
originated that women, race, and class framing though it was often assigned to her. My research 
reveals that this had been a CPUSA position—advanced, articulated, and expressed consistently 
by Claudia Jones. In fact what my work indicates is that Angela is not a lone individual figure 
with a unique and aberrant position (which is a framing our societies like, and which Marika 
Sherwood also uses to describes Claudia) but one of  an important line of  Black left activist 
women throughout history. As a woman of  Caribbean origin, Claudia Jones also extends our 
understanding of  Caribbean feminism with its anti-colonial/anti-imperialist framing. So my 
work extends our knowledge of  a range of  Black feminisms.

 CBS: How do you think Claudia Jones’s communism, Marxism, and anti-imperialism 
influenced her analysis of  “triple oppression”?

 CBD: All of  these components were central to her “triple oppression” conceptual 
framing. I spent a great deal of  time debating with several dogmatic Marxist friends who 
claimed that Claudia was a Marxist and not a feminist. My position is that Black feminism is 
never an either/or framing whether we are talking about race or class. Claudia Jones clearly 
articulated all three of  these positions. She was definite about representing workers, women, and 
Black rights in her framing without sacrificing one for the other. I think that once a woman like 
Claudia Jones, with her history—entered the movement—she could not simply stay with a class 
position only, but positioned herself, her mother, her colleagues, her experiences with racism, 
sexisms, classism as a working-class woman and immigrant, as critical to these debates. In Claudia 
Jones,. Beyond Containment: Autobiographical Reflections, Essays and Poems (Ayebia, 2011), I deliberately 
included all her essays and organized them according to their emphases on anti-imperialist work, 
Black radical thought, critique of  the carceral state, and articulation of  the space for work on 
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Black women. It also includes an afterword from Alrick X. Cambridge, “When Socialist Values 
Harmonise with Human Desire for Liberation. Assessing Claudia Jones’ Politics” (207-220).

 CBS: Does triple exploitation differ in substantive ways from the concept of  
intersectionality popularized by Kimberlè Crenshaw, Patricia Hill Collins, and others? If  so, 
how?

 CBD: It differs for sure, but only conceptually, not so much in intent. Intersectionality, 
which is a laudable Black feminist position, presupposes these intersecting oppressions, which 
meet in the presence of  Black/Third World women. In fact, Kimberlè Crenshaw diagrams well 
how this is applicable in the field of  law, showing how Black women can be rendered invisible in 
particular singular race or class-based contexts. It is at the intersections of  these positions then 
that she positions Black women, and one can see it so vividly articulated in that particular critical 
race feminist position. A recent work which I reviewed has suggested the need for a “complicated 
intersectionality” to account for Black women from different locations and in different contexts 
(Esnard and Cobb-Roberts, Black Women, Academe, and the Tenure Process in the United States and the 
Caribbean, 2018).
 In many ways, intersectionality borrows and expands on the framework articulated 
in Combahee about interlocking oppressions (See especially comments by Barbara Smith in 
Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor, ed., How We Get Free: Black Feminism and the Combahee River Collective, 
2017). Triple exploitation differs in the sense that Claudia Jones articulates the “super-exploitation 
of  Black women” which is defined as perhaps layered within the context of  a Marxist labor 
framework as opposed to meeting at an intersection. In the “super exploitation” framing, 
dialectically materialist in orientation, all workers have their labor exploited under capitalist 
work relations, however those workers also have the ability to exploit the labor of  other class 
fractions, and often Black women/women of  color are precisely in that class fraction that can 
have their labor “super exploited” in the home and in the work place. So it is less an equal and 
intersecting location for ALL Black women. Working class Black women or women of  color 
depending on their location in a hierarchy can also be exploited by other Black women or Black 
men with the class power and access to do so.   

 CBS: Why did you decide to bring Claudia Jones’s collections to the Schomburg Center 
for Research in Black Culture? What did that process include? Were there other locations you 
were considering?

 CBD: One day, while engaged in research in London, I met up with a few friends in a 
Brixton café, and there one of  them pointed out a man who was Claudia Jones’s last assistant 
and was a London activist named Ricky Cambridge who for years edited a journal called The 
Black Liberator. I was able to organize a meeting with him and when I interviewed him about 
Claudia, he gave me quite a bit of  detail but kept telling me that her papers must be somewhere 
in Hempstead, one of  her last residences. A year or so later, Janice Shinebourne, a Guyanese 
writer friend who resides in London called to tell me that she knew someone who had Claudia’s 
papers and that I should contact Diane Langford who was the person in possession of  them. I 

Boyce Davies and Burden-Stelly — “Claudia Jones Research and Collections”
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learned that the papers had been in the possession of  another writer for some time, as she was 
planning to write a historical novel on Claudia. I made contact with Diane Langford and one 
night, Ricky and I, who had become a research partner, accompanied me to Hampstead and 
Diane’s home where we found two boxes and went through them as she contemplated what to 
do with these papers—wanting to place them in a secure location. Ricky kept lamenting that 
Claudia had much more in her archives, including an autobiography she had started. Diane 
was worried about having these papers in her possession and described having lent them to the 
BBC for a documentary, to Marika Sherwood, and to Merle Collins and had loaned some of  the 
material to Donald Hinds, all of  whom were working on writing something on Claudia Jones. 
She felt then that the collection needed to be secured. Immediately, I thought of  the Schomburg 
and encouraged Dianne that that would be a fitting way of  bringing Claudia back to the United 
States and to the Harlem she loved. She travelled to the Schomburg to make the arrangements 
and a deposit under my direction. The next year, I bought two large suitcases and packed the 
two boxes of  material into them, and traveled with great trepidation with them back to the U.S., 
and to Northwestern University where I was then working, and began a process of  documenting 
what was in the collection, scanning some things, organizing the material in preparation for it 
to go to the Schomburg Center for Research on Black Culture much to the bated excitement 
of  Dianne Lachatanerre. We agreed (Ricky, Dianne, her daughter Claudia Manchanda and I, 
that tThe Schomburg was the best location for such an archive because of  Claudia’s residential 
and political Harlem connections, her deportation from the U.S., and a kind of  political need to 
return her to the community where she spent most of  her life. Claudia Manchanda also wanted 
a more public availability of  the material, perhaps on an on-line site, and definitely the collection 
which has become Beyond Containment and which acknowledges her for this reason.

 CBS: How did earlier works on Claudia Jones by people like Lydia Lindsey, Buzz 
Johnson, Marika Sherwood, and Donald Hinds influence and/or shape your work on Claudia 
Jones? How did your examination of  Jones’s life and politics differ from earlier explorations?

 CBD: Each of  these earlier works provides critical components in piecing together the 
larger portrait of  Claudia Jones. I realized in process that this woman who I started studying quite 
casually was indeed one of  those larger than life figures, and that I was fortunate to have access 
and the professional resources to help her be known again and located in the group of  major 
Caribbean, Black left and women activists. Lydia Lindsey was amazingly generous whenever we 
met, providing me with copies of  material she had collected. I am still awaiting her work, coming 
from the historian’s eye and with, I am sure, a much more extensive scanning of  the archives as 
historians are wont to do. Marika Sherwood, Donald Hinds, and Colin Prescod organized the 
Claudia Jones Symposium which produced a great deal of  discussion and documentation of  the 
significance of  Claudia Jones in London and led to their joint editing of Claudia Jones:. A Life in 
Exile (1996), with a long introduction by Marika. Colin Prescod knew Claudia Jones as a child as 
she was a friend of  his family who visited them frequently, and Donald Hinds had worked with 
Claudia on the West Indian Gazette. But before Marika, there was the Claudia Jones Organization 
and a pamphlet and exhibition by the Camden Black Sisters—Claudia Jones, 1915-1964: A Woman 
of  Our Times (1988). There was also a Ph.D. dissertation by Claudia May titled Nuances of  Un-
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American Literature(s),: In Search of  Claudia Jones: A Literary Retrospective of  the Life, Times and Works of  an 
Activist Writer (Berkeley, 1996). All of  this is documented and listed in the bibliography of  Left of  
Karl Marx (2008). In fact, when I wrote my book, I was expecting Lydia Lindsey’s to follow soon 
after so I tended to not do as much of  the historical excavation she had already done. I still hope 
she finds time in the midst of  demanding teaching commitments to publish her work.

 CBS: Since the publication of  Left of  Karl Marx and Claudia Jones: Beyond Containment, an 
array of  scholars including Eric McDuffie, Denise Lynn, Jacqueline Castledine, Dayo F. Gore, 
and Charisse Burden-Stelly have written on Claudia Jones from a variety of  perspectives, e.g., 
postmodern feminism, Black left feminism, Black Marxism, and radical political theory. What is 
your assessment of  this recent scholarship, and what types of  future interventions would you like 
to see?

 CBD: Black left scholarship is a wide-open field. I am so proud of  the work of  the next 
generation of  scholars who are engaging Black left work deliberately. Indeed, they are each 
contributing necessary angles. After the preliminary work of  Cheryl Higashida, Black Internationalist 
Feminism: Women Writers of  the Black Left, 1945-1995 (2013) and Mary Helen Washington’s The 
Other Black List: The African American Literary and Cultural Left of  the 1950s (2015), we have a whole 
new generation of  scholars advancing the library of  Black left scholarship. For example, Zifeng 
Liu—one of  my current graduate students who I met in Beijing in 2015 when I was doing a 
sabbatical at Beijing Foreign Studies University—has done research and written about Claudia 
Jones and Vicki Garvin in China. Scholarship has to be approached as consistently being 
advanced as more knowledge becomes available. A new field of  Black left studies, thankfully, has 
a new life by a new generation of  scholars, so much work is to be done, so many figures need to 
be explored, organizations to be studied. I taught Black Left Feminism last semester at Cornell 
University and students in that class are already in the process of  advancing this field. New texts 
like Sara Rezeszutek Haviland’s James and Esther Cooper Jackson: Love and Courage in the Black Freedom 
Movement (2015) explore Black left activism from a variety of  angles. I am hoping to see new work 
on Benjamin Davis, for example who was a political prisoner incarcerated for being a Black left 
activist as was Claudia Jones. Paula Seniors of  Virginia Polytechnic Institute has a contract for a 
book on Mae Mallory and the left activism which ran parallel to the Civil Rights Movement of  
the 1950’s and 1960’s.

 CBS: Claudia Jones’s story is, in part, one of  persistent state repression. How did this 
state violence based on her multiple forms of  “otherness”—Black, woman, “foreigner,” non-
citizen, Communist, worker—particularly impact her health, relationships, and security?

 CBD: This is such an important topic. I believe the combination for Claudia was 
deadly.  However, I saw a strange pattern in the course of  my research—, i.e., that almost all the 
members of  their group of  Communists died in and around 1964. [Benjamin Davis - August, 
1964; Elizabeth Gurley Flynn - September, 1964; Claudia Jones - December, 1964; Pettis Perry 
- July, 1965]. Somebody needs to study this conjunction particularly given the combination of  
incarceration, state surveillance, and other related factors. 

Boyce Davies and Burden-Stelly — “Claudia Jones Research and Collections”
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 CBS: “An End to the Neglect of  the Problem of  the Negro Woman!” is arguably 
Claudia Jones’s most popular piece and has been anthologized in a number of  collections like 
Let Nobody Turn Us Around and Words of  Fire. Why do you think this piece has remained relevant 
for seven decades?

 CBD: I think it is an essay that goes directly to its target population—the Black woman—
and the ways in which we were/are not being accounted for in a range of  processes (personal, 
social, political). And indeed accounting for Black women has driven the fields of  Black Women’s 
Studies, Black Feminism, Critical Race Theory, and related courses at universities, syllabi in 
history, literature, political science, for example as appeared in Hull, Scott and Smith, But Some 
of  Us Are Brave (1985), with its amazing title. Additionally, it makes the point that there is a whole 
other historical trajectory for Black women’s work and activism. The introduction to Want to 
Start a Revolution? (Gore, Theoharis and Woodard, 2009) makes this point well. Of  course, the 
language of  “problem” and “Negro woman” in that Jones essay is dated and locked into its time 
frame, but the substantive argument about how Black women are often left outside of  the frames 
of  analysis, or from major consideration even in left movements was at the core of  this timeless 
essay. I still think it should be read though along with “We Seek Full Equality for Women” (1949) 
which is even more deliberate in making the argument for women’s rights.

 CBS: In your opinion, what are some of  Jones’s most important, lesser known writings 
from which we can draw lessons about our current moment of  White nationalist revanchism, 
neo-fascism, neocolonialism, militarism, and entrenched (but declining) U.S. imperialism? What 
can we learn from Claudia Jones about world revolution? 

 CBD: I like to use her piece on “American Imperialism and the British West Indies” 
(1958) because it is one of  the best analyses of  what was taking place in the Caribbean at the end 
of  colonialism and the handover of  the Caribbean by the British to the United States. In fact, 
I co-wrote an essay with a colleague titled “Imperial Penetrations and Caribbean Nationalism:  
Between ‘A Dying Colonialism’ and Rising American Hegemony” [New Centennial Review 3:3, 
(Fall, 2003): 131-149] to talk about precisely this issue. But Claudia was ahead of  her time in 
articulating precisely how Caribbean freedom was being “mortgaged” to American business 
interests in the handoff between the United Kingdom and the United States given their “special 
relationship.” Her “The Caribbean Community in Britain,” (Freedomways, 1964) is also a good 
piece to document the Caribbean Diaspora in Europe and is, I believe, her last published essay. 
Claudia Jones Beyond Containment includes all her essays in one place. But there is a whole other 
project for someone who wants to study all her journalism. I have read one essay on this topic 
but this is an area I was not able to cover and which I see as a great future project for a young 
scholar interested in the use of  media in activism.
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Abstract: The Cold War muzzled Claudia Jones’ voice, one of  the most significant women of  the 
twentieth century, but the rediscovery of  her writings and activism offers us new challenges to under-
standing her epistemology in the 21st century, especially in regard to ‘super-exploitation’ and tripartite 
sense of  oppression, both of  which are at the root of  intersectionality. The concept of  tripartite oppres-
sion is intergenerational. In recent years, Jones has been credited with popularizing the idea of  the triple 
oppression of  Black women based on their race, class, and gender, but Louise Thompson Patterson 
used the term in an essay, in the same year that Jones joined the Communist Party. Patterson appears to 
use the term triply-oppressed in reference to reforming, the conditions of  domestic workers. Whereas 
Jones’ writings and activism connected tripartite ideology to the peace movement. Jones linked the 
questions of  race, class, and gender, to anti-colonialism, anti-imperialism, and anti-fascism into a sin-
gular struggle to attain peace that would create an egalitarian society which makes her the mother of  
global revolutionary thought. The concept of  triply-oppressed is not static. It embodies a degree of  
dynamism as it situates in the context of  time and space; so that in the twenty-first century lexicon the 
concept is expressed in terms of  intersectionality.

Keywords: Claudia Jones, super-exploitation, intersectionality, Cold War, triply-oppressed, historiog-
raphy, peace movement, Communist Party

On Monday, 14, November 1955, the New York City Fire Department answered a fire alarm 
at 504 West 143rd Street. The fire fighters were refused admittance into the apartment and had 
to gain entrance through a window. Claudia Jones was in the apartment where activist Paul 
Robeson, Jr. and his wife had spent their wedding night, and playwright Lorraine Hansberry had 
briefly stayed in-between apartments herself, burning pamphlets, outlines, greeting cards, and 
some photographs in her stove and, fireplace, and in the bathroom. Jones was 5’ 9” tall and was 
described as a strikingly handsome, good-looking woman who gave the left an almost glamorous 
aura that contrasted with the tough proletarian image. However, she was now a sickly 39-year-
old woman. The firefighters confiscated all the papers she had been burning and put them in 
two trash cans and carried them away. Her papers were later examined, but the materials were 
all charred to such an extent that the identification of  individual articles among her papers was 
impossible to distinguish. Where would the fire be next time? Why were the officials examining 
her personal papers? What was happening to this Black woman who had often been described 
as a valiant, militant, freedom fighter?
        Since 31 December 1950, the Immigration and Nationalization Services had secured a 
warrant for Jones’ deportation to the British West Indies because of  her political ideology. She 
was born in Trinidad but had lived in the United States for thirty 30 years. However, on this that 
day, the court had ruled that the deportation stay for her would continue on a day-to-day basis. 
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Was this her Red Monday? Was she coming to terms with the ugly reality that although she 
might have been winning some battles, in the end, she would be another casualty of  American 
Cold War politics? On 9 December 1955, Claudia Jones was deported to England, where she 
lived until 1964. Did the Cold War silence her?1

        Throughout most of  the last-quarter of  the twentieth-century, Jones’ writings and activism 
were opaque. Jones’ role was virtually unrecognized and unappreciated in the struggle for 
human equality because, during the Cold War era, there was a shift in political values to view 
communism largely through the dynamics of  manipulation and betrayal. I first learned of  
Claudia Jones in 1985 when I was a graduate student in Birmingham, England conducting 
interviews with West Indian women who had immigrated to the country between 1945 and 
1962. Today, this group of  immigrants is referred to as the “Windrush Generation.” The title of  
my study was “The Role of  Immigration Policy, Race, Gender and Class in Shaping the Status 
and Quality of  Life of  Jamaican Female Immigrants in Birmingham, England, 1948-1962.” It 
was a Black Marxist-feminist critique of  the labor market that included the role of  reproductive 
labor and the language of  “intersectionality” before Kimberlé Crenshaw had coined the term, 
and prior to my awareness of  Jones’ concept of  “tripartite oppression.” As I interviewed many 
of  the women, they brought up the name Claudia Jones. They asked me if  I knew about her. 
I knew very little about her beyond her being the editor of  the West Indian Gazette that was 
published in London. Black women’s studies was were still a pioneering area, and Black leftist 
studies had yet to emerge. But I became intrigued by her life.
        In 1987, I read and reviewed The Heart of  the Race: Black Women’s Lives in Britain by Bryan, 
et al., in which I learned more about Jones’ life in England. Then, a friend, historian Gerald 
Gill, shared a Jones’ Federal Bureau of  Investigation (FBI) file. Jones’ FBI file was restricted 
and could only be accessed with a request through the Freedom of  Information Act. Gill was 
examining her life as a Black anti-war dissenter. After I finished my dissertation, I became fully 
engaged in learning more about Jones. In the summer of  1992, I wrote my first paper on about 
her, titled “Claudia Jones’ Views on Race, Class, Gender, and Culture.” Then in the fall, I read 
a paper titled “Claudia Jones: Political Theoretician and Social Activists in the United States 
and Britain,” followed by another paper “Claudia Jones: A Black Female Intellectual.” I began 
to have a fuller appreciation of  her activism and her intellectual political, economic, social, 
cultural, and feminist thought. 
      To help recapture Jones’ lost voice, in 1996, Marika Sherwood held a symposium at the 
Institute for Commonwealth Studies in London on Jones’ life and activism that led to the 
1999 publication of  Claudia Jones: A Life in Exile. She shared notes and transcript copies of  the 
symposium with me. Then in December 1998, with the assistance of  Colin Palmer, Director of  
the Schomburg Fellows Program, we organized a symposium on the life and times of  Claudia 
Jones at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture. In the process of  organizing the 
symposium, author Jan Crew, who was one of  the participants, characterized Jones as the most 
significant woman of  the twentieth century. I became acquainted with Carole Boyce-Davis, who 
was also working on Jones. She had acquired two boxes of  Jones’ papers that she later deposited 
at the Schomburg Center. We had terrific conversations about Jones, and she shared with me 

1 Federal Bureau of  Investigation (FBI), Claudia Jones’ File NY FBI 100-72390-197 Part 10: 13-20, 31. Here-
after referred to as “FBI File.”
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some of  her writings on Jones’ poetry, and I shared with her many of  Jones’ newspaper columns 
and an FBI file. The 2007 publication of  Left of  Karl Marx: The Political Life of  Black Communist 
Claudia Jones by Boyce-Davis helped to restore Jones’ voice in American leftist canons. Today, the 
awareness of  Jones abounds, to the extent that Claudia Jones was featured in the February 2019 
issue of  Essence Magazine in the article “Before ‘Intersectionality’ Was a Word.”2 The Cold War 
muzzled Jones’ voice, but the rediscovery of  her writings and activism offers us new challenges to 
understanding her epistemology in the 21st century, especially in regard to “super-exploitation” 
and tripartite sense of  oppression, both of  which are at the root of  intersectionality. The concept 
postulates that various physical, social, and cultural variables such as race, gender, class, ability, 
sexual orientation, religion, caste, ethnicity, age, and other axes of  identity interact on multiple 
and often simultaneous levels, forming mutually constructing features, which shape Black 
women’s experiences and, in turn, create a systemic injustice and social inequality that inhibit 
self-determination.3

 Indeed, with a Marxist-Leninist paradigm, Jones’ concepts of  “super-exploitation” and 
tripartite oppression laid out how race, class, and gender can restraint full equality for Black 
women and undermine the well-being of  the entire Black community and world peace. Marxist 
theories about super-exploitation consider the fact that the working class can be divided along 
racial lines, therefore permitting the greater exploitation of  workers. This racial division, 
Marxists argue, can be attributed both to prejudicial thinking and profit-maximizing actions 
by the capitalist class. Super-exploitation is then layered with a third source of  oppression – 
gender. These three forms of  exploitation have been dubbed tripartite oppression. The concept 
of  tripartite oppression is intergenerational. In recent years, Jones has been credited with 
popularizing the idea of  the triple oppression of  Black women based on their race, class, and 
gender, but Louise Thompson Patterson, a representative of  the International Workers Order 
(IWO) and a member of  the Communist Party of  the United States of  America, (CPUSA) 
used the term in an essay, in the same year that Jones joined the Party. In a 1936 essay for 
The Working Woman, “Toward a Brighter Dawn,” Patterson used the phrase “triple exploitation” 
to describe the conditions of  Negro women under capitalism as “workers, as women, and as 
Negros.” The essay was a pioneering moment in the analysis of  Black domestic work within 
capitalism. Patterson’s essay was written in the form of  a report produced from coverage of  a 
special “Woman’s Sub-Session” of  the Women’s Committee of  the National Negro Congress 
(NNC) of  the Second National Conference that was held in Philadelphia. Jones was aware of  
this report because she was on the panel with Patterson. The topics for the women’s session were 
“The Economic Crisis and Negro Women” and “Other Problems of  Negro Women.”4

2 Christian 2019.
3 Crenshaw 1989; Bisignani 2015; Collins 2000: 299.
4 “Foster Speaks at Second Y.C.L. Session” 1937; Cumberbatch 1936: 3; Lightfoot 1937; National Conven-
tion 1937, Philadelphia. PA, FBI Philadelphia 100-896, Reel 1 Frame 1411.
 The aforementioned article was written under her family name, Cumberbatch; her later writings are 
pinned under her pseudonym, Jones. Her early youth leftist activity promotes her to transition her name from 
Claudia Cumberbatch (1937) to Claudia Jones (1939). Her identification as a public figure within the Fed-
erated Youth Clubs was Cumberbatch. Her public identification with the Youth Communist League (YCL) 
was Jones. While, she was moving toward the left, her father Charles Cumberbatch was a recognized editor, 
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 Earlier that year, Jones had spoken on how the Domestic Workers Union was struggling 
valiantly to wipe out the “Bronx slave market,” and she had written about how the Youth 
Committee of  the NNC was concentrating its energies on organizing domestic workers in 
Harlem.5 Colloquially, the spaces where Black women waited for day labor during the Great 
Depression—whether it was the Bronx, Brooklyn, or Queens—were known as the “Bronx slave 
markets.” The “Bronx slave market” was a visible display of  the economic struggles’ of  Black 
women workers when one in three Black women was unemployed. Ella Baker, through her 
activism as a journalist and youth organizing, encountered Jones.6 In November 1935, Baker 
teamed-up with Marvel Cooke, a member of  the CPUSA, and wrote an article titled “The Bronx 
Slave Market” that was published in the Crisis, the National Association for the Advancement 
of  Colored People’s (NAACP) journal. The article served as a catalyst for shedding light on 
the slave markets—, the de-humanizing and the plight of  domestic workers—, and called for 
reform.7 This article as well as Patterson’s essay, in part, informed Jones’ thinking on the tripartite 
oppression of  Black women domestic and industrial workers.
  In the aftermath of  World War II and the dawn of  the Korean War, Jones’ writings 
connected the tripartite ideology to the peace movement. Jones linked questions of  race, class, 
gender, anticolonialism, anti-imperialism, and antifascism into a singular struggle for attaining 
peace and creating an egalitarian society. She did not artificially separate one from the other; she 
understood that the struggle went beyond national boundaries. Jones’ involvement in the peace 
movement informed her approach to intersectionality—“super-exploitation” and tripartite 
oppression—and provides a template for understanding intersectionality in the 21st century.
 The most vital immediate issues of  her day were peace or war, democracy or fascism. 
Peace was of  particular concern for Black people, for whom the achievement of  freedom was 
impossible under the conditions of  pro-war and pro-fascism. For her, the relationship between 
the struggle for peace and the fight for the Black, women, and worker rights were intertwined. 
Neither the movement for peace nor the movement for the Black, women, or workers’ rights 
could develop into a ‘pure’ form, unrelated to each other. The common denominator around 
which all social and economic issues relate and interconnect was the fight for peace.8 She believed 
that she was targeted because she fought for peace.  
 On 2 July 1951, Claudia Jones was indicted under the Smith Act. Her overt act was to 
have occurred in or about March 1950 during the International Women’s Day commemoration, 
when she issued a directive and caused it to be circulated through a theoretical journal of  the 

on the Executive Council of  the Negro Writer’s Guild, and was supervising a WPA project. Her family name 
had prominence in writer’s circle.
5 Cumberbatch “Negro Congress Youth Aid Domestic Workers.”
6 Claudia Jones would have known Ella Baker through her father Charles B. Cumberbatch who was a jour-
nalist, and James Ashford a black Young Communist League (YCL) leader. He introduced Jones to the YCL 
and was responsible for her joining the YCL the youth section of  the CPUSA. He helped to organize the first 
National Negro Congress (NCC) Convention that was held in in Chicago. In 1935, he was on the sponsoring 
committee for the NCC with Ella Baker. Baker was the publicity director.
7 Baker and Cook 1935: 330-31.
8 Bradley 1953: 4-5.
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CPUSA.9 In the 1950s, Jones was the highest-ranking Black woman in the CPUSA. She was the 
living symbol of  left-wing political activism among Black women. Throughout the 1930s and the 
1950s, she wrote for and edited several CPUSA publications: The Weekly Review, The Daily Worker, 
Spotlight, and Political Affairs. She was an activist, a writer who used her writings as an opposition 
platform against racial, economic, and gender inequities and injustice in American society. Jones 
had been labeled as an alien Communist in violation of  the Smith Act as amended by the Internal 
Security Act of  1950. She was found to have been “an alien who writes and publishes and causes 
to be written and published any matter, advising, advocating or teaching the overthrow, by force 
or violence, of  the Government of  the United States.”10 The exact language of  the charge was 
that Jones had “issued a directive.” What “issuing a directive” actually entailed was writing an 
article on urging American mothers, Black and White women to emulate the peace struggles. 
The article was titled Women in the Struggle for Peace and Security.11

 Jones’ trial ran for nine and a half  months, from March 1952 to February 1953. After 
her first day in court, Jones wrote a short article describing her feelings, her co-defendants, and 
their families. She recalled that they felt like crying, but the feelings were so intense that it ‘was 
more than courage, of  the ordinary kind’ to hold back the tears. She said, “You found that what 
was growing in you and forming a hard core—was anger—implacable anger that the fight for 
progress and above all, for peace, was being made immeasurably more difficult.” She felt that 
the “pages of  American history were passing before her and being trampled on by huge and 
ungainly filthy feet.”12

  Jones was convicted along with thirteen other male and female Communists. She was the 
only Black woman convicted. Jones’ conviction was prepared and carried out in an atmosphere 
of  anti-Black and cold war hysteria. According to the National Committee to Defend Negro 
Leadership (NCDNL), “stool-pigeons and paid informers were used as witnesses.” One witness 
who testified against Jones, Paul Crouch was thoroughly repudiated and died shortly thereafter. 
Another witness against her, Harvey Matusow, confessed his perjuries and wrote a book entitled 
False Witness; however, Jones was not allowed any benefits from his false testimony.13 Jones believed 
that the harsh treatment she experienced was because she was a Black communist woman from 
the West Indies, and she had been a thorn in the side of  the establishment who upheld Jim 
Crowism and male chauvinism as she sought to redress these grievances, to unify White and 
Black workers, to unify women, and to challenge the foreign and domestic policies of  the United 
States.14

  Jones was sentenced to one-year and a day imprisonment, and fined $2,000 dollars. 
The Court of  Appeals sustained the guilty verdict. The opinion virtually set aside the ‘clear 
and present danger’ doctrine and substituted instead a ‘sliding scale’ rule for sedition cases. The 
Court considered the ‘potential evil’ in upholding the conviction. The ‘potential evil’ was that if  

9 Federal Grand Jury Indictment, Civil Rights Commission (CRC), Part I: Reel 11: 0672 or Part II Reel 
11:02591.
10 FBI n.d.
11 Fast 1950/1951.
12 Jones 1965.
13 National Committee to Defend Negro Leadership 1955: 8, 129.
14 Bowrin 1956.
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women of  the world were to unite for peace, it would present a danger.15

 A dominating theme in her writings was linking intersectionality to bringing peace to 
the world and transforming global inequities. Central to her argument is that in a proletarian 
revolution, the emancipation of  all women is primary, and that feminist progressives must 
incorporate a race and class critique into their political ideology. Also, black women can only 
truly achieve self-determination through the simultaneous destruction of  racism, sexism, and 
capitalism, preferably under their own leadership. In We Seek Full Equality for Women, Jones asserted 
that a movement for equality could not adequately deal with women questions or win women’s 
“progressive participation unless one takes up the special problems,; needs and aspirations of  
women as women.”16

  In Political and Theoretic Guidance to Our Work Among Women, Jones wrote that women were 
exploited doubly, “both as workers and women.” She understood that women faced special 
oppression in every field in society as workers, wives, as homebuilders, and as citizens. Whichever 
way women turned, they were ‘confronted with subtle and often crudely brutal manifestations of  
`male supremacy’ and chauvinism. These circumstances crippled women in every respect.17 Jones 
emphasized that although women were not the cause of  their oppression, they must become a 
part of  a mass movement and liberate themselves.18 She contended that the organization of  
the masses of  American women was indispensable to the building and strengthening of  an 
antifascist, anti-imperialist, and antiwar coalition to heighten the struggle for peace and to meet 
the special needs of  oppressed women.19 She went on to say that the struggle for peace should 
be connected with the seemingly little issues of  crowded schoolrooms, unsanitary conditions, 
lack of  child care facilities, reactionary content of  teaching racism, the demand for lunch for 
a hungry child, and the demand for economic security. This interconnection would guarantee 
peace, bread and freedom, quality living conditions, and the full emancipation of  subjugated 
womankind.20

 In Women in the Struggle for Peace and Security, Jones explained that she wanted equal rights 
for women, not just formal legal rights, which were curtailed, if  not denied in reality, by the 
nature of  the exploitation of  women. Jones rejected the fallacious egalitarian notion that equal 
rights for women meant that women would not have special protection and social care. She 
maintained that women would have access to care as necessitated by their special needs, which 
did not apply to men (i.e., child bearing).21 Within the struggle for female liberation, she argued 
that the liberation of  Black women must be paramount. She pointed out that the problems of  
Black women had long been neglected and that they needed examining.22

 In We Seek Full Equality, she wrote that the “triply oppressed status” of  Black women was 
a barometer of  the status of  all women. For this reason, the fight for full, economic, political and 

15 Kelly and Harbison 1976: 829-830.
16 Jones 1949.
17 Jones 1951: 50.
18 Jones 1950:14.
19 Ibid, 16.
20  Ibid.
21  Ibid, 13.
22 Ibid, 15.
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social equality of  Black women was in the vital self-interest of  White workers as well as in the 
vital interest of  the fight to realize equality for all women.23 The essay explained the causes of  the 
inequality of  women under capitalism and indicated that achieving equality was defined by the 
extent to which the particular “problems, needs and aspirations of  women—as women” were 
addressed. Inequality was a threat to peace. She wrote, “The position of  women in society is not 
always and everywhere the same, but derives from women’s relation to the mode of  production.” 
She explained, “Under capitalism, the inequality of  women stems from the exploitation of  the 
working class by the capitalist class. But the exploitation of  women cuts across class lines and 
affects all women.”24

 In An End to the Neglect of  the Problems of  Negro Women, she centered Black women in the 
revolutionary struggle. She presented the syllogism that “the Negro question in the United States 
is prior to, and not equal to, the woman question.”25 Which meant that when Black women 
become free, everyone becomes free, but Black women cannot become free alone; so, in that 
sense, Black women’s liberation and self-determination is bound up with the struggle for peace, 
human liberation, and structural transformation. Jones highlighted the inextricable link that 
unites the struggles of  women, Black Americans, and working people. She took this idea further 
than everyone else and refused to accept a narrow single-identity politics and used her position 
within the Party to defend her ‘proto-feminism.’26

 Jones claimed that White women both in the progressive movement and the CPUSA bore 
a special responsibility toward Black women. She reminded her female comrades that the very 
economic relationship between Black and White women perpetuates intragender antagonism 
and thrives on racial prejudice. She wrote:

The very economic relationship of  Negro women to white women, 
which perpetuates `madammaid’ relationships, feeds chauvinist 
attitudes and makes it incumbent on white women progressives, and 
especially Communists, to fight consciously against, all manifestations 
of  white chauvinism, open and subtle.27

Jones maintained that it was “necessary [to] mobilize the masses of  women, particularly working 
class and Negro women,” in the fight for peace and the special demands of  women.28

 Although Jones had pushed for wide and diverse coalitions within the women’s peace 
movement, she sensed the growing militancy and resolve of  Black women to organize a powerful 
movement of  their own.29 Subsequently, in 1951 in the midst of  red hysteria, Jones became 
instrumental in bringing the Sojourners for Truth and Justice to life, a Black women’s leftist-peace 
organization to resist the constraints of  tripartite oppression. The Sojourners’ leadership set out 

23 Jones n.d.: 30.
24 Ibid, 26.
25 Jones 1974: 28-41.
26 Ibid, 35; Gore 2011: 71.
27 Jones 1949.
28 Jones n.d.: 31.
29 Jones 1951.
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to win support from large sections of  women “away from passive and pro-war selling leadership 
of  Negro reformist.”30 This new Black women’s group was established to heed “‘the historic calls 
of  Harriet Tubman and Sojourner Truth,” to stimulate “a united front activity among all Negro 
women’s organizations. . . in every community of  the nation” and to fight for “Negro liberation, 
and to give inspiration and courage to women the world over, the colored women of  Africa and 
Asia who expected them to make this challenge.”31 Their call was a precursor of  ‘race feminism’ 
within a global context. The leadership of  this group consisted of  Communist women and 
progressives. 
 The formation of  the Sojourners for Truth and Justice by and for Black women was 
criticized for being ‘nationalistic.’ Jones responded to these charges by writing “Since when is 
it the prerogative of  white progressives to determine the direction of  the liberation movement 
of  an oppressed people?” She pointed out that Black women were triply-oppressed as workers, 
as Blacks, and as women. Hence, White progressives cannot remove this oppression for Black 
women; instead, Black women themselves must meet and overcome these challenges. They 
must call on their prior histories of  militancy. She suggested that the best contribution that 
White progressives could make was to have full confidence in Black women’s leadership and 
lend support to their activities. Jones felt that White progressives’ criticism was misdirected and 
unwarranted. She believed that they should be heartened by the sign that working-class Black 
women had reached a point whereby they could effectively organize their struggles for peace and 
freedom.32

 Even as Jones was entering the Party, there was uneasiness with Black women leaders. 
On one occasion, after a meeting of  the Central Committee on Negro Work, several Black 
women who were active in the CPUSA had risen to a degree of  prominence within the Party. 
They, gathered at the home of  Grace P. Campbell, the first African American to join the Party, 
to discuss matters that specifically target gender and racial chauvinism that had been expressed 
by Louise T. Patterson and Maude White, who were editorial staff of  the Liberator, the organ 
of  the League of  Struggle for Negro Rights (LSNR). White male and female Party leaders 
never came up with any systematic plan to organize or recruit Black women in the Party. They 
recognized that the formulation of  Black feminism and womanhood was problematic within the 
existing ideas about gender within the Party.33 Among them were Louise T. Patterson, and Helen 

30  Ibid.
31 “Call Negro Women to ‘Sojourn for Justice’” 1951; “Sojourner for Truth and Justice” 1952; Brown 1966: 
x, 136.
32 Jones 1951.
33 Russian State Archive of Socio-Political History 1930s; Interview with Maude White Katz by Ruth Prago 
1981; Thompson 1937; Burroughs 1928. In 1927, Margaret Cowl, Secretary, Women’s Department, New 
York, NY District Workers’ Party, spoke to the work that was not being done among women. See RGASPI 
515/1/1136 Margaret Cowl, Secretary Women’s Department New York, NY District Workers’ Party. Program 
for Communist Work Among Women in the United States, The Fifth National Convention of the Communist 
Party of America, 31 August 1927.
 In 1927, Margaret Cowl, Secretary Women’s Department New York, NY District Workers’ Party spoke 
to the work that was not being done among women. RGASPI 55/1/1136. The Fifth National Convention of 
the Communist Party of America, 31 August 1927.
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Holman, who was the director of  women’s work in the Harlem Division of  the Communist 
Party. They recognized “the necessity of  stimulating girl leadership and promoting varied and 
interesting activities for them.” They urged young Black women, like Jones, to take leadership 
positions. In taking responsibility for nurturing the next generation of  Black radical women, 
they proposed to target general problems facing Black girls, such as unemployment, low wages, 
insecurity, economic obstacles to marriage, restricted vocational opportunities, and a host of  
other problems.34

 Then in 1950, Jones saw where there was “tremendous potential and ready receptivity 
among all sections of  Negro women, particularly working-class Negro women, to a movement 
which fights for peace and freedom.” It was a movement that they could eagerly embrace 
because it was “a movement, conceived by them, organized by them, and led by them.”35 
And the Sojourners for Truth and Justice became a distinct women’s peace movement that 
had emerged from the realities of  tripartite oppression. But the downside of  all this was that 
the Sojourners for Truth and Justice emerged from a “‘peace offensive,”’ and peace had been 
re-defined as subversive within the lexicon of  American foreign policy. Jones’ involvement in 
organizing women, for peace, especially Black women, presented—if  not a ‘clear and present 
danger,’ then it certainly posed—a ‘potential evil’ threat to the nation which led her to Red 
Monday. 
         Claudia Jones’ prosecution was an attempt to curtail her freedom to think, speak and write, 
and organize. Her prosecution was driven by a concerted effort to keep the words and works 
of  Jones from the American public. At the end of  the day, her prosecution served to exclude 
her writings from American literary and intellectual cannons as well as from the history and 
historiography of  America’s peace and the feminist movement;, but with a growing interest in 
understanding the origins and nuances of  intersectionality, we are all grappling to get a better 
understanding of  her writings and activism as well as the depth and resiliency of  Black women’s 
commitment to intersectionality paradigms. Louise T. Patterson appears to have been the first to 
use the term “triply-oppressed” in reference to reforming, the conditions of  domestic workers. 
Whereas Jones’ writings and activism connected tripartite ideology to the peace movement. The 
concept of  “triply-oppressed” is not static. It embodies a degree of  dynamism as it situates in the 
context of  time and space, so that in the 21st century lexicon, the concept is expressed in terms of  
intersectionality. Jones’ main strength appears to have been her ability to link questions of  race, 
class, gender, anticolonialism, antiimperialism, and antifascism into a singular struggle to attain 
the peace that would create an egalitarian society—which makes her one of  the most significant 
women of  the 20th century, and the mother of  global revolutionary thought.

34 “Little Urgets YCLDaily Worker 1937: 5.
35 Jones 1952: 10.
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Abstract: This article examines Claudia Jones’s view on nuclear weapons and her attempts in the West 
Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News and Renmin Ribao to link Beijing’s nuclear project to global 
anti-imperialist and nationalist movements. In hailing China’s first successful nuclear test as a major 
advancement in the international struggle against U.S. empire, Jones underscored the overlaps between 
her internationalist politics and Beijing’s militant foreign policy pronouncements to drive home the 
need for intensified resistance against imperialism and for national liberation. In this way she also re-
jected the Soviet doctrine of  peaceful coexistence and articulated a peace politics that emphasized the 
dismantling of  imperialism and colonialism as the prerequisite for lasting peace. Her journalistic efforts 
to wage a global decolonial struggle culminated in her reporting on her 1964 visit to China, where she 
found “evidence” for Beijing’s anti-imperialist commitments. Although she constructed romanticizing, 
if  not entirely counterfactual, narratives of  Chinese socialism that corresponded to the party-state’s 
geopolitical and domestic aspirations, she downplayed the implications of  the deepening Sino-Soviet 
Split, thereby formulating a relatively independent position that differed from Beijing’s line. Jones’s ac-
tivism around the issue of  nuclear weapons, as well as its inconsistencies and contradictions, exemplified 
the hard work that Black internationalists had to put into forging transnational solidarities and tilting 
the global geopolitical balance in the favor of  the decolonizing world.

Keywords: Black women’s internationalism; nuclear weapons; Sino-Soviet Split; anticolonialism and 
anti-imperialism; national self-determination
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The teachings of  the Chairman 
Of  the Chinese Communists
The tactic of  unity, with all who
Loved this ancient land
The service to the people’s needs
The fight to win and
Change the mind of  Man
Against the corruption of  centuries,
Of  feudal-bourgeois, capitalist ideas
The fusion of  courage and clarity
Of  polemic against misleaders

Who sought compromise with the enemy
These were the pre-requisites of  Victory.
No idle dreamers these —
and yet they dared to dream
The dream — long-planned
Unfolds in Socialist China.
 
— Claudia Jones, “Yenan — Cradle of  
the Revolution” (Revised as “Thoughts 
on Visiting Yenan”)
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In 1964, Black Communist Claudia Jones (1915-1964) traveled to China. During her return 
trip from Yenan (Yan’an), the former capital of  the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and a 
revolutionary center, Jones organized her reflections on the Chinese Revolution into a poem 
that hails China’s socialist construction as a harbinger of  global emancipation. Studying the 
history of  China’s struggle for liberation and witnessing profound socio-politico-economic 
transformations in the fledgling People’s Republic restored her faith in the possibilities of  similar 
socialist revolutions elsewhere.2 Born in Trinidad and raised in Harlem, Jones was always on the 
front lines of  global crusades against interlocking oppressive systems of  race, gender, class, and 
nation, and sought to forge seemingly disparate liberation struggles into a worldwide coalition 
against capitalism, colonialism, and imperialism. Germane to this multifaceted internationalist 
politics was an anti-imperialist political imaginary that emphasized, as a requisite for global 
emancipation, the conjoining of  the anticolonial, antiracist, and antisexist movements in the 
Asia, Africa, and Latin America and the construction of  socialist modernity in China.
 Although traveling to China decisively solidified Claudia Jones’s pro-Maoist stance, she 
had sided with the CCP, endorsed and defended China’s domestic and foreign policies, and 
linked the Black radical intellectual tradition to Chinese socialism before she made the trip. 
While based in the U.S., in her writing and public speaking, Jones consistently repudiated the 
country’s imperialism as occasioning racial, class, and gender oppression within its borders 
and simultaneous unrelenting aggression against the decolonizing world, and had suggested 
that it was shared historical and contemporaneous experiences of  oppression and struggle that 
generated a sense of  shared fate among anti-imperialist and anticolonial nations. Albeit only 
occasionally, she enthused about the rising status of  Chinese women, which, for her, concretely 
demonstrated the promise of  gender liberation that socialism held, and urged U.S. women to 
join forces with their Asian sisters to advance global peace and security.3 She listed China as one 
crucial participant in a Soviet-led global revolutionary movement. Likewise, before she left the 
U.S., the Chinese reading public had known her as “a Communist Party, U.S.A. leader” and 
“renowned Black American leader.”4 Amidst a rising tide of  anti-communist paranoia in the 
1950s, for instance, Chinese newspaper coverage of  Jones’s imprisonment, criminalization, and 
deportation represented her as a dauntless warrior, willing to sacrifice her life for the cause of  
the downtrodden the world over.5 Notwithstanding those initial and sporadic discursive attempts 
to build solidarity, the near decade following her arrival in Britain in 1955 witnessed Jones’s 
redoubled efforts to tilt the global geopolitical balance in the favor of  the decolonizing world. 
And the period between the founding of  the West Indian Gazette in 1958 and her untimely death 
in 1964 was the high point of  Jones’s engagement with China. Apprised of  the shifting domestic 
and international contexts, Jones refashioned herself  as a Third World revolutionary and elevated 
Mao’s China as a leader in the global struggle against imperialism and white supremacy. Indeed, 
as Carole Boyce Davies observes, Jones’s political activism in London indicated a reorientation 
away from a Soviet communist party line toward Pan-African and Third World emancipatory 

2  Jones 1965; Boyce Davies 2011: 32n229.
3  Jones 1951.
4  New China News Agency (hereafter NCNA) 1955 (1); NCNA 1955 (2).
5  NCNA 1948; NCNA 1955 (2); Zhou 1959.
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designs. Jones’s deportation is then rightly called “voluntary departure.”6 In a similar vein, 
scholars such as Bill Mullen, Kevin Gaines, and Dayo Gore argue that exile counterintuitively 
offered Black leftists hope for transcending the discursive and material limits of  both liberal 
racial reformism and the Soviet model of  global revolution and for fostering global revolutionary 
solidarity.7 Exile, for Jones, evoked not a sense of  muteness, uncertainty, or defeat, but possibilities 
of  new connections and subjectivities.
 Jones’s involvement in the Black British and Chinese print-centered public spheres 
after her deportation exemplified her self-redefinition and intensified dedication to the global 
struggle against capitalism, imperialism, and colonialism. According to Carole Boyce Davies, 
Jones articulated a politics “even more internationalist in scope than was possible in her prior 
journalistic endeavors” in the pages of  the West Indian Gazette (renamed in 1959 the West Indian 
Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News).8 Unlike her contributions to CPUSA periodicals, Jones’s 
Brixton-based newspaper followed closely the developments in China’s socialist construction. 
Editing it thus effectively enabled Jones to promote her new liberatory vision that called for 
forging anti-imperialist solidarity. Moreover, Jones’s outspokenly pro-China position, in addition 
to her reputation as a sophisticated anticolonial Communist thinker and the well-publicized 
1964 visit to Asia, secured her access to China’s print media. Renmin Ribao, the official 
mouthpiece of  the CCP, now identified her as the “organizer of  the Committee of  Afro-Asian 
and Caribbean Organizations,” “editor in chief  of  the West Indian Gazette,” and a “Jones of  
Trinidad,” and became an important platform for her engagement with the Chinese public.9 In 
both newspapers, Jones crafted favorable and sometimes romanticizing narratives of  Beijing’s 
geopolitical aspirations and growing rapport with Third World national liberation movements 
in alignment with her own unyielding commitment to anti-imperialism, anticolonialism, 
and national self-determination. Now able to step up her journalistic activism, Jones actively 
mobilized multiple reading publics to build a revolutionary alliance between China and the 
decolonizing world. For her, China’s success in exploding its first nuclear bomb in 1964 was 
one world-historical event that created conditions of  possibility for forging an anti-imperialist 
alliance. 

Thunder in the East

On October 16, 1964, China successfully tested an atomic bomb, fueling the country’s 
aspirations for leadership of  the global struggle against imperialism, capitalism, and white 
supremacy. The CCP framed this event in ideological terms, as China’s State Council declared 
that “this successful nuclear test symbolized a new era in China’s defense modernization. It was 
a great blow to U.S. nuclear monopoly and blackmail. It will greatly encourage all peace-loving 
countries and people of  the world.”10 Claudia Jones openly endorsed China’s nuclear weapons 

6  Boyce Davies 2008: 141-7.
7  Mullen 2015; Gaines 2006; Gore 2019.
8  Boyce Davies 2008: 89.
9  NCNA 1964 (1); NCNA 1964 (2).
10  Quoted in Xia 2006: 123.
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project. In so doing, she placed seemingly local freedom struggles in relation to larger global 
liberatory processes. In several articles on the explosion, she condemned U.S. imperialism as a 
ruthless agent of  colonial entrenchment in decolonizing nations and the most serious threat to 
China’s national security and viewed this recent success as a major achievement of  the Chinese 
anti-imperialist struggle and thus of  the global crusade for liberation. For example, in an article 
entitled “Anti-Imperialists Hail China’s A-Bomb Test” published in her newspaper The West 
Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News, Jones lists Modibo Keita of  Mali, Ho Chi Minh of  
Democratic Republic of  Vietnam, and African American radical militant Robert F. Williams 
among the leaders and representatives of  anti-imperialist movements who cohered around a 
shared appreciation of  the importance of  China’s nuclear weapons program for the global 
struggle against imperialism and colonialism. As Jones explains, these leaders “consider [the 
successful explosion] as a great encouragement for the Asian, African, and Latin American 
peoples who are struggling for national liberation and the consolidation of  their independence; 
and an important contribution to the struggle against bellicose and aggressive imperialism, for 
the safeguarding of  world peace.”11 
 Claudia Jones herself  also lavished praise on China’s nuclear weapons program, 
thereby interpellating herself  as a member of  the constellation of  Chinese and Third World 
revolutionaries championing China as the leader in fighting against U.S. imperialism. Instead 
of  highlighting the destructiveness of  China’s nuclear weapons, she focused on their symbolic 
functions. For her, China’s successful nuclear test signaled the waning power of  U.S. empire 
and an imminent reordering of  global politics conducive to world liberation. In fact, Jones 
articulated her support for China nuclear aspirations more explicitly in Renmin Ribao. Entering 
China’s directed public sphere—one tightly controlled by a centralized propaganda apparatus, 
Jones was expected to follow the reasoning of  Chinese government officials on the significance 
of  the country’s nuclear weapons project to mobilize the Chinese public to forge revolutionary 
alliances with Third World peoples. Shortly after the explosion, Jones accepted an interview 
with Renmin Ribao, and used the newspaper as a pivotal venue to forge a revolutionary coalition. 
She stressed the importance of  China’s successful nuclear explosion in terms recognizable to 
the Chinese reading public. For example, she ruled that “China’s successful nuclear test for the 
purpose of  self-defense has broken the U.S. nuclear monopoly and was a rebuff to the U.S. policy 
of  nuclear blackmail.”12 Additionally, Jones endorsed and relayed Mao Zedong’s thesis that the 
atomic bomb is a paper tiger and the outcome of  wars is ultimately determined by political 
and human factors.13 She states that “the famous saying by Chairman Mao that the nuclear 
bomb is a paper tiger is absolutely correct. It shows that Chinese leaders have confidence in the 
people.”14 
 She also linked Third World national liberation movements to China’s anti-imperialist 
struggle and considered the latter as a liberatory project with global implications that could lend 

11  West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News 1964 (6).
12  NCNA 1964 (6).
13  Mao recognized the immense degree of  destruction that the atomic bomb could wreak and emphasized the 
imperative for China to acquire nuclear weapons, but he continued to believe that “in the end they [nuclear 
weapons] changed into paper tigers, dead tigers, bean curd tigers” (Quoted in Shu Guang Zhang 1999: 209).
14  NCNA 1964 (5).
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momentum to the former. “The news that China successfully exploded its first atomic bomb has 
panicked imperialists and reactionaries from around the world, but it has heartened the world’s 
people, especially the anti-imperialist peoples in Asia, Africa and Latin America.”15 In situating 
China’s successful nuclear test within the global anti-imperialist struggle, Jones formulated a 
revolutionary vision that meshed well with China’s conception of  the global nuclear order. 
Nicola Horsburgh calls this model for nuclear order “socialist proliferation,” a “‘strongly stated 
and doctrinally buttressed position’ favouring the proliferation of  nuclear weapons to socialist 
states and ‘peace-loving neutralist non-aligned’ countries” to “defend against imperialist nuclear 
threats and blackmail.” This more inclusive vision, as opposed to the extant nuclear monopoly 
blueprint based on arms control and non-proliferation promoted by both Cold War superpowers, 
affirmed the right of  each sovereign state to possess nuclear weapons and highlighted the 
imperative of  advancing the resistance against global imperialism.16 Indeed, one reason Mao 
gave for China’s efforts to acquire nuclear weapons is that “the Chinese people will never accept 
the privileged position of  one or two superpowers because of  their monopoly of  the nuclear 
weapons in today’s world.”17 According to Chinese foreign minister Chen Yi, “as soon as the 
small and weak nations acquire their own atomic weapons, the nuclear monopoly would be 
broken, the one or two superpowers could no longer wave nuclear weapons to blackmail [us].”18

Jones certainly sympathized with China’s defiant ideological position. Beijing’s forceful insertion 
of  the imperative of  independence and decolonization into the grain of  superpower struggles 
for global dominance mirrored the Third World’s determination to chart a different path to 
modernity. Therefore, Jones’s support for China’s alternative model qualified her as a “politically 
engaged but non-aligned commentator,” suspicious of  both Soviet communism and liberal 
democracy.19

 Jones found her anti-imperialist internationalist politics compatible with Mao’s theory of  
world revolution. To exploit this ideological congruence, she linked Black freedom movements all 
over the world to China’s anti-imperialist struggle in clearly Maoist terms. Jones’s championing 
of  China’s nuclear weapons project was not her first attempt to forge a revolutionary coalition 
between Beijing and decolonizing peoples in this way. She had publicized her support for 
Mao’s first major message that explicitly called for the internationalization of  a Black liberation 
movement, Statement Supporting the American Negroes in Their Just Struggle against Racial Discrimination 
by U.S. Imperialism.20 In this statement, Mao foregrounded the interconnectedness between the 
Black freedom struggle in the U.S. and other liberation movements, and linked them into a 
unified revolution against U.S. imperialism.21 In Renmin Ribao, Jones highlighted the urgency 
of  anti-imperialist struggle and further explicated the global implications of  Mao’s message: 
“Chairman Mao has astutely explained the [Black American] struggle is organically connected 
with the global anti-imperialist protest… This statement is significant not only to the American 

15  Ibid.
16  Horsburgh 2015: 51-53.
17  Quoted in Shu Guang Zhang 1999: 211.
18  Ibid 212.
19  Reynolds 2008: 105.
20  Mao 1963.
21  Ibid.
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movement but also the various struggles being waged by African, Asian, and Latin American 
peoples against the common enemy U.S. imperialism.” Additionally, in the statement, Mao 
predicted the inevitability of  the ultimate victory of  the African American liberation movement 
and thus of  the defeat of  U.S. liberal democracy. Jones placed the revolutionary Black masses at 
the vanguard of  the global crusade against U.S. imperialism, because, for her, the explosion of  
protests among African Americans “has demonstrated the grave crisis of  U.S. imperialism, the 
intensification of  the general class struggle, and especially the radicalization of  Black national 
movements.”22 In this way, Jones, together with the CCP, was able to galvanize the Chinese 
public within a Maoist and her own understanding of  the African American struggle, anti-
imperialist movements and transnational solidarities.
 Judy Wu reminds us that Black internationalists and Asian leaders and organizations 
forged transnational and transracial revolutionary alliances through bi-directional, if  not multi-
directional, circulations of  ideas, theories, and individuals.23 It should therefore be noted that 
Claudia Jones and the CCP worked together to expand their sense of  a shared fate. Identifying 
“Jones of  Trinidad” as a spokesperson for the decolonizing world, who, in one instance, told 
an NCNA journalist that “China received enthusiastic congratulations from people all over 
Africa, Asia, and Latin America,” the CCP used its official organ to seek to render Jones’s pro-
Chinese stance representative of  decolonizing revolutionaries in general and to magnify her 
admiration for China’s socialist construction and anti-imperialist struggle. Furthermore, hailing 
Beijing as, in the case of  this Renmin Ribao article, “a great friend of  the peoples in Asia, Africa 
and Latin America waging anti-imperialist and nationalist struggles.” Jones, as well as the CCP, 
positioned China as the leader of  the global united front against imperialism, colonialism, 
and capitalism, and decolonizing nations as beneficiaries of  China’s anti-hegemonic foreign 
policy, sometimes deprived of  agency, rather than equal participants in a common struggle who 
could inform Chinese leaders’ deliberations on anti-imperialism.24 Unequal power relations 
therefore structured this revolutionary imaginary. Robeson Taj Frazier has demonstrated that 
the dangers of  producing or reproducing power hierarchies always lurked behind Afro-Asian 
solidarity projects seeking to impede or subvert them.25 Through casting the detonation as a 
monumental step forward in the global anti-imperialist struggle and downplaying China’s own 
at times hegemonic geopolitical ambitions, Jones, like the Chinese government, confirmed the 
country’s self-identification as the leader of  the global decolonial struggle and helped form a 
hierarchical solidarity that served Beijing’s foreign policy goals. But for Jones, the imperative of  
building such an uneven solidarity trumped other considerations, because only by doing so could 
she forge transnational revolutionary solidarity within China’s highly regulated print-centered 
public sphere. As Chen Jian shows, “Mao fully understood that only when China’s superior 
moral position in the world had been recognized would the consolidation of  his continuous 
revolution’s momentum at home be assured.”26 Thus, to mobilize popular support for anti-
imperialist, anti-capitalist solidarity, Claudia Jones needed to eschew articulating any political 

22  NCNA 1963.
23  Wu 2013: 5.
24  NCNA 1964 (6).
25  Frazier 2014: 21.
26  Chen 2001: 15.
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position that openly diverge from Maoist lines, and to preach outright a refashioned theoretics 
instrumental to China’s domestic and foreign policy objectives. Additionally, Jones’s support for 
Mao’s domestic and foreign policies in the pages of  Renmin Ribao frequently found echoes in the 
West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News. Occasionally, her newspaper reprinted articles 
published in the CCP’s mouthpiece, and somewhat less often Chinese journalists quoted Jones 
from editorials and statements in her London-based periodical.27 Therefore, through practices 
of  quotation, translation, exchange, and distribution, Jones’s newspaper fostered for Chinese 
messages a broad reading public beyond the confines of  the Chinese nation-state, and China’s 
state media transmitted her ideas to the Chinese public.

Peace and Freedom—Inseparable

It would be inappropriate to view Claudia Jones’s support for China’s nuclear weapons project 
as an unqualified endorsement of  revolutionary violence. Her calls for intensified armed 
nationalist struggle must be considered within the intersecting contexts of  the China-Soviet 
split, of  the Soviet efforts at “peaceful co-existence with” U.S. imperialism, of  escalating U.S. 
attacks on fledgling decolonizing nations, and of  the reorientation of  Third World liberation 
movements toward violent rebellion as a new theory of  revolutionary violence, into which 
Jones articulated her impatience with the pace of  global decolonization and sympathy with 
China’s radical anti-imperialist stance. By the time of  the successful 1964 explosion, clashes 
over the global nuclear arrangement had dominated Sino-Soviet relations. The post-Stalinist 
Soviet policy of  peaceful coexistence prized rapprochement with the West to stabilize the bipolar 
relationship over militant anti-imperialist internationalism, whereas Beijing oriented its foreign 
policy toward forcefully supporting Third World struggles against imperialism, colonialism, 
and/or capitalism.28 Therefore, the U.S.S.R. expected its Third World allies to accept its model 
for global nuclear order that promoted disarmament and counseled against armed struggles, 
while China sought to become a nuclear power, publicized its successful test as a boon to global 
decolonization, and tried to foment global revolutions. Pulled into the vortex of  the China-
Soviet conflict, to maintain her access to China’s public sphere, to continue forging revolutionary 
solidarity, and to step up her anti-imperialist activism, Jones sided with Beijing.
 Claudia Jones offered her take on the deepening split in an editorial on the Soviet signing 
of  the Partial Test Ban Treaty with the U.S. and U.K. in 1963, which, for the Chinese leadership, 
once again signaled the Soviet turn to alignment with Western imperialism. As Jones reported, 
the consequences of  the agreement aroused in the decolonizing world suspicion that “the main 
beneficiar[y] of  the Moscow treaty is primarily U.S. imperialism.” This article reveals deliberate 
loopholes in the treaty: the legalization of  underground nuclear tests, the possible spread of  
nuclear weapons to U.S. allies, and a lack of  enforcement teeth. Jones therefore chided the 
U.S.S.R. for signing the ban: “That the Socialist Soviet Union is one of  the signatories has, 
unfortunately, not assuaged fears that the partial test ban treaty is not the millen[n]ium either 

27  West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News 1964 (9); West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News 
1964 (7).
28  Friedman 2015: 101-148.
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as regards an end to the grave threat of  nuclear wars or nuclear testing.” As Jones pointed 
out, the signers wanted, “[o]n the one hand, to deny the non-nuclear powers, particularly the 
People[’s] Republic of  China, to participate on an equal footing; on the other to compel them 
to affix their signatures to a treaty in which they have no say.”29 Notably, Jones’s comments on 
the Soviet doctrine of  peaceful coexistence seemed to downplay the flaring hostilities between 
the U.S.S.R. and China. Unlike Jones who simply registered her disappointment with Moscow’s 
involvement in the treaty process and delivered a tirade only against U.S. imperialism, the 
Chinese government lambasted the Soviet Union for “ma[king] a 180 degree about-face” and 
joining the imperialist powers to “consolidate their nuclear monopoly and bind the hands of  all 
peace-loving countries subjected to the nuclear threat,” and not least to manacle China.30 This 
lacuna bespoke not so much the confusion occasioned by the widening rift among socialist allies 
as Jones’s discursive attempt at forging a socialist united front against global imperialism.
 Indeed, the U.S. state remained the archenemy, and in her writing Claudia Jones 
repeatedly warned of  the haunting specters of  U.S. neocolonialism, imperialism, and nuclear 
militarism. The 1964 issues of  the West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News apprised 
readers of  heightened U.S. imperialist aggression and encroachments in decolonizing nations 
that threatened to dash their dreams of  national self-determination. For example, an article 
alerted readers that “hundreds of  U.S. jet fighter bombers were posted at air force and naval 
bases in Florida and ab[oar]d two big aircraft carriers in nearby waters. They could leave for 
Cuba to carry on bombing ‘within minutes of  any order to go.’” These planes, Jones reported, 
“are capable of  nuclear warfare.”31 With the ink hardly dry on the Moscow treaty and the 
U.S. imperial state aggressively consolidating its global hegemony, she sought to inject militant 
anti-imperialism into the grain of  global popular sentiment for nuclear disarmament and 
expressed her disagreement with the Soviet policy of  peaceful coexistence that underpinned 
the superpower model for nuclear order. She did exactly that in voicing her opposition to U.S. 
militarism in the Congo. Jones condemned U.S. imperialist ventures in the Congo: as “one of  
imperialism’s most valuable assets,” the African nation “linger[s] under the most oppressive 
conditions possible.” Ridiculing the hypocrisy of  U.S. imperialists who called for disarmament 
but stepped up nuclear war preparations once again, she linked U.S. colonialism in the Congo to 
the hovering threat of  nuclear wars, as she pointed out that “[t]he Congo produces most of  the 
world’s uranium,” that its “raw materials are very largely the basis of  U.S. military domination,” 
and that “[b]etween 1960-64 the Congo became in fact an American colony.”32 As these and 
other unfulfilled emancipatory dreams drove more and more revolutionaries into combat, Jones’s 
newspaper documented a surge of  anti-imperialist militancy in the Third World. Robert Young 
demonstrates that by the mid-1960s “the new Marxist militancy evident in Algerian, Cuban, and 
Vietnamese resistance [had] transformed the political landscape and options available.”33 Jones 
enthusiastically reported this turn to armed struggle, for instance, in an article on the Second 
Conference of  Heads of  States or Governments of  Non-Aligned Countries that demonstrated 
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“the spectacular development of  national democratic movements”. At this conference, according 
to the article, with “the colonial system of  imperialism crumbling rapidly,” “armed struggle 
[was] confirmed as the necessary legitimate means in the fight for national liberation and for 
safeguarding national independence,” which ran counter to the Soviet principle of  peaceful 
coexistence and competition with U.S. imperialists. To drive home the need for resistance, Jones 
listed three rhetorical questions regarding the merits of  peaceful coexistence at the beginning 
of  the article, indicating her opposition to the Soviet policy. The conference attendees thus 
“gave blunt answers” that affirmed Jones’s rejection of  compromise with imperialist forces and 
insistence on fighting a relentless struggle for self-determination.34 In that same year, Jones offered 
Third World radical nationalists space in the pages of  her newspaper to communicate their 
political positions with her readers. One of  those revolutionary leaders, Leo Milas, Secretary of  
Defense and Security of  the Mozambique Liberation Front (Frelimo), reiterated the importance 
of  armed struggle: as “the Portuguese colonialists are intensifying their efforts in Mozambique to 
suppress the people’s demand for freedom,” …“we are left no alternative but to win independence 
through armed revolution.”35 With those and other articles in her newspaper that highlight the 
inherent violence of  imperialism and capitalism, the intensification of  nationalist struggles in 
the Third World, China’s militant anti-imperialism, and the changing geopolitical landscape, 
Claudia Jones was able to offer a historicized justification for the use of  force and her support for 
China’s nuclear weapons project, which, for Jones, exemplified this counter-hegemonic stance 
that was gaining solid ground. 
 Furthermore, in articulating support for China’s stated nuclear aspirations, Claudia Jones 
transformed the concept of  peace into grounds for solidarity and resistance against imperialism, 
colonialism, and capitalism. In an editorial on the supposed public indifference in Caribbean 
spaces to the global peace movement of  the time, Jones proffered a different, grassroots conception 
of  peace that prioritized struggles against colonialism and white supremacy over arms control 
and non-proliferation. For Afro-Caribbean immigrants in Britain, “the atomic bomb symbolises 
a struggle between two white groups of  nations and there seems little reason why the non-
white population of  the world should become involved” if  global white supremacy remained 
unchallenged. Jones found it “impossible to unravel the threads of  peace and freedom,” and 
called for mostly white peace activists and Black Britons to work together to transform the anti-
nuclear movement into one that addressed “the broader issues of  the causes of  violence and of  
war,” namely racism, colonialism, and capitalism. This article thus urged the peace movement 
to “persuade even a fraction of  West Indian population to accept that the fight for the dignity 
of  all men is a fight without colour” and encouraged Afro-Caribbean immigrants to foster a 
“rethinking [of] the sort of  society that asks for peace.”36 China’s successful nuclear test later 
that year and the country’s publicization of  its anti-imperialist nuclear policy prompted Jones 
to clarify the dialectic relationship between peace and freedom, or, in other words between the 
struggle against imperialism and colonialism and the struggle for peace. First and foremost, 
for Jones, the dismantling of  imperialism and colonialism was a prerequisite for global peace. 
She communicated this position perhaps most eloquently in her report on the Tenth World 
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Conference against Hydrogen and Atom Bombs in Japan in 1964, published in The West Indian 
Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News. Jones argued that the struggle for world peace and the 
decolonization of  the Third World should go hand in hand, positioned U.S. imperialism as 
simultaneously intensifying colonial and neocolonial oppression and the threat of  nuclear war, 
and posited racism, colonialism, imperialism, and militarism as interlinked with each other. 
In other words, the danger to peace was not nuclear weapons but “the mercenaries, the U.S. 
imperialists, who wield them and threaten peace in South East Asia and the world.”37 
 The struggle against imperialism is therefore the struggle for peace. Here Jones echoed 
Mao Zedong’s line that “wars stem from the aggressive nature of  imperialist states and the 
inherent contradictions among them, not from popular resistance or the policies of  socialist 
states,” which rendered foolish the Soviet approach to peace based on non-proliferation and 
competition rather than confrontation against the West.38 Jones surely vehemently opposed 
nuclear militarism. As Vincent J. Intondi shows, Black activists of  different ideological stripes 
cohered around opposition to nuclear proliferation. They saw nuclear threats against China, 
North Korea, and North Vietnam as manifestations of  racism, and through placing U.S. nuclear 
weapons programs at the nexus of  racism, imperialism, and colonialism, forged distinct activist 
traditions into a unified struggle for global liberation.39 Indeed, Jones protested against French 
nuclear testing in the Sahara. Concerned with the fallout of  the planned explosion in Africa, she 
charged that the test was “a form of  imperialism more dangerous and damaging than any form 
of  colonialism.”40 Jones sought to infuse anticolonial and anti-imperialist politics into global 
strivings for peace. As Antoine Petit, a Haitian delegate, revealed at the memorial meeting 
for Jones in Beijing in 1965, as the Trinidadian representative and Vice Chair of  the Drafting 
Committee, Jones steered the deliberations on global denuclearization at the Tokyo conference 
toward aiding decolonial efforts in the Third World and building revolutionary alliances. In 
particular, Jones fought every step of  the way against the attempt to “set up water-tight barriers 
between our peoples in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.”41 According to one of  Jones’s reports, 
the “right-wing” Japanese Socialists and their supporters, who sought to promote the Soviet 
policy of  peaceful coexistence, claimed that the Partial Test Ban Treaty “would suffice to ‘save 
the peace’,” a position most delegates “condemned as harmful to peace and international 
solidarity.”42 While Claudia Jones called for the “total prohibition of  the use, test, manufacture 
and stockpiling of  nuclear weapons, she made an exception for China and other “peaceful 
forces, meaning the Communist group”.43 For her, lasting peace could only be achieved through 
continued militant efforts to oppose imperialism and the deterrent and symbolic power of  nuclear 
weapons could help this fight. One day after the anti-nuclear meeting, Jones congratulated the 
CCP on the successful explosion of  the first atomic bomb as “a contribution to the world’s 
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people’s struggles against imperialism and for world peace” in Renmin Ribao.44 And a few days 
later, she linked China’s nuclear weapons project to Third World national liberation movements 
in her newspaper. Jones reported on the discussions about armed struggle at this anti-nuclear 
gathering: the delegates “upheld the right of  peoples in the fight for national liberation to use 
whatever means they choose to defeat the oppressors” and praised the Chinese representatives 
as “the leaders of  the principled fight against U.S. imperialism and who supports all national 
liberation struggles.”45 As Jones’s support for China’s nuclear weapons program reflected her 
faith in the liberatory potentialities of  active anti-imperialist struggle, her peace work was not 
strictly pacifist. While condemning all imperialist wars as unjust, she endorsed the use of  force 
by national liberation movements, and saw these anti-imperialist struggles as able to curtail 
the aggression of  U.S. imperialism and thus as a just fight for peace. She then “denounced 
the struggles against independence movements and the ‘peace movements’ which fail to 
distinguish just from unjust wars.”46 For Jones, China’s nuclear weapons project was part of  the 
just war against imperialism and colonialism, for Beijing could effectively counter U.S. nuclear 
menace, aid ongoing anticolonial struggles, and thus advance global peace. Therefore, through 
formulating a peace politics informed by the Chinese practice of  radical internationalism, Jones 
articulated a decidedly militant anti-imperialist politics. 
 Additionally, for Claudia Jones, the CCP’s minimalist approach to nuclear deterrence, 
in stark contrast to the militarist policy of  the U.S., established Beijing as a leader of  the unified 
movement for decolonization, peace, and liberation. In an article entitled “U.S. Nuclear Menace 
Challenged,” Jones used quotations from a Renmin Ribao editorial to convince her readers of  
China’s commitment to nuclear disarmament in addition to “checking U.S. nuclear blackmail.”
She italicized and thereby emphasized these words: “we [China] stood for the complete 
prohibition and thorough destruction of  nuclear weapons in the past when we did not possess 
them; we stand for the same now that we have them.” She added, “China will never at any 
time and under any circumstances be the first to use nuclear weapons.” But still, as the title 
suggests, China’s nuclear minimalism acknowledged the imperative of  challenging U.S. nuclear 
hegemony, even as the country eschewed deploying nuclear weapons first and ultimately aimed 
at denuclearization.47 Moreover, for Jones, the struggle for global peace was also the struggle 
for women’s liberation. She emphasized the leadership role of  women in advancing the world 
movement for peace and liberation: “[i]t was in the group meetings and the women’s panel 
where I spoke and attended with delegates from France, Indonesia, the People’s Republic of  
China, Belgium, Hawaii, the United States and Korea, that one saw the torrent for peace which 
issues forth from the mothers, wives and sisters of  Japan.”48 In identifying Japanese female 
delegates as “mothers, wives, and sisters,” Jones used maternalist and familialist strategies that 
she and other Black left feminists had adopted a decade earlier to draw their moral authority 
from the traditional gendered division of  labor in the family and their determination to make 
the world safer for their children and protect their families from violence. However, through 
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framing female activists’ claims to leadership positions in this way, Jones was able to highlight 
the need to address women’s concerns—albeit imagined as monolithic—and urge the inclusion 
of  women in peace movements as leaders without directly challenging dominant conceptions of  
gender and sexuality.49 Jones had been arguing for the involvement of  women and Black women 
in particular in revolutionary struggles. As early as 1950, Jones basked in women’s growing vocal 
opposition to war and placed them at the vanguard of  the global movement for peace. And in 
1964 she continued to posit the promotion of  women’s full participation in international affairs 
as an important and essential component of  the worldwide campaign against nuclear weapons 
proliferation, and linked women’s struggles and anti-imperialist projects the world over into a 
unified movement for peace. Her collaboration with women delegates from various countries 
and admiration for the Japanese women delegates intimated her feminist transnationalism, what 
Jones had called “a new phenomenon of  worldwide identification and sisterhood of  women” in 
an earlier decade.50 Acutely aware of  that, Jones enjoined CPUSA leaders “to give leadership 
to this wide peace sentiment expressed by women, to transform that sentiment into a mighty 
movement for lasting peace and defense of  the needs of  the children,” and to “multiply a 
thousand fold the leadership of  Negro women in the fight for peace.”51 Jones must have felt 
elated that Third World women, most affected by war activity, assumed leadership positions in 
the unified global struggle against imperialism, capitalism, and militarism. 

Sojourning for Peace

From Japan and at the invitation of  the China Peace Committee, Claudia Jones, as a member of  
a group of  conference attendees representing thirteen countries and regions, arrived in Beijing 
two weeks after the conclusion of  the anti-nuclear meeting.52 And these guests were just a few 
among a growing number of  Third World revolutionaries invited to visit China in the 1960s. 
For example, by the time Jones made her trip, the Chinese government had hosted carefully 
orchestrated and well-publicized tours for leading Black radicals including W. E. B. Du Bois, 
Shirley Graham Du Bois, Robert F. Williams, and Mabel Williams. Through organizing such 
trips, Beijing sought to expand its sphere of  influence and nurture and consolidate solidarity 
with decolonizing peoples. And for those Black internationalists, traveling to China was vital 
to forging transnational collaborations and developing revolutionary ideas.53 As she embarked 
on the China trip on the heels of  the anti-nuclear conference in Japan, Jones’s participation 
in the deliberations on global nuclear elimination at that gathering set the tone for the later 
visit. For Beijing, the Tokyo meeting afforded an opportunity to reorient the international peace 
movement away from only opposing nuclear weapons and toward fighting U.S. imperialism. Liu 
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Ningyi, leading the Chinese delegation at the conference, sought to discredit the Soviet doctrine 
of  peaceful coexistence that viewed “nuclear weapons rather than imperialism headed by the 
United States as source of  nuclear war.” With the memory of  the conclusion of  the Moscow 
treaty still fresh, Liu denounced the Partial Test Ban Treaty as “favorable to nuclear monopoly 
and nuclear blackmail by nuclear powers and to U.S. imperialism” and censured the U.S.S.R. 
for condoning U.S. nuclear weapons expansion and imperialist aggression. He charged that “the 
head of  a socialist state willingly tags after the United States and acts as a cat’s-paw for a nuclear 
fraud.”54 Attending the conference as a delegate and vice chairperson of  the Conference Drafting 
Committee, Claudia Jones received a copy of  Liu’s speech and was aware of  the deepening 
fissures between the two socialist states. She opted for the Chinese line and reported that the 
conference “underlines the new energy and clarity with which the magnificent peace partisans of  
Japan and the world ensure victories in the urgent struggles ahead against U.S. imperialism and 
for world peace,” implying Beijing’s triumph.55 Notably, however, in her account of  the splitting 
of  the meeting, Jones did not parrot the Chinese interpretation: she continued to repudiate 
U.S. imperialism as “the chief  enemy of  peace,” even as she laid blame on the “right-wing” 
Japanese Socialists, who called a parallel conference “to rival and confuse the delegates” and the 
Soviet Union that supported the splitters for disrupting unity. The “confused” Soviet delegates 
assumed a secondary role and “were forced to leave” due to what they considered “undemocratic 
procedure.”56 Liu Ningyi, nevertheless, directed his invective primarily against Moscow, for, “in 
league with the U.S. imperialists,” it “instigated a handful of  disruptive elements to organize 
a splittist meeting,” and is “conspiring with U.S. imperialism against the Japanese people to 
sabotage and divide the Japanese Movement against A and H bombs.”57 Jones, however, did not 
seem to question the Soviet Union’s commitment to dismantling U.S. imperialism but simply 
chided Moscow for failing to resolutely support militant nationalist struggles, compromising with 
the West, and jeopardizing revolutionary solidarity. Here, Jones once again sought to understate, 
if  not to smooth over, the ideological and geopolitical animosities between China and the Soviet 
Union and constructed a selective narrative in ways congruent with the imperative for unified 
struggle against U.S. imperialism.
 Claudia Jones also threaded her reluctance to reveal the deep rift between the two erstwhile 
allies, her reconciliatory efforts, and her persistent championing of  global anti-imperialist 
struggles through her other travel reports. “To visit the Soviet Union was long an ardent desire 
of  mine,” as she writes in “Visit to the U.S.S.R.,” for “I was curious to see a land which I already 
knew abhorred racial discrimination to the extent of  making it a legal crime and where the 
equality of  all people is a recognised axiom.” Jones goes on to share her observations on, among 
other things, the Soviet Union’s technological and scientific advances, its foreign relations and 
internationalist commitments, and the health and wellbeing of  its people, women and children 
in particular, thereby painting a somewhat flattering portrait of  life under Soviet socialism.58 Her 
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publicized admiration for the Soviet Union notwithstanding, Carole Boyce Davies discerns that 
Jones’s account of  her visit to China seems more “energetic.”59 Here she once again refrained from 
directly castigating the U.S.S.R., even as Jones distanced herself  from the Soviet line of  peaceful 
coexistence and competition and stressed the congruence between her internationalist politics 
and China’s militant anti-imperialism. As Lorenz Lüthi demonstrates, by November 1962 when 
Jones published the travelogue, Chinese propaganda was “blasting the Soviet revisionists for the 
betrayal of  the communist cause and for capitulating to U.S. imperialism.”60 Escalating Sino-
Soviet tensions were thus unlikely to go unnoticed by Jones. Although well aware of  the growing 
conflict between the two socialist powers and adamant in her belief  in militant internationalism, 
Jones chose to downplay the implications of  the Soviet Union’s equivocation about the need to 
militantly fight U.S. imperialism and support armed national liberation struggles. In “Visit to 
the U.S.S.R.,” she offered a selective narrative that avoided mentioning those aspects of  Soviet 
foreign policy that she did not agree with. This discursive maneuver enabled Jones not only to 
encourage revolutionary alliances with the Soviet Union, but, more importantly, to transcend 
the fissures in the global struggle against U.S. imperialism in the wake of  open hostilities between 
Beijing and Moscow, thus shaping the geopolitical situation on her own terms. In Race and the 
Totalitarian Century, Vaughn Rasberry argues that a closer examination of  Shirley Graham Du 
Bois’s writings “reveals a writer less duped by larger forces than one who sought to realign 
regional politics with her own vision of  Third World socialist modernity.”61 Likewise, Claudia 
Jones’s intellectual production in the pages of  the West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean 
News did not attempt to merely serve China’s geopolitical ambitions, even as Jones hailed the 
country’s commitment to radical internationalism, or amount to harsh polemics against the 
Soviet government, whose doctrine of  peaceful decolonization she openly disagreed with. If  
Claudia Jones’s nationalist internationalism established her as a non-aligned revolutionary, her 
textual operations aimed at Sino-Soviet rapprochement enabled her to forge ahead with her own 
priorities, in alliance with but not beholden to the socialist powers, with progressive forces across 
the world split into pro-Soviet and pro-Chinese factions.62

 Though not a partisan of  Maoism, Claudia Jones saw her seven-week tour of  China as a 
knowledge project through which she was able to learn from the “revolutionary mecca.” With the 
ideological and geopolitical implications of  China’s recent successful nuclear test ramifying and 
the resolutions of  the Tokyo conference still fresh in her memory, Jones understood that this trip 
offered her rare reportorial perspectives on China’s domestic modernization projects, including 
its nuclear weapons program, and its anti-imperialist foreign policy. Her first-hand observation 
of  the achievements of  China’s socialist construction in turn shaped her views on China, national 
liberation movements, anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist struggles, and international solidarity. 
Indeed, as Keisha Blain and Tiffany Gill argue, travel, migration, and international cultural 
exchange “gave Black women a chance to both engage and challenge intersecting discourses of  
race and gender while creating a measure of  freedom for Black women to recreate themselves 
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socially and politically.”63 Traveling to Mao’s China in this sense was crucial in cultivating 
Jones’s Black feminist internationalism. Jones marveled at “the great achievements in Socialist 
Construction in the New China, based on its policy of  Self-Reliance in the fields of  agriculture 
and industrialization in light and heavy industry.”64 Before her trip to China, Jones had stressed 
the importance of  self-reliance, and for her, China’s successful nuclear detonation also furnished 
evidence: “The great achievements of  the Chinese workers, scientists and technical personnel to 
conduct China’s first nuclear test further confirmed the correctness and success of  the principle 
of  self-reliance of  the Chinese people.”65 Although self-reliance remained the central thread 
through the three stages of  China’s nuclear weapons development—from dependency to 
interdependency and to self-sufficiency, it was in the wake of  the Soviet withdrawal of  nuclear 
support from China in 1960 in the midst of  growing antagonism between the two countries that 
Mao called for greater self-reliance.66 Juxtaposed with the Soviet imposition of  the superpower 
model for nuclear order that, according to Beijing, denied sovereign states the right to develop 
atomic weapons, China’s insistence on acquiring nuclear capabilities and its posture of  self-
reliance exemplified unswervingly defiant anti-imperialist militancy. 
 Unlike “Visit to the U.S.S.R.” that almost exclusively focuses on the Soviet Union’s 
socialist experiments within its borders, the account of  her experiences in China offers an 
extensive discussion of  Beijing’s anti-imperialist foreign policy. Jones took notice of  “the new 
morality that pervades this vast and ancient land,” “[a] spirit of  each helping the other.” This 
mentality had driven China to render “massive aid” to “the newly-emerging countries in Africa, 
Asia, and Latin-America.” According to Jones’s report on her conversation with Song Qingling, 
vice president of  China and the widow of  Sun Yat-sen, the Chinese female leader stressed 
that “[w]e feel it our duty to help those countries under the heel of  Imperialism, particularly 
U.S. Imperialism” and asked the guest about national liberation struggles in the Caribbean and 
the recent Tokyo meeting that confirmed the importance of  anti-imperialist internationalism.67 
Therefore, in Jones’s writings on China, Beijing’s “internationalism and firm anti-imperialist 
stand becom[e] clear.”68 Jones’s dual emphasis on the Chinese doctrine of  self-reliance and 
of  internationalism and anti-imperialism betrayed her own ongoing formulation of  Black 
internationalism. According to Cheryl Higashida, Claudia Jones “pointed out that national 
liberation could not be postponed, obscured, or skipped within the historical process of  imperialist 
conflict.”69 Self-determination for oppressed nations, for her, held the only promise of  socialist 
liberation. And national liberation movements must coalesce into a global crusade against 
colonialism, imperialism, and capitalism. A perusal of  her travel report gives the impression that 
Mao’s China was where Jones’s Black internationalist politics were put into practice and what 
had happened and was happening there proved her right. 
 Indeed, instead of  simply singing Beijing’s praises, Claudia Jones framed China’s social, 
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economic, and cultural achievements in her own Marxist-Leninist, anti-imperialist, Black 
internationalist terms, and crafted a selective narrative of  her experiences in China in alignment 
with her own radical vision. Jones’s article about her private meeting with Song Qingling, “First 
Lady of  the World: I Talked with Mme Sun Yat-[s]en,” published in the West Indian Gazette and 
Afro-Asian Caribbean News, conveys her great admiration for Song and China’s socialist feminist 
revolution that had purportedly enabled women to assume leadership roles, as the article begins 
with a bold assertion: “Madame Soong Ching Ling [Song Qingling], Vice Chairman of  the 
People’s Republic of  China, and widow of  the famed Sun Yat-Sen, President of  the First 
Democratic Republic of  China, may properly be termed the First Lady of  the World.”70 Jones 
sought to inflect China’s state socialist feminism toward her own feminist politics. Her feminism, 
according to Higashida, maintained “the importance, even centrality, of  national liberation 
movements for achieving Black women’s social, political, and economic rights.”71 In her China 
travelogue, she highlighted, as evidence of  transformation of  women’s status in Chinese society 
after 1949, “the achievement of  China’s women who are scientists, teachers, doctors in medical 
sciences, as agricultural specialists, pilots, artistes, sportswomen, model workers in industry, 
leaders of  the government.” Ultimately, she also infused her own militant anti-imperialism 
into her portrait of  Soong Ching Ling. Importantly, she did not cast Song in a supporting role 
whose political life revolves around a great male leader. “Known to millions as the wife of  the 
late Dr. Sun Yat-[s]en, she [Song] is particularly [author’s emphasis] known to the people of  
five continents as founder of  the China Welfare Institute.” Jones underscored Song’s own anti-
imperialist credentials: she has “for over a quarter of  a century, made contributions under her 
own lights to China’s liberation and socialist future at every stage of  its crucial anti-imperialist 
and anti-feudal struggle.” However, through emphasizing Song’s relief  efforts, educational work, 
and commitment to children’s welfare, which “played an invaluable role in China’s just struggle 
for national defence and later against [its] own reactionary Kuomintang puppets, backed up by 
U.S. imperialism,” Jones seemed to perpetuate the dominant gendered division of  labor within 
nationalist struggles based on seemingly natural gender differences.72 Renmin Ribao covered 
Claudia Jones’s visit to China, but did not give much publicity or detail. The Chinese reading 
public was kept informed of  the audiences she had with some of  the country’s highest-ranking 
leaders, but the content of  these conversations did not reach the pages of  the official news 
organ. Along with other participants at the Tokyo conference, who were mostly representatives 
of  decolonizing nations and movements, Jones met with Mao Zedong, and all of  them took a 
group photo (see figure 1) which was published in Renmin Ribao. This photo, of  the delegates 
clustering around Mao, is a typical “unity photo” that, through highlighting the intimacy among 
those photographed, forged a sense of  communion. Evident in the visual representation of  
Third World solidarity is an unequal power relationship between the visitors and Mao Zedong. 
Because photographs “shape, define and determine the possibilities of  representation,” images, 
with their persuasive power, were naturally used to forge revolutionary solidarities.73 Like the 
afore-analyzed textual representations in Renmin Ribao, this photo, featuring Mao standing at the 

70  Jones 1964 (2).
71  Higashida 2011: 2.
72  Jones 1964 (2).
73  Gallo 2005: 20.
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center front, served to affirm the superiority of  Chinese communism.74

Figure 1: Mao Zedong receives and poses with guests who participated in the Tenth World Conference 
against Hydrogen and Atom Bombs in Japan. Renmin Ribao, August 23, 1964. 

 As an anti-imperialist journalist and editor invited to observe for herself  in Mao’s China 
“socialism at work first hand”, Claudia Jones wanted to publish reports to defend Chinese 
communism as a viable path to modernity, so as to help recast the regime’s international image 
and promote the Chinese approach to social and economic development as well as anti-imperialist 
nationalism.75 In articles about Jones’s China trip, the rhetoric of  sight and objectivity was 
frequently deployed to challenge dominant media stories of  large-scale starvation, malnutrition, 
political repression, and religious persecution in China, for only narratives marked by empirical 
authority and verisimilitude—rather than reports churned out by journalists stationed in Hong 
Kong or Macau, ones with very little empirical evidence and therefore biased —are truthful.76 
For example, Jones constructed highly idealized accounts of  China’s commune experiment 
undertaken under the mantra of  self-reliance. She “commented that I had never seen land so 
well-tilled and cared for” near a rural commune, and offered her eyewitness observations of  
Chinese peasants’ life of  the time as a confirmation of  the superiority of  Chinese socialism. In 
particular, she used the words of  one commune member, whom she visited “at random” and 
whose “centrally heated well-equipped house” she saw, to counter Beijing’s enemies “who sought 
to malig[n] the People[’]s Communes as having been initiated ‘too swiftly’ for China’s socialist 
development,” thereby refuting the Soviet view of  this Maoist project.77 During this tour Jones also 
found on-the-ground evidence for Beijing’s unswerving investment in the global struggle against 
imperialism and colonialism. For her, “the production brigades [and] teams of  the People[’]s 
Communes,” whom she saw, displayed the new morality of  “each helping the other” and, when 
transposed to the international sphere, the spirit of  internationalism.  Similarly, a Renmin Ribao 
article sought to establish Jones as a trustworthy purveyor of  information on China’s radical 
foreign policy through conveying her admiration for China as a logical conclusion validated by 
what she experienced during the trip: “When she shared her observations from her China trip 

74  NCNA 1964 (4).
75  West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News 1964 (9).
76  Sayre 1997: 83. 
77  Jones 1962 (2); for an examination of  the Sino-Soviet dispute over the People’s Communes, see Lüthi 2008.
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following her participation in the Tenth World Conference against the Hydrogen and Atom 
Bombs in Tokyo, she said, ‘China is a great friend of  the peoples in Asia, Africa and Latin 
America waging anti-imperialist and nationalist struggles.’”78 
 That Jones had actually set foot in China and witnessed with her own eyes local 
manifestations of  Beijing’s anti-imperialist commitments enhanced the persuasive power of  
her claim that the country was a key ally of  the decolonizing world. In this way, she crafted 
romanticized, if  not entirely counterfactual, travel narratives on China that overstated the 
virtues of  the regime’s radical but often brutal transformative projects and downplayed their 
violence. Jones’s romanticization of  the Chinese revolution and socialist construction was likely 
to be a product of  her own ignorance and of  the party-state’s sophisticated efforts to manipulate 
outside perceptions of  itself. According to Anne-Marie Brady, foreign visitors, if  allowed to travel, 
were accompanied by an interpreter or a local official, or simply “under the surveillance of  the 
masses.”79 Carefully orchestrated tours, thus, accentuated manifestations of  socialist modernity 
in communes, schools, factories, and stores, and at the same time masked sociopolitical realities 
that could undermine the legitimacy of  the party-state, thereby inculcating only certain ideas 
and images in the guests. Although Jones did mention her travel companion handpicked by 
the Chinese government, she never questioned the objectivity of  the facts she found during the 
visit. As Robeson Taj Frazier shows in his study of  the Du Boises’ representations of  China, 
accounts by the party-state’s foreign guests “were steeped in a credulous politics of  ‘seeing,’ one 
that gave little attention to questioning, identifying, and reconciling the inconsistencies of  PRC-
sponsored visits by foreigners.”80 Jones may have felt that her enlistment in Beijing’s propaganda 
war against both superpowers was necessary for maintaining access to China’s print-based 
public sphere, securing the country’s support for global anti-imperialist and nationalist struggles, 
and prodding decolonizing nations to forge alliances with the regime. Her efforts to politicize 
Chinese and decolonizing publics toward a revolutionary global restructuring embodied the 
“gaps,” “intervals,” and “shifts”—what Brent Edwards calls the “décalage”—that appear and are 
made visible, legible, and audible in successful transnational interconnection and interchange.81 
In order to forge anti-imperialist solidarities, Jones offered partial and selective accounts that 
highlighted only some parts of  China’s socialist anti-imperialist project but ignored others. In 
choosing to defend and publicize the Chinese principles of  self-reliance and anti-imperialist 
internationalism—the aspects of  Chinese socialism that she found most congruent with her 
own politics, Jones simultaneously called for decolonizing nations and movements to unite with 
Beijing and affirmed the validity of  her own radical views. But in the meantime she eschewed 
articulating any position that clearly diverges from Maoist lines and remained largely silent 
on the harsh political and socioeconomic realities in China. Her accounts thus granted China 
political and ideological leadership in the global struggle against colonialism, imperialism, and 
capitalism and, in China’s public sphere, helped iron out alternative worldviews and “discipline 
Chinese citizens and shore up domestic sentiment and commitment to the CCP’s ideology and 
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policies.”82 That Jones’s narratives had to serve China’s geopolitical and domestic aspirations 
exemplified the complexities and contradictions of  Black internationalism.

Conclusion

As Claudia Jones traveled across national borders, forged cross-racial and transnational political 
collaborations, and participated in various freedom struggles, she persisted in her radical Black 
internationalist activism but adjusted some of  the more specific positions in accordance with 
the pressing need for further decolonization. Indeed, anti-imperialist striving remained the 
cornerstone of  her itinerant career, weaving together her Communist activism in the U.S. and 
later militant advocacy of  self-determination for oppressed nations that oftentimes transcended 
factional boundaries. The caption “Dear Claudia, We Will Hold High Your Banner of  Anti-
Imperialism” appeared in the West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News when Jones passed 
away in December 1964 and pinpoints the essence of  her radical politics. The epitaph inscribed 
on her gravestone in Highgate Cemetery also emphasizes her anti-imperialist commitment and 
indicates her insistence on conjoining seemingly unrelated struggles: “Claudia Vera Jones, Born 
Trinidad 1915, Died London 25.12.64. Valiant Fighter against racism and imperialism who 
dedicated her life to the progress of  socialism and the liberation of  her own black people.”83

 Indeed, it was her sustained fight against imperialism and colonialism that sparked her 
interest in China’s nuclear weapons program and Beijing’s widely publicized justification for 
this controversial project. Jones saw China’s socialist construction as linked to the global crusade 
against capitalism, imperialism, and colonialism and hailed China’s successful nuclear test as 
a major step forward in revolting against Western empires and securing self-determination 
for decolonizing nations. In so doing, she emphasized and exploited the overlaps between her 
nationalist and anti-imperialist politics and Mao Zedong’s militant internationalism, thereby 
manipulating geopolitical forces to help achieve her own radical vision. And in the pages of  
her own West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean News and Renmin Ribao, she mobilized several 
reading publics toward forging anti-imperialist solidarity.  Jones’s endorsement of  China’s 
nuclear ambitions indicated her growing frustration toward the bipolar global order and her 
belief  in the possibilities of  militant national independence struggles. In other words, through 
defending Beijing’s claim to the status of  major nuclear power and the regime’s challenge to the 
Cold War status quo, Jones forcefully rejected the Soviet doctrine of  peaceful coexistence with 
Western imperialism and redrew the global balance of  power in the favor of  nations waging 
militant anticolonial struggles. Her ringing call for armed struggle, however, did not presuppose 
a universalized championing of  revolutionary violence. She stressed the need for Third World 
possession of  nuclear weapons in the face of  unrelenting U.S. imperialist aggression, the Soviet 
attempt at peaceful coexistence with the West, and the heightened global struggle for liberation. 
Here, Jones eschewed nonhierarchical conjoinings of  different struggles. She gave precedence 
to national self-determination, and argued that anticolonial, anti-imperialist struggles and 
the crusade for world peace were two sides of  the same coin. With this preoccupation with 
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national independence and the global anti-imperialist struggle, Claudia Jones traveled to Japan 
and China. Her travel reports on China in particular, focusing on the momentum of  anti-
imperialist struggles and the socio-economic importance of  self-reliance, functioned as a venue 
for forging transnational alliances and communicating her own political positions, even though 
some of  those accounts amounted to hagiographies of  Chinese revolutionaries. Her first-hand 
observations of  life after China’s nationalist revolution and under Chinese socialism highlight 
the inseparable linkages among national self-determination, anti-imperialist internationalism, 
women’s liberation, and socio-economic development, the road map she had been promulgating 
for dismantling different yet interrelated forms of  oppression.
 In her articles on shifting global geopolitics, Jones seemed disinclined to lambaste the 
U.S.S.R. for its lackluster support for the Third World militant struggle against colonialism, 
imperialism, and capitalism and for its trumpeting of  peaceful coexistence with the West. 
Unlike the Chinese press that was openly blasting the Soviet Union amidst growing hostility 
between the two socialist powers, Jones’s newspaper merely expressed disappointment at 
Moscow’s reconciliatory stance toward the West and only hinted at the Sino-Soviet split, but 
emphasized the convergence between her and China’s anti-imperialist politics to reserve her 
harshest condemnations for U.S. empire. Therefore, in refraining from excoriating the U.S.S.R., 
the accounts that she constructed in effect diverged from what Beijing was propagating, though 
Jones and the party-state worked together to amplify radical critiques of  U.S. imperialism. In 
her own newspaper, she sought to craft an independent voice that papered over or neutralized 
the Sino-Soviet split and shifted her readers’ attention from the clashes and disagreements that 
could tear anti-imperialist coalitions apart, so as to tilt the extant geopolitical balance toward 
decolonization. On the other hand, in Renmin Ribao, Jones was afforded less latitude to articulate 
a position that differed from the CCP line on Sino-Soviet relations. In the CCP’s mouthpiece, 
she in fact made few direct comments on the Soviet doctrine of  peaceful coexistence or Beijing’s 
widening discord with Moscow. Almost all of  her accounts revolve around China’s socio-
economic achievements and its commitment to internationalism. These narratives constructed 
a prevailing image of  a Beijing-led global struggle against colonialism and imperialism and 
affirmed the regime’s global political and ideological supremacy, thereby serving the country’s 
domestic and foreign policy goals. But even in her flattering reports, she was able to fuse her 
own geopolitical imagination with China’s pursuit of  international prestige, as evidenced by her 
selective emphasis on certain Maoist principles. Rasberry argues that this kind of  intellectual 
production “constitutes a logic of  instigation, defined here as the application of  discursive power 
on reluctant political actors in a context of  war.”84 
 Through articulating support for China’s doctrine of  militant internationalism and of  
self-reliance, Jones, in this sense, sought to prod Beijing into living up to its lofty ideals. In any 
case, Jones’s journalistic efforts to push the Black British and Chinese reading publics as well 
as the party-state to build a global anti-imperialist, anticolonial coalition demonstrated the 
inextricable entanglement between her radical internationalist politics and the often confusing 
twists and turns of  the triangular relationship among the U.S., the U.S.S.R., and China during 
the height of  the Cold War. Jones sought to become a player in global politics. She entered 
the geopolitical arena with a mission to bring to the forefront the issue of  decolonization. Her 
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support for Beijing’s nuclear ambitions, downplaying of  the Sino-Soviet conflict, romanticization 
of  Chinese socialism, and dogged determination to wage a global struggle against imperialism 
and colonialism all exemplified her prioritization of  the concerns of  decolonizing nations over 
the ambitions of  geopolitical powers jockeying for regional or global supremacy. Jones, however, 
remained ensnared within a “complex network of  actually realized power and domination” 
among anti-imperialist countries.85 Her romanticized accounts of  China’s socialist construction 
and anti-imperialist struggle served the objectives of  regime’s propaganda campaign that 
sought to not only affirm the country’s ideological and political supremacy but also mask the 
brutal realities and justify political repression within its borders. Claudia Jones’s efforts at global 
decolonization, as well as the contradictions and inconsistencies that emerged in her narratives 
on China, hold important lessons for contemporary activists who have to navigate the shifting 
global social, political, and ideological dynamics that, in a way, condition the possibility of  
revolutionary solidarity.
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Claudia Jones, the Longue Durée of McCarthyism,
and the Threat of US Fascism
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Abstract:  This article examines the ways that the Black Communist luminary Claudia Jones theorized 
the fascist threat in the United States in the early Cold War era. Drawing on her political thought and 
that of  her comrades, the article begins by defining the peculiar brand of  US fascism that loomed large 
in the minds of  Black radicals who critiqued and militated against global capitalist exploitation. Then, 
“the longue durée of  McCarthyism” is employed as an analytical framework to explicate the post-
World War II “fascist-like” political formation that both preceded and exceeded Wisconsin Senator 
Joseph McCarthy’s reign of  repression. The next section highlights Jones’s analysis of  the 1940 Alien 
Registration Act, commonly known as the Smith Act, which was the first peacetime sedition act in US 
history. The focus of  the final section is Jones’s critique of, and subjection to, the Internal Security Act 
of  1950, also known as the McCarran Act, which President Harry S. Truman unsuccessfully vetoed. 
As Jones’s biographers Buzz Johnson and Carole Boyce Davies note, taken together, the Smith Act and 
the McCarran Act created the conditions for the persecution of  thousands of  progressives, launched 
an all-out attack on their civil rights, and laid the foundation for immigration checks, deportation, 
and harassment particularly aimed at Black people. Ultimately, the lives of  many Black anticapitalists, 
including Jones, Paul Robeson, C.L.R. James, and Ferdinand Smith were fundamentally disrupted by 
this “strong anti-Black and anti-communist hysteria” that portended the rise of  fascism in the United 
States.

Keywords:   US Fascism, anti-fascism, Black radicalism, Cold War, CPUSA, Claudia Jones

Introduction: Fascism from Hitlerism to McCarthyism

On December 5, 1955, the United States government ordered the deportation of  Claudia Jones, 
a prolific leader and theorist in the Communist Party of  the United States of  America (CPUSA), 
who, though Trinidadian by birth, had spent most of  her life stateside.1 Her expulsion was 
the culmination of  years of  harassment, surveillance, and state repression, primarily under the 
auspices of  the Alien Registration Act of  1940 (Smith Act) and the Internal Security Act of  
1950 (McCarran Act). This anticommunist violence experienced by Jones and her fellow party 

1  See e.g., “Chronology,” in Claudia Jones: Beyond Containment ed. Carole. Boyce Davies (Boulder: Lynne 
Reiner Publishers, 2011), xv; Davies, Left of Karl Marx: The Political Life of Black Communist Claudia 
Jones (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008), 131-66; Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, The Alderson Story: My 
Life as a Political Prisoner (New York: International Publishers, 1972), 115-21; Buzz Johnson,“I Think of 
My Mother”: Notes on the Life and Times of Claudia Jones (London: Karia Press, 1985), 49-53; and Marika 
Sherwood, ed., Claudia Jones: A Life in Exile (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1999), 20-34.
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members was one aspect of  what she feared was the rise of  fascism in the United States. After 
World War II (WWII), Jones theorized, the threat of  US fascism was manifested in the rise in 
white supremacist terrorism, especially against Black people; the entrenchment of  “Wall Street 
imperialism,” which included the subjugation of  labor domestically and economic domination 
internationally; warmongering and militarism; and, of  course, the government’s utilization of  
anticommunism to crush the CPUSA and to cripple all progressive thought and activism. As the 
National Committee to Defend Negro Leadership argued in 1955, Jones was being persecuted 
because she fought against the “fascist-like abuses of  the Negro people in the South,” because 
she fought for world peace, and for her political views in general. Jones’s “forcible ejection,” the 
Committee reprimanded, exemplified “the continuing abuse of  the rights of  colored people by 
the use of  anti-Communist hysteria”—a practice that had been a cornerstone of  Adolf  Hitler’s 
Germany in the not-too-distant past.2

 Jones’s postwar anti-fascism is not surprising given that it was the spread of  fascism in 
the 1930s that drew her to the CPUSA. In particular, she was impressed by how the Party spoke 
about the linked fates of  Africans who were menaced by fascist Italy and African Americans who 
were terrorized by white supremacy. “I was impressed by the Communist speakers,” she wrote to 
her comrade William Z. Foster in 1955, “who explained the reasons for this brutal crime against 
young Negro boys [the Scottsboro Nine]; and who related the Scottsboro case to the struggle 
of  the Ethiopian people against fascism and Mussolini’s invasion.”3 When the Italian fascist 
Benito Mussolini ordered the invasion of  Abyssinia on October 3, 1935, anticapitalist activists, 
organizers, and intellectuals throughout the African diaspora immediately connected this 
aggression against one of  the only African countries that had evaded colonial rule to European 
colonialism, white supremacy in the United States, Euro-American imperialism, and world war.4 
As long as Africans continued to be treated as inferior “others” to be ruled by Europeans, the 
Pan-African Marxist George Padmore contended, the threat of  fascist tyranny would always 
be present.5 As early as 1934, the International Trade Union Committee of  Negro Workers 
(ITUCNW), founded in July 1928 during the Sixth Congress of  the Communist International, 
appealed to the global proletariat to rally against Italy’s war provocations. Every subsequent issue 
of  the ITUCNW’s newspaper, The Negro Worker, defended Abyssinian sovereignty, condemned 
the imperialist encroachment upon the country’s territory, and warned that fascist Italy’s actions 
represented a step toward another world war.6 “The struggle against fascism and war,” the paper 
enjoined, was part of  a larger freedom struggle that included “[the] fight for the release of  class 
war prisoners, [the] fight for the release of  the Scottsboro boys and Angelo Herndon, [and] 

2  Johnson 1985: 55-7.
3  Jones in Davies 2011: 13-14.
4  Here, the use of “anticapitalist” can be understood as e.g., socialist, communist, Marxist, anarchist, radical 
Pan-Africanist, and revolutionary nationalist thought and activism that, despite significant ideological dif-
ferences, understand capitalism as an economic, political, and social system of exploitation, expropriation, 
dispossession, domination, and class antagonism. Anticapitalists of African descent, in particular, analyze 
this system to be inextricable from racist oppression, which intensifies its deleterious effects on those on the 
darker side of the color-line, and especially those racialized as Black.
5  Munro 2017: 48-9.
6 Adi 2013: 175-6.
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the fight for self-determination and independence of  the colonial toilers.”7 Though he was no 
friend to the Communist International, the anticapitalist and one-time Trotskyite C.L.R. James 
likewise encouraged support for the anti-imperialist movements that were cropping up among 
the Black masses as a result of  the invasion of  Abyssinia. African liberation and the eradication 
of  racism, he maintained, were instrumental to the defeat of  fascism.8 After the invasion, labor 
strikes broke out across the African Diaspora, from St. Kitts to British Guiana and South Africa, 
influenced by protests against Italian aggression and the concomitant “united front of  white 
Europe against Black Africa.”9

 For Jones and other anticapitalists, Abyssinia’s fight for democracy against Italy’s fascist 
violence and brutality paralleled the Black struggle against white terrorism in the United 
States. All of  the elements of  fascism—suppression of  freedom, appeal to tradition, and rigid 
legal-economic imposition along racial lines—could already be found in the Jim Crow system 
throughout the US South. In the North, too, Black people were subjected to “anti-Negro 
violence,” including race riots, lynching, and “trumped-up” charges that resulted in unjust 
imprisonment.10 Likewise, the superexploitation of  both Abyssinians and African-Americans 
was being funded by US industrial capitalists like Henry Ford, who provided aid to fascist Italy 
not unlike the way they financed the subjection of  Black people throughout the Southern “Black 
Belt” and in Northern ghettoes. Moreover, the failure of  the United States and the League of  
Nations to defend Ethiopia’s sovereignty, despite the 1928 Kellogg Briand Pact, mirrored the 
US government’s unwillingness to protect Black people from white violence under the veneer 
of  state’s rights.11 Italy’s Assistant-Secretary of  the Colonies urged the League of  Nations to 
maintain the “solidarity of  the European colonial powers in maintaining Africa as the national 
reserve of  the white race,”12 just as Mississippi Representative John E. Rankin sought to keep 
“nigger communists” from “infesting” Congress with the Anti-Lynching Bill of  1939.13 Thus 
Italian fascism and US white supremacy were close cousins, not least because the transnational 
commitment to Black oppression flowed both ways. 
 As WWII gave way to the Cold War, the threat of  fascism rose once again—this time 
in the United States—as the new superpower consolidated its global hegemony. Collaboration 
with the Soviet Union against the Axis powers quickly descended into confrontation, and as a 
result, radicalism generally, and communism particularly, became the main target of  US foreign 
and domestic policy. Such antiradicalism—the disciplining of  communists, socialists, and other 
anticapitalists whose ideas, politics, and activism are deemed subversive of  or threatening to 
the US government—presaged a US brand of  fascism insofar as it all but criminalized leftwing 
militancy as foreign-inspired, un-American, and threatening to the stability and security of  the 
United States. As such, those who defended the gains made by labor, African Americans, and 
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other minoritized groups were accused of  domestic subversion to rationalize the curtailment of  
civil rights and liberties, circumscription of  freedom, and corrosion of  citizenship. 
 The threat of  US fascism was undergirded by an antiradical state apparatus that 
comprised a network of  government organizations, including the State Department and the 
Federal Bureau of  Investigation (FBI); congressional committees including the House Un-
American Activities Committee (HUAC) and the Subversive Activities Control Board (SACB); 
and instrumentalities including  the Attorney General’s List of  Subversive Organizations and 
the 1951 FBI Responsibilities Program. Integral to this architecture was a litany of  legislation, 
including the 1938 Foreign Agents Registration Act, the 1939 Hatch Act, the 1940 Voorhis Act, 
the 1940 Alien Registration Act, the 1947 Labor Management Relations Act, Executive Order 
9835 of  1947 (the “Loyalty Order”) and its supersession in 1953 by Executive Order 10450, 
the Internal Security Act of  1950, and the 1954 Communist Control Act.14 Reminiscent of  the 
rise of  fascism in the interwar period, these entities, among others, aimed to abject, eject, and 
neutralize communists and their “fellow-travelers” and “sympathizers”—a broad designation 
that included anyone who disagreed with or criticized the US government’s fascist-like politics, 
including “peace activists, civil rights leaders, dissident artists, and progressive labor organizers 
of  all types.”15 
 Those like Claudia Jones, who were Black, foreign-born or “second-class” citizens, and/
or communist or sympathetic to that cause, tended to interpret attacks on their freedoms of  
speech, press, and association as the first step toward the rise of  fascism on their own shores. As 
the Black radical poet Langston Hughes noted about the 1948 Smith Act trial, “first [Hitler] 
locked up the Communists. The Jews were No. 2.” Noting the United States’ specific historical 
and material conditions, Hughes continued: “In America the Negroes are No. 2 on history’s 
list… If  the twelve Communists are sent to jail in a little while they will send Negroes to jail 
simply for being Negroes and to concentration camps just for being colored.”16 Like Hughes, 
Jones analyzed the conjuncture of  “peace time” upsurge in anti-Black violence in the United 
States, emboldened Wall Street imperialism encircling the globe, and the prospect yet another 
world war, as a harbinger of  fascism.
 This article examines Claudia Jones’s theorization of  the fascist threat in the United 
States   in the early years of  the Cold War. Jones consistently described these years as pro-fascist, 
fascist-like, and outright fascist, and frequently argued that the US government specifically 
targeted anti-fascists—especially those of  African descent. Drawing on her political thought 
and that of  her comrades, including Claude Lightfoot, Benjamin J. Davis, Jr., Dorothy Hunton, 
and W.E.B. Du Bois, the essay begins by defining the peculiar brand of  US fascism that loomed 
large in the minds of  anticapitalists. Then, it employs “the longue durée of  McCarthyism” as 
an analytical framework to explicate the post-WWII fascist-like political formation that both 
preceded and exceeded Wisconsin Senator Joseph McCarthy’s reign of  repression. The next 
section highlights Jones’s analysis of  the Smith Act, which was the first peacetime sedition act in 
US history. She, along with other Black communists and anticapitalists, argued that the Smith 
Act’s sweeping criminalization of  individuals, organizations, protests, and demands aimed at 
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16  Horne 1994: 218.
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fundamentally transforming society was a form of  “thought control” that put the United States 
squarely on the path to fascism. The essay concludes with Jones’s critique of, and subjection 
to, the McCarran Act, which President Harry S. Truman unsuccessfully vetoed because he 
found it to be “the greatest danger to freedom of  speech, press, and assembly since the Alien 
and Sedition Laws of  1798.”17 Bringing Truman’s fears to fruition, the McCarran Act wreaked 
havoc on the lives of  citizens and non-citizens alike. As Jones’s early biographer Buzz Johnson 
notes, taken together, the Smith Act and the McCarran Act created the conditions for the 
persecution of  thousands of  progressives, launched an all-out attack on their civil rights, and 
laid the foundation for immigration checks, deportation, and harassment particularly aimed at 
Black people. Anticapitalists like Paul Robeson, C.L.R. James, and Ferdinand Smith had their 
lives fundamentally disrupted by this “strong anti-Black and anti-communist hysteria.”18

Defining US Fascism 

In his study of  fascist regimes in Germany, Indonesia, Italy, Spain, and several Latin American 
countries, Lawrence W. Britt identified fourteen characteristics of  fascism: powerful and 
continuing nationalism, disdain for human rights, the construction of  enemies/scapegoats as a 
source of  unification, military supremacy, rampant sexism, controlled mass media, obsession with 
national security, lack of  separation between government and religion, the aggressive protection 
of  corporate power, the suppression of  labor, disdain for intellectuals and artists, obsession with 
crime and punishment, ubiquitous cronyism and corruption, and fraudulent elections.19

 Claudia Jones identified a number of  these factors in her Smith Act trial, and by extension, 
in United States society during the early Cold War. In a statement before her sentencing in 1953, 
she began by arguing that the US government had doubled down on its peculiar brand of  
nationalism, which was predicated on denying democratic rights to Black second-class citizens.20 
Endemic in the disenfranchisement of  the Black population was support for fraudulent elections 
since the votes of  those on the darker side of  the color-line were excluded. The government’s 
disdain for human rights was manifested in “the obscenity of  this trial of  ideas,” built on the 
“concocted lies” of  “stool pigeons and informers.” She excoriated, “for me to accept the verdict 
of  guilty would only mean that I considered myself  less than worthy of  the dignity of  truth, 
which I cherish as a communist and as a human being…” In other words, the railroading of  
communists—who had become the enemies and scapegoats to rationalize what was fast becoming 
a police state—was an assault on human rights.21 Jones further argued that she was being found 
guilty of  struggling against military supremacy, specifically to “end the bestial Korean war, to 
stop ‘operation killer,’ to bring our boys home, to reject the militarist threat to embroil us in war 
with China.”22 Such position was anathema to “the desperate drive by the men of  Wall Street 
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to war and fascism” and highlighted the government’s callous protection of  corporate power  
over and against the interests of  the masses of  the world.23 Moreover, Jones’s persecution was 
tinged with sexism insofar as her original indictment was based on her article “Women in the 
Struggle for Peace and Security,” in which she urged Negro and white mothers and women to 
join their anti-fascist sisters throughout the world to put pressure on the US government in the 
cause of  peace. This flew in the face of  the Truman administration’s “fascist triple-K (Kinder-
Kürche-Kirche)” ideology. This emphasis on “Children, Kitchen, Church” was deeply anti-woman 
and aimed to hamper women’s social participation and progressive politics. As such, it penalized 
“especially negro women [and] the working women,” and that worsened their economic status.24 
In the same article, Jones argued:

Not always discerned by the labour progressive forces, however, is 
the nature of  this ideological attack, which increasingly is masked 
as attacks on woman’s femininity, her womanliness, her pursuit of  
personal and family happiness. Big capital accelerates its reactionary 
ideological offensive against [laboring and working] people with 
forcible opposition to women’s social participation for peace and for 
her pressing economic and social demands.25

Here, she theorized the interrelationship between anticommunist persecution, the denigration 
of  women, and the suppression of  labor and the working class. Moreover, Jones’s prosecution 
conveyed the government’s desire to control the press, since she was indicted on the basis of  
published articles; the government’s emphasis on crime and punishment, insofar as communist 
and progressive ideas were being criminalized and those who espoused them were being 
incarcerated, deported, and otherwise harassed; and the government’s obsession with national 
security in that ideas, not actions, were construed as anti-American insurrection.
 While sharing the above features with European fascist regimes, Jones and other 
anticapitalists theorized four distinctive characteristics of  US fascism. Perhaps the most 
important was anti-Blackness, the systematic violence against, and devaluation, distortion, 
and criminalization of, persons racialized as Black to rationalize their abjection, exclusion, 
exploitation, domination, and oppression. Indeed, “A peculiarity of  the United States is that 
fascist like measures are often dispensed against African-Americans… and not accorded to the 
same degree to others.”26 During the early Cold War, the most visceral articulation of  anti-
Blackness was white supremacist revanchism in the form of  lynching, race riots, and generalized 
racial terrorism against veterans and civilians alike. As Jones articulated in the 1953 speech 
mentioned above, the US government continued to aid and abet “Klu Kluxers” who lynched 
“Negro men, women, and children.”27 Likewise, Jones held up the Rosa Lee Ingram case as the 
archetype of  anti-Blackness; for fending off the sexual advances of  a white racist, Ingram had 
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been unjustly sentenced to life in prison in 1951. Jones explained: “The Ingram case illustrates 
the landless, Jim Crow, oppressed status of  the Negro family in America. It illumines particularly 
the degradation of  Negro women today under American bourgeois democracy moving to 
fascism and war.”28

 The second feature of  US fascism was capitalist imperialism—often dubbed “Wall 
Street imperialism” by communists and anticapitalists—understood as the control of  all aspect 
of  economic life in the United States and economic policy abroad by Wall Street pressure, 
influence, or direct governance. This wealthy financial community created and controlled the 
prevailing political climate and equated the nation’s welfare with their ability to freely accumulate 
wealth. Such control was imperial because it drained profit from all parts of  the world, and 
was constitutively anti-Black because “the original base of  Wall Street superprofits, and still a 
larger source than any single foreign country, is the oppression of  the Negro people within the 
United States.”29 Likewise, “The Wall Street cohorts [had] unfurled the banner of  Anglo-Saxon 
fascism,”30 Jones and her comrades argued, in their drive to establish “world domination by Wall 
Street.”31 The eminent communist historian Herbert Aptheker analyzed that US imperialism 
was “organically connected, from its origins,” to the fascist logics of  “white chauvinism” and 
anti-Blackness. “Imperialism refurbished the racism of  slavery and used this white chauvinism,” 
he explained, “to help it succeed in the conquest of  the South and the subjugation of  the Negro 
people.” Anti-Blackness was thus “integrally related to the jingoism of  imperialism which 
appeared most virulently” in the “conquest of  the Cuban, Puerto Rican, Hawaiian and Filipino 
nationalities,” which occurred simultaneously with and “for the same reason as the conquest of  
the budding Negro nation.”32  In other words, US imperialism had historically been informed by 
racist logics, and US fascism was inextricable from the Wall Street imperialist drive after WWII.
  US fascism’s third characteristic was militarism and warmongering, which included 
nuclear buildup, the waging of  “hot” wars in Asia and Africa, and the looming drive toward 
World War III. The perpetual march toward war was one of  the ways that the US government 
rationalized discrimination and repression. In 1940, Jones argued that the “demagogic slogan” 
of  “national unity” imposed during wartime was a way of  uniting the ruling class against the 
people “to make profits, by starvation, by clamping down on the civil rights of  the people, on the 
basis of  war.”33 Ten years later, she similarly warned that the “Truman-bipartisan war policy,” 
the “monstrous Truman-Acheson doctrine that the war is inevitable,” the “repressive and death-
dealing measures carried through… by Wall Street’s puppets in Marshallized Italy, in fascist 
Greece and Spain,” and the “Marshall-Plan-financed war… against the heroic Vietnamese,” 
paved the road to “monopoly oppression” and fascism.34 In effect, militarism aimed to entrench 
monopoly capitalist US imperialism by using the “sons of  American mothers as ‘blue chips’ in [the] 
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vicious plot of  world conquest, fascism, war, and death.” Likewise, war led to the “militarization 
of  youth,” the disruption of  families, labor shortages, land dispossession, shrinking incomes, 
and the undermining of  workers who already occupied precarious economic positions—namely 
women and African Americans.35 As well, militarism and warmongering were shot through with 
anti-Blackness and anticommunism: as the Black communist and New York City Councilman 
Benjamin J. Davis, Jr. fumed, Truman could “cook up a red-baiting pretext to send Negroes 
10,000 miles away to die, but he can’t find a single way to get the anti-lynch, anti-poll tax or 
FEPC bills passed.”36

 The final aspect of  US fascism was anti-communism, which construed as un-American 
not only communism, but also any support for domestic and international policies that dovetailed 
with those of  the Soviet Union and the CPUSA. “I was a victim of  McCarthyite hysteria against 
independent political ideas in the USA,” Jones charged, “a hysteria which penalizes anyone 
who holds ideas contrary to the official pro-war, pro-reactionary line of  the white ruling class of  
that country.” Likewise, as a “Negro woman communist,” she was targeted by the United States 
government for opposing Jim Crow and for urging the prosecution of  white supremacists instead 
of  communists.37As her comrade and co-defendant Pettis Perry explained, the prosecution of  
communists solely on the basis of  their ideas sought “to bring into being fascism in the United 
States in its American variety.”38 In a similar fashion, Jones noted that these trials represented 
the tyrannical—read fascist—violation of  the American dream.39 In effect, the “Hitler-like anti-
communist hysteria” brought together the “fascist, anti-Semitic, and anti-Negro forces in the 
country,” and threatened democracy, freedom, and standards of  living in the United States.40

 US Fascism and the “Longue Durée” of McCarthyism 

The term McCarthyism is commonly used to denote the years 1950-1954 in which the eponymous 
Wisconsin senator wielded considerable influence and power in Congress and was instrumental 
in fomenting national anticommunist hysteria. However, the broad reach of  anticommunism, 
and its particular criminalization of  Black communists and anticapitalists, both preceded and 
exceeded that very short era. Thus, the “longue durée of  McCarthyism” describes the variety of  
institutions, agencies, actors, and interests invested with state power to entrench this fascist-like 
repression at the federal, state, and local level. 
 A key event in the longue durée of  McCarthyism was F.B.I. Director J. Edgar Hoover’s 
speech before the  HUAC on March 26, 1947, which played a fundamental role in establishing 
the threat of  communism, broadened the dragnet to include all militants and radicals whose 
liberation struggles were consonant with that of  the CPUSA or the Soviet Union, and implicitly 
imbuing anticommunism with anti-Blackness. In the speech, Hoover likened communism, 
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which for him was not a merely a political party but rather a “malignant way of  life,” to a 
“disease that spread like an epidemic” and threatened to infect the entire nation.41 As such, 
the primary responsibility of  the  HUAC and committees like it, he instructed, was to publicly 
disclose, expose, and spotlight communists so that they could be “quarantined” and “do no 
harm.”42 Even more pressing was the neutralization of  “fellow travelers”—those who held ideas 
sympathetic or similar to communists—who, to extend Hoover’s metaphor, carried the disease 
but concealed their symptoms. On this logic, their clandestine nature essentially made them an 
even greater menace than card-carrying Reds. This move to construct fellow travelers as a threat 
to the health, and thus the security, of  the nation, was imbued with anti-Blackness insofar as 
demands for Black liberation were consonant with, and supported by, the CPUSA. Likewise, an 
essential aspect of  Soviet Propaganda was to highlight the poor treatment of  African Americans 
to undermine the United States’ claim to be the world leader of  democracy and freedom. Given 
this reality, Black challenges to racial and socioeconomic hierarchies were disproportionately 
red-baited.
 Hoover’s speech also distorted radical discourse by implying that it was little more than 
doublespeak meant to conceal communist aims. For instance, he stated that when radicals used 
the term “democracy,” what they actually meant was communism and totalitarianism, and 
when they critiqued United States imperialism and warned against impending fascism, they 
were really attempting to undermine US democracy.43 Based on Hoover’s position, demands for 
democracy by communists and fellow-travelers, which included racial equality and justice, the 
transformative redistribution of  wealth and resources, and world peace, were little more than 
“Red fascism” and attempts to subvert the US order. Likewise, critiques of  US imperialism and 
claims that fascism was looming should be ignored as assaults on democracy and freedom. In 
this way, Hoover implied that any critique of  or mobilization against the extant social order, 
domestically and globally, abetted the communist “menace to freedom, to democratic ideals, 
[and] to the worship of  God” and threatened the “American way of  life.”44 On this logic, the best 
defense against communist subversion was “vigorous, intelligent, old-fashioned Americanism” 
and unrelenting vigilance.45 In other words, conformity, surveillance, and uncritical support for the 
status quo—key elements of  fascism—were essential to national security. As such, organizations 
committed to social change, “hundreds” of  which, Hoover claimed, had “either been infiltrated 
or organized primarily to accomplish the purposes of  promoting the interests of  the Soviet 
Union in the United States,” had to be particularly vigilant in identifying and exposing anyone 
supportive of  communism, and in avoiding any political aims that aligned with same. Moreover, 
Hoover found groups that focused on the “exploitation of  Negroes in the United States” to be 
especially suspect;46 consequently, “there grew steadily a pattern of  linking the advocacy of  full 
equality for Blacks and minorities with Un-Americanism.”47 Hoover’s speech was essential to 
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codifying loyalty/disloyalty, American/un-American, and conformity/subversion—dichotomies 
that provided the scaffolding for McCarthy’s brief  but unfettered tyranny. Concomitantly, the 
heightened risk incurred by those fighting racial discrimination underscores the close connection 
between the long arm of  McCarthyism, the threat of  fascism, and anti-Blackness.48

 A number of  Black anticapitalists traced the longue durée of  McCarthyism as far back 
as the Great Depression. The Black militant Dorothy Hunton, for example, reminisced that in 
the 1930s, the National Negro Congress (NNC), a Popular Front organization that specifically 
agitated for the rights of  Black workers, was targeted by the Special Committee on Un-American 
Activities, the precursor to HUAC The Dies Committee, as it was commonly known because 
it was chaired by the conservative Democrat Martin Dies, labeled the NNC’s campaign for 
Black jobs at Glen Martin Aircraft Factory subversive, claimed that Black communists in the 
organization aimed to sabotage defense production, and branded the leader of  the campaign, 
W. Alphaeus Hunton, Jr., a communist.49 The government’s denigration of  Hunton in the 1930s 
proved to be a precursor to what would befall him two decades later when he was a leader in the 
radical Council on African Affairs (CAA). Mrs. Hunton further explained that, throughout the 
longue durée of  McCarthyism, “communism was seen as so uniquely threatening to America’s 
survival that measures that might otherwise have been considered a serious violation of  individual 
rights were justified on the grounds of  national security.”50 Likewise, Blackness exacerbated 
the communist threat; given the repression of  the NNC, she found it to be “no accident” that 
progressive Black organizations like the CAA and popular Black leaders like Ben Davis were 
“made the first target of  the proposed police legislation”51 during McCarthy’s short rule.
 Another example of  the long shadow of  McCarthyism, according to “professional 
revolutionary” Doxey Wilkerson, who joined the Communist Party in 1943, was the conjuncture 
of  pro-fascism, imperialism, and colonialism during the Second World War. A “powerful clique 
of  American pro-fascists and imperialists,” Wilkerson argued, wanted to preserve the fascist 
governments in Germany and throughout Europe in order to forestall “the democratic upsurge 
of  liberated peoples throughout the world which the destruction of  fascism would surely bring.” 
The support for fascism by particular segments of  the US ruling class during the war, Wilkerson 
claimed, aimed to curb anticolonialism and self-determination in the Third World in much 
the same way that anticommunism worked in a fascist-like manner to undermine struggles for 
racial justice and decolonization after the war. Such wartime commitment to imperialism and 
colonialism abroad was complemented by opposition to the progressive policies of  the Roosevelt 
administration domestically; this “powerful clique,” warned Wilkerson would “try to establish 
an oppressive fascist regime here in America” to overturn the gains made by labor, African 
Americans, and other minoritized groups and to crush progressive dissent.52 Worse still, given 
the reality of  anti-Blackness in the United States, it was Black people who would suffer most if  
the “real threat of  a fascist America” came to fruition; they would be “forced back into a slavery 
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far worse than their forefathers ever knew.”53 Because of  the ways that US fascism particularly 
threatened Black people, Wilkerson held that the extension of  democratic rights and equality to 
Black people was essential to the protection of  the nation as a whole.54

 By July1946, four years before the rise of  McCarthy, Claudia Jones had become increasingly 
fearful that increased terrorism against Black people, like the recent lynching of  two war veterans 
in Monroe, Georgia—among forty others that had occurred by the end of  the summer—meant 
that fascism was imminent. This was not least because, in the United States, “fascist like terror 
was aimed at Blacks generally, at breaking the Black-Left tie, and at breaking Black Reds.”55 This 
analysis of  the relationship between fascism, anti-Blackness, and anticommunism was shared 
by the CPUSA and non-communists alike. In 1949, for example, the militant Black author, 
journalist, and historian Joel Augustus Rogers maintained that, because the “American spirit” 
was more prone to fascism, it was the latter, not communism, that posed an immediate threat to 
the United States. The US South, he added, was “already largely fascistic.”56 This astute analysis 
revealed that, given extant realities of  anti-Blackness, the rise of  fascism in the United States was 
not far-fetched and anticommunism was a means of  criminalizing radical thought while evading 
the fascist-like treatment of  African Americans. As Jones lamented, “Instead of  prosecuting 
the Ku Klux Klan, the anti-Semites, and the reactionaries, the government is arresting anti-
fascists.”57

 The “escalation of  a fascist danger at home” was one part of  a “negative” trifecta that 
arose in the early Cold War, which also included the threat of  perpetual war and, more tellingly, 
the violent return of  the lynch mob.58 From a prison cell in Terre Haute, Indiana, Ben Davis 
elaborated that impending fascism in the United States was most manifest in the oppression of  
Black people. “Toward the end of  World War II, the pro-fascist, Negro-hating forces which had 
been held in check during the war, began to break loose,” he argued. “The first section of  the 
population to feel the rigors of  reaction was, of  course, the Negro people. They were forcibly 
reminded that… the Negro was still the victim of  a system of  national oppression and segregation. 
American imperialism had not changed its spots.”59 Davis was convinced that entrenched US 
imperialism and bold anti-Blackness paved the way for the rise of  fascism in the United States. 
Relatedly, in her article “On the Right to Self-Determination for the Negro People in the Black 
Belt,” Jones signaled the longue durée of  McCarthyism, contending that anti-Black attacks—
facilitated by the interests of  “Big Business”—were “reminiscent of  post-World War I” and 
were especially concerning because “the main danger of  fascism to the world comes from the 
most colossal imperialist forces which are concentrated within the United States.” Fascism was 
a real possibility because it was all but supported by “the most reactionary section of  monopoly 
capital and of  the semi-feudal economy of  the Black Belt,” which derived its power from “the 
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oppression of  the Negro people and the working class…”60 Not only was the exploitation of  
Black people and the working class a key element in the rise of  US fascism, but war in the service 
of  imperialism also fanned its flames. The United States, Jones opined, planned to use “the sons 
of  American mothers”—especially Black sons—to commit “barbarous atrocities” in places like 
Korea to facilitate its imperial plans for “world conquest, fascism, war, and death.”61 The drive 
toward US fascism during the early Cold War was not only the latest stage in the longue durée 
of  McCarthyism, but was also an extension of  the nation’s history of  capitalist exploitation, 
imperialism, war, and unremitting violence against Black people and workers.
 In 1956, Jones’s close friend, the internationalist freedom-fighter Paul Robeson, 
maintained that the threat of  fascism was manifested not only in the United States’ commitment 
to imperialism, but also in its aversion to peace and its empowerment of  anticommunist 
committees. In his testimony before HUAC, he exhorted, “…Fascist-minded people will not 
drive me from [the United States]. …I am for peace with the Soviet Union and I am for peace 
with China, and I am not for peace or friendship with the Fascist Franco, and I am not for peace 
with Fascist Nazi Germans, and I am for peace with decent people in the world.” Specifically 
linking his repression to the fascist threat, he continued, “I am here because I am opposing the 
neo-Fascist cause which I see arising in these committees.” Like Jones, Robeson acknowledged 
the long history of  antiradical and anti-Black oppression that undergirded the longue durée 
of  McCarthyism, adding, “You are like the Alien Sedition Act, and Jefferson could be sitting 
here, and Frederick Douglass could be sitting here and Eugene Debs could be here.”62 Robeson 
was arguing that, like the Alien and Sedition Acts, anticommunism trampled civil liberties and 
rendered dangerous those who spoke out against the government; in naming Douglass and 
Debs, he conveyed that Black people and anticapitalists tended to be the prime targets of  such 
repression.

The “Thought Control” Smith Act and Creeping Fascism

The Smith Act was one of  the most notorious pieces of  legislation used during the longue durée 
of  McCarthyism to criminalize radical thought and thinkers. Jones and other anticapitalists 
referred to it as a form of  thought control because its central aim was to punish radical ideas 
and to construe them as acts of  force and violence. The Act was designed to “prohibit certain 
subversive activities” and, among other things, “to amend certain provisions of  the law with 
respect to the admission and deportation of  aliens.” It criminalized those who “knowingly 
and willingly advocate[d], abet[ted], advise[d] or [taught] the duty, necessity, desirability, or 
propriety of  overthrowing or destroying any Government of  the United States by force or 
violence”; the drafting, publishing, circulation, editing, distributing, and selling of  such ideas; 
and organizations, groups, and societies that encouraged them. Those found guilty of  the latter  
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offenses would be imprisoned, fined, and deported.63 While the earliest victim of  the Smith 
Act was the Socialist Workers Party, by the end of  WWII, the CPUSA was its unequivocal 
target. In the Smith Act trials throughout the late 1940s and 1950s, this group was charged with 
conspiracy of  insurrection based on books, writings, and belonging to the CPUSA generally. 
These “frame-ups,” according to Pettis Perry, were an assault on the American people as a whole 
because if  convicted, “the liberties of  all the American people would be in grave danger.” “You 
cannot deprive Communists of  their right to speak and write,” he warned in an address to the 
court during his 1951 trial, “without endangering the right to speak, the right to assemble, the 
right to freedom of  the press for the entire people.” Perry held that outlawing ideas, which was 
the primary goal of  the Smith Act, was the first step on the path to fascism. He lamented, “The 
very fact that this trial, a trial of  ideas and books, can take place in our country shows how far 
the Wall Street rulers have taken our country down the disastrous path of  fascism.” He urged 
the Court “to help prevent this growing trend toward fascism.”64

 The 1948 trial of  eleven CPUSA leaders—Eugene Dennis, Gus Hall, Henry Winston, 
Ben Davis, John Williamson, Robert Thomas, Gil Green, John Gates, Jack Satchel, Carl Winter, 
and Irving Potash—was an acute harbinger of  US fascism in the longue durée of  McCarthyism.65 
The defendants were charged with teaching and advocating the overthrow of  the US government 
by force or violence. In 1951, Jones, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, and sixteen other “working-class 
communists” were arrested on the same trumped up charges. Jones’s specific “crime” was 
“writing an article which described the forward movement of  Negro and white women in 
opposition to the fascist bent world domination of  US foreign policy.”66 Over the next ten years, 
more than one hundred top leaders of  the CPUSA across the nation were indicted based on 
what Jones described as a “reactionary statute under which progressive fighters are convicted 
and jailed not for committing any overt act, but merely for their ideas.”67 The indictment and 
trial of  top party leadership was a “classic frame-up based on a statute ultimately viewed as 
unconstitutional.”68 According to Jones, it was easy to see why anticapitalists, especially those of  
African descent, “discerned an aroma of  fascism.” To realize “McCarthyism [was] American 
fascism,” they needed only to compare the railroading of  Ben Davis, Henry Winston, and their 
comrades in 1948 and the racist cases of  the Scottsboro nine, Angelo Herndon, the Martinsville 
Seven, Rosa Lee Ingram, Willie McGee, and the Trenton Six, to fascist Germany’s murdering, 
jailing, and outlawing of  communists and anti-fascists.69 Jones’s 1951 arrest attests to the US 
government’s use of  the Smith Act to criminalize radical ideas in an effort to regulate and 
discipline opposition.
 The Smith Act prosecutions were especially repressive in their conflation of  
counterhegemonic ideas with dangerous and subversive acts to circumscribe freedom of  speech 
and freedom of  the press. Furthermore, as the case of  the Chicago Black Communist Claude 
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Lightfoot conveyed, the Smith Act also criminalized freedom of  association. Unlike previous 
cases, when Lightfoot was captured by the FBI and put on trial in 1954, he was charged under 
a membership clause of  the Smith Act that declared membership in the CPUSA was evidence 
enough to confirm that communists might attempt to overthrow the government by force and 
violence at some later date. Stated differently, membership in the CPUSA automatically meant 
conspiracy of  insurrection. Such disregard for the Bill of  Rights and due process threatened 
fascism in the United States insofar as those who rejected US racial, imperial, militaristic, and 
exploitative policies were susceptible to the charge of  subversion and punishment following 
therefrom. For Lightfoot, the judge and jury in his case were called upon, for the first time 
in US history, “to examine the contents of  people’s minds” to determine guilt or innocence. 
This was a powerful reason why Claudia Jones and others referred to the Smith Act as the 
“Thought Control Act,” and as a “fascist drive on free speech and thought in this country.”70 
This “thought control law,” Dorothy Hunton charged, placed unconstitutional constraints on 
“the right to freedom of  speech and political association” and “aimed to punish people for their 
ideas, and the right to advocate ideas distasteful to the rules of  our government.” Additionally, 
because it aimed to punish those who acted together to combat war, economic hardship, and 
white supremacy, among other things, “The first victims to be tried and convicted were the top 
Communist leaders, among whom were two Blacks.”71

 Since the threat of  US fascism particularly menaced “all genuine fighters for Negro 
rights,”72 the Smith Act was further understood as a form of  thought control specifically targeting 
Black radicals. The Smith Act prosecutions, it was argued, were used to intimidate Black people 
who had any affiliation with communists, or who took a militant approach to racial justice. As 
Ben Davis contended, “Actually it was the purpose of  the court in giving me the maximum 
sentence to intimidate and terrorize all militant Negroes, to serve notice that a fight for free and 
equal citizenship would be met with severe reprisal.”73 This was true for others, like Jones, whose 
thoughts, speeches, and associations were criminalized because they fought for Black freedom 
and rallied against anti-Black violence. As well, it was no accident that the first prosecutions 
under the Smith Act membership clause involved those who fought for racial justice; this was 
a form of  browbeating meant to “halt the advances being made by Negro people as a result 
of  their efforts… in the struggle for freedom and democracy.”74 In a 1953 article in the Daily 
Worker, the radical Pan-Africanist Eslanda Goode Robeson, a close confidant of  Claudia Jones, 
further asserted that the anticommunist crusades in the United States undermined the struggle 
for racial justice, since citizens were “no longer free nor brave” because they were plagued by 
“fear of  losing one’s job, home, education” and “fear of  non-conforming, or of  even being 
accused of  non-conforming.”75 In other words, the Smith Act’s thought control had serious anti-
Black effects insofar as it forced African Americans to genuflect to the racial status quo—which 
at the time meant disenfranchisement, lynching, and other forms of  racial violence—lest they 
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become victims of  the longue durée of  McCarthyism. Likewise, an article in the California Eagle, 
a progressive Black publication, claimed that the persecution of  communists and their right 
to free speech had particular consequences for Black people, for who the right to dissent and 
disagree was essential to challenging racism and white supremacy.76 
 Jones expansively argued that the fascist-like roundup of  communists was not only a form 
of  anti-Black intimidation, but also an attempt to crush those who rejected capitalist exploitation 
and war. After she was convicted in 1953 under the Smith Act, she queried in her speech to the 
court, “Is all this [the trial and conviction] no further proof  that what we were also tried for was 
our opposition to racist ideas, an integral part of  the desperate drive by men of  Wall Street to 
war and fascism?”77 This provocative question dovetailed with Dorothy Hunton’s contention 
that, in the longue durée of  McCarthyism, anticommunism converged with warmongering 
to conceal the real threat to world peace: “the oppression of  the darker races.”78 This deceit 
transformed the Smith Act into a tool of  not only mind control, but also white supremacy and 
creeping fascism. 

The McCarran Act, Precarious Citizenship, and Imminent Fascism

“Deadlier than the Smith Act,” writes Carole Boyce Davies, was the Internal Security Act 
of  1950, or the McCarran Act. “[R]eferred to commonly as ‘the anticommunist law,’” she 
expounds, “the Walter McCarran Act lay the foundation for immigration checks, deportation, 
harassment of  African Americans, and even ‘authorized concentration camps for  emergency 
situations.’ In section 22 of  this far-reaching act... a variety of  aliens are identified as inadmissible 
or deportable for offenses such as teaching revolutionary information.” Expanding and revising 
the Immigration Act of  1917, the McCarran Act, in tandem with the Smith Act, provided the 
basis for “state surveillance and the well-known activities of  the House Un-American Activities 
Committee ( HUAC) throughout the 1950s and after.”79 As if  these stipulations weren’t proof  
enough that  fascism was imminent  in the United States, the McCarran Act also authorized  
the loss of  American citizenship for naturalized citizens based solely on their political beliefs or 
activities; annual registration for non-citizens; arrest without a warrant and denial of  bail for 
non-citizens; and the deportation of  non-citizens, no matter how long they had resided in the 
country, for any political opinion deemed threatening to the government. This “gestapo pass 
system for non-citizens” deprived them of  all rights and liberties at the same time that it severely 
circumscribed the rights and liberties of  citizens.80 
 The McCarran Act also required all communists to register with the Subversive Activities 
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Control Board, and the specific penalties for not registering outright communist organizations or 
those that were purported to be communist fronts, communist infiltrated, communist dominated, 
communist supported, or communist inspired included five years imprisonment and a $10,000  
fine for every day one failed to register.81 This effectively meant that “if  one decided to stand up 
for a principle that person could be jailed for life” or expelled from the country.82 Moreover, a 
particularly frightening aspect of  the statue that portended fascist dictatorship, was the provision 
that the President could take control of  all government institutions and put people in jail without 
trial during a national emergency. This threat was made all the more realistic given evidence that 
concentration camps were being constructed within US borders.83 
 Thus, the McCarran Act, coupled with the Smith Act and the Taft-Hartley Act, which 
stripped workers of  gains made during the New Deal and precluded communists from holding 
office in the labor movement, targeted the foreign-born, workers, and citizens whose radical 
ideas alone rendered them dangerous and subversive. These “terroristic forms of  propaganda” 
were often compared to the Alien and Sedition Laws: “The Walter McCarran Act—this foul 
and unconstitutional statute under which I and other non-citizens are deported under,” Jones 
seethed, “will in this process go the way of  the Alien and Sedition laws of  Jefferson’s day.”84 Such 
attacks on the most vulnerable populations—“the Negroes, the Jewish people, and the foreign 
born citizens”—was not unlike “Hitlerism,” insofar as these populations were being deprived 
of  their civil rights and liberties and were being driven from their homes by the “McCarthys, 
the McCarr[a]ns, and the authors of  the Smith Act.”85 “Repressive labor legislation” like the 
Taft-Hartley Act destroyed freedom, harmony, and equality in the labor movement; the Smith 
Act killed freedom of  speech; the “McCarran Law” destroyed the peace and happiness of  the 
foreign-born; and loyalty oaths—which often included anti-Black questions about beliefs in 
racial equality and whether a white person had entertained a Black person in their home—
demanded fealty from the very populations the United States government failed to protect. 
These frightening conditions compelled the radical journalist Charlotta Bass, one of  Jones’s 
sisters in struggle, to admonish: “18,000,000 American Negroes… went out on the battle front 
in World War II and helped to defeat Hitler and German Fascism. We want no local Hitlers, and 
we want no American Fascism.”86

 Jones, the communist sailor and union leader Ferdinand Smith, and four others 
imprisoned on Ellis Island under the McCarran Act sent a letter to the United Nations Social, 
Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee in November 1950 to protest their pending deportations. 
They warned that the dragnet of  the Smith and McCarran Acts effectively criminalized any 
progressive ideas and activism, so everyone committed to justice or equality was a potential 
target—a possibility that presaged the rise of  fascism in the United States. They argued, “If  we 
can be denied all rights and incarcerated in concentration camps, then trade unionists are next; 
then the Negro people, the Jewish people, all foreign-born, and all progressives who love peace 
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and cherish freedom will face the bestiality and torment of  fascism. Our fate is the fate of  all 
opponents of  fascist barbarism, of  all who abhor war and desire peace.”87 Here, the McCarran 
Act was understood as an instrument of  US fascism insofar as the human rights of  Jones and 
her comrades were denied not because they posed a physical threat, but because their fight on 
behalf  of  labor, Black rights, and true democracy threatened to subvert the status quo. Likewise, 
the all-encompassing nature of  the longue durée of  McCarthyism meant that repression of  
one group of  “others” could quickly spread to all groups of  “undesirables.” Finally, the state of  
perpetual siege and war in which fascism flourished was becoming normalized in the United 
States, and values like peace and freedom were being distorted into threats to national security 
to legitimate racialized carcerality and expulsion.
 Describing her personal experience of  harassment, incarceration, and deportation, 
Claudia Jones offered some of  the most insightful analysis of  the fascist, antiradical, and racist 
aspects of  the McCarran Act and the longue durée of  McCarthyism. In a 1956 interview with 
George Bowrin, she explained that she was a “victim of  McCarthyite hysteria” that targeted 
those who challenged the “official pro-war, pro-reactionary, pro-fascist line of  the white ruling 
class of  that country.”88 Further, in a system moving quickly toward fascism, to be radical was 
anathema, and to be Black and radical was even worse, since the government tended to believe 
that “‘the Negro population of  the United States was communistically inclined’”—meaning 
prone to subversion—and “this attitude meant that Reds were persecuted and Black Reds 
were virtually flagellated.”89 Worse still was to be a “Negro woman Communist of  West Indian 
descent,” whose rights and liberties were forfeited, according to the government, if  one struggled 
to end of  Jim Crow, to unite white and Black workers, to empower women, and to push US 
domestic and foreign policy to the side of  durable peace.90 Additionally, Jones believed her 
application for American citizenship was rejected because she urged spending for social welfare 
instead of  arms; prosecution of  lynchers instead of  communists and anticapitalist; and because 
she continually noted that it was “financiers and war mongers” who were the “real advocates of  
force and violence in the USA.”91 Thus, the threat of  US fascism was fundamentally constituted 
by warmongering, the reversal of  progressive gains made by workers and African Americans, 
the repression of  communists and like-minded individuals and groups, and the violent elevation 
of  capitalist interests.
 Jones further analyzed that the white supremacy and anti-Blackness endemic in a related 
piece of  legislation, the Immigration and Nationality Act of  1952, commonly known as the 
McCarran-Walter Act, represented the unique character of  US fascism. “The very law under 
which I was deported, the reactionary Walter-McCarran [sic] law, [is] widely known for its special 
racist bias towards West Indians and peoples of  Asian descent,” she noted. Jones intimated that 
these groups were targeted because their progressive ideas were the most threatening to the 
conservative foundations of  the US state. “This law which came into being as a result of  the whole 
reactionary drive against progressive ideas in the United States,” she continued, “encourages 
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immigration of  fascist scum from Europe but restricts West Indian immigration once in their 
thousands annually to the United States, to 100 persons per year, from all Caribbean islands.”92 
In perceptively pinpointing not only the restriction on the immigration of  racialized people, but 
also the welcoming of  white “fascist scum,” Jones conveyed that fascism was more compatible 
with US policy and practice than was racial equality and justice, which gave the longue durée of  
McCarthyism its racist character. Elsewhere, she made the similar argument that the “racially-
based McCarran-Walter Immigration Act” aimed to protect the “white ‘races’ purity’” and 
to promote Anglo-Saxo supremacy.93 As Jones described, the McCarran Act, the McCarran-
Walter Act, and the longue durée of  McCarthyism more broadly, imperiled the citizenship of, 
stripped citizenship from, or denied citizenship to all who struggled against anti-Blackness, white 
supremacy, war, imperialism, and capitalist exploitation—structures that came together to augur 
the rise of  US fascism during the early Cold War.

Conclusion: The Continued Threat of Fascism in the United States

For Claudia Jones, the threat of  fascism in the United States was constituted by the rise in anti-
Black violence; the spread of  imperialism; the increased exploitation of  workers by the ruling 
class; perpetual war; and the repression and persecution of  communists, anticapitalists, and 
progressives who challenged these forms of  domination. The longue durée of  this conjuncture 
extended far beyond the brief  reign of  Joseph McCarthy and derived much of  its fascist character 
from its particular targeting of  Black people. Such victimization included neutralization of  radical 
Black leaders, intimidation to curb struggles for racial justice and civil rights, misrecognition of  
such struggles as subversion, and punishing and prosecuting communists and anti-fascists instead 
of  lynchers and racial terrorists. Jones and her comrades identified the Smith and McCarran 
Acts as particularly emblematic of  the turn to fascism in the United States. They excoriated the 
Smith Act as a form of  “thought control” that imperiled freedom of  speech, freedom of  the 
press, and freedom of  assembly. They railed against the McCarran Act and its fundamental 
disruption of  the lives of  citizens and non-citizens alike through incarceration, deportation, 
and the threat of  concentration camps. During the longue durée of  McCarthyism, these Acts, 
among others, targeted those who envisioned and struggled mightily for a world irreconcilable 
with US fascism—that is, a world devoid of  the dehumanizing exploitation of  man by man. 
 In our contemporary moment, talk of  impending and proto-fascism has reappeared with 
the election of  Donald Trump, the rise of  White Nationalism as an increasingly acceptable form 
of  politics, and the strengthening of  the police state and its acute targeting of  the Black poor 
and working classes. The latter has resulted in longstanding domestic rebellions and uprisings 
throughout the United States and concomitant demands for an end to police murder and 
occupation, justice for those slain at the hands of  the state, defunding or abolishing the police 
and investment in social policies, and the curtailment of  cultural domination manifested in settler 
colonial and confederate statues. Likewise, as COVID-19 infections and deaths engulf  the world, 
those residing in the US are being ravaged not only by the virus, but also by the economic fallout 
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and its exacerbation by the government’s refusal to offer a robust social safety net to protect the 
health and wellbeing of  its population. Beyond US borders, tensions are increasing with China 
and Iran; talk of  war and retaliation are ubiquitous; and the Trump regime continues to retreat 
from international cooperation, manifested most recently in the withdrawal of  the United States 
from the World Health Organization. Given this context, the theories and analyses, warnings 
and fears, of  Jones and her comrades take on new urgency as the elements of  US fascism—
prioritizing of  property and profit over people, aggressive imperialism, threat of  war, acute 
violence against Black people with relative impunity—are once again on the rise. 
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Abstract:  After World War II, peace became a central tenet of  the Black freedom struggle. But it 
was also a liability to be associated with peace because the Soviet Union was a major advocate of  the 
peace movement during the Cold War. Claudia Jones, a communist leader and theoretician, was an 
outspoken, vocal advocate for peace. She argued that war and nuclear weaponry were capitalist tools 
to limit freedom struggles, contain non-white populations globally, and undermine women’s liberties. 
She argued for women’s leadership in the peace movement and advocated a gendered internationalism. 
Jones, an immigrant herself, believed that American women should advocate for peace beyond national 
boundaries to secure their own independence, freedom, and equality. This was a particular imperative 
for Black and colonized women, who, Jones argued, were the most oppressed strata. In order to free all 
working people and secure a global alliance, women had to become leaders in the peace movement. 
She saw peace as a necessary prerequisite to undermining capitalist power and reach the full potential 
of  a socialist state. Her advocacy and leadership in the peace movement came at great personal cost. 
Jones would be arrested, convicted, and deported for her determined political advocacy, all the while 
her health declined, leading to her premature death. This article argues that Jones’s gendered interna-
tionalism and peace were central tenets in her vision of  a socialist future.

Keywords:  Gender, Race, Peace, Internationalism, Communism

Claudia Jones, Trinidad born American communist, believed that her opposition to the Korean 
War and criticism of  the nuclear arms race is what led to her arrest, prosecution, and deportation. 
In the post-World War II years, Jones was writing, speaking, and campaigning against Cold War 
hostilities between the US and the Soviet Union and against nuclear proliferation. In 1950, 
Jones published an article titled “International Women’s Day and the Struggle for Peace” in the 
Communist Party’s theoretical journal Political Affairs. It was this article, she believed, that led 
the FBI to increase its surveillance and motivated federal authorities to pursue deportation. In it 
she attacked President Truman’s order to pursue the deadly hydrogen bomb and “inaugurate a 
suicidal” atomic weapons race with the Soviet Union.  She also noted that the peace movement 
was “headed” by the Soviet Union, or as she described it, “the land of  Socialism,” and part of  a 
united front against the United States’ aggressive pursuit of  nuclear weaponry and confrontation 
with the USSR.1

 The FBI was indeed interested in her article, but it was one among many articles the 
agency collected on Jones’s peace activism. Additionally, federal authorities were discussing her 
deportation a full two years before her article was published. She was correct that American 
intelligence agencies did believe that the postwar peace movement was a threat for the very reason 
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Jones cited in her article, it was supported and led by the Soviet Union. American communists 
took up the campaign and framed it as resistance to capitalist slavery and exploitation and 
a challenge to imperialism. Black communists were specifically concerned because the Cold 
War competition between the superpowers left newly decolonized states, especially in Africa, 
vulnerable to outside influence. With the outbreak of  war in Korea, Black communists argued 
that capitalist war-mongering primarily targeted non-white and poor populations. 
 Claudia Jones was deeply concerned about the racist Cold War aggression in Korea and 
the threat it and nuclear weapons posed to the global proletariat. But Jones went further and 
encouraged her male colleagues to see the gender and race threat behind Cold War competition 
and war. In her written work and public speeches, Jones argued that American postwar policy 
and its “betrayal of  its wartime alliances” mirrored Nazi initiatives to codify women’s role in an 
aggressively militaristic society and limit women’s opportunities in education, the workforce, and 
politics. Women were reduced to Kinder, Küche, Kirche - a German phrase translated as children, 
kitchen, church – which Jones called the “fascist triple-K.” She argued that Black women were 
even more vulnerable as they faced the triple exploitation of  their race, gender, and class. For 
Jones, this meant that women had to be leaders in the peace movement, without peace there 
could be no liberation, and without women’s leadership, there could not be a unified proletariat.
In the postwar years, the United States pursued its aggressive containment policy against 
communists, while Soviet leaders organized communists globally in a “Struggle for Peace” 
movement. The Soviet Union was at a disadvantage in the arms race, and the American 
Communist Party (CPUSA) took up its call to devote its energies to a peace movement. With the 
Soviet’s successful test of  the atomic bomb and the Chinese revolution, the global power balance 
shifted. Soviet leaders, including Stalin, claimed that the bomb was a “victory in the cause 
of  peace,” because the nation could ensure safety and stability presumably against American 
militarism. With the outbreak of  the Korean War the Soviets began to call for a global ban on 
nuclear energy and encouraged its own citizens that their labor was all part of  the “Struggle for 
Peace” campaign.2

 The Black left was particularly alarmed at the rise of  nuclear warfare and its use against 
people of  color at the end of  World War II. Vincent Intondi argues that in the postwar years, 
“anti-nuclear war and peace” were central to the Black Freedom Struggle. Many feared that 
nuclear power ensured global white supremacy and the perpetuation of  colonialism. Cold War 
competition made these activists wary as decolonizing states were used as pawns.3 W.E.B. Du 
Bois argued that nuclear warfare was one more way to exert control over colonized people. 
As Jacqueline Castledine has argued, Jim Crow, European colonization, institutional racism all 
“grew from the same seed” and represented another form of  violence against people of  color.4

 As Cold War tensions increased, and the movement was linked to the Soviets, moderates 
abandoned the movement and condemned communism. For liberals, associating with communists 
became too risky and the mainstream civil rights movements severed the link between peace 
and the Black Freedom struggle. But for many on the Left, the fear of  the bomb was powerful 
enough to continue to push for peace despite the risks. Communists and fellow travelers like 

2  Lieberman & Lang 2009; Johnston 2008.
3  Intondi 2015.
4  Castledine 2000.
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W.E.B. Du Bois and Paul Robeson attacked American policy and its inherently racist pursuit to 
contain communism in non-white nations. Du Bois in particular believed that “combatting war” 
was essential to unite the working classes against their own extinction. Robeson announced at 
a peace conference in Paris that Black Americans would never take up arms against the Soviet 
Union and did not have loyalty to a country that never extended the full rights of  citizenship to 
all its citizens. Both men would face harassment, alienation, and legal repercussions because of  
their involvement in the peace movement.5

 The Korean War increased fears for peace activists as many believed that the US would 
“once again” use the bomb against people of  color. A fear that was not unfounded as American 
military officials explored the use of  the bomb and President Truman “acknowledged the 
possibility” at a press conference. Some Congressmen across partisan lines made their support 
known as well. Criticism of  the war and the nuclear bomb became a liability for activists and 
was automatically linked to communism.6 Robbie Lieberman argues this moment created a 
“dividing line” in the Black Freedom Struggle. There were those, like Claudia Jones, who would 
remain committed to peace issues and “challenge red-baiting” and others who were silent on 
American foreign policy but committed to equality.7

 Claudia Jones disseminated a gendered internationalism that framed women as war and 
nuclear power’s greatest victims and more importantly its greatest threats. Jones wrote for the 
Party presses to push women’s involvement in the peace movement. She feared that the alternative 
was women further marginalized to the domestic sphere forced to use their reproductive labor 
to supplement the state’s never-ending demand for cannon fodder. She believed that if  women 
could unify behind peace and resist efforts to send the products of  their reproductive labor to 
war, then women could end war and usher in the emancipation of  all – women, people of  color, 
the colonized, and workers – those who were subject to state power and who became cogs in the 
war machine. She also influenced other communists, particularly W. E. B. Du Bois, to recognize 
that peace work and “women’s lives” were essential to “building a proletarian internationalism.”8   
For Jones, there could be no liberation without first achieving peace. Capitalist forces sought war 
and used worker’s bodies to fight for their own economic gain. As the Cold War set the United 
States up as a permanent global military force, Jones feared that endless war meant sacrificing 
social and political gains and the chance to ever secure equity. 
 Bill Mullen argues that Jones pushed the Party to understand that Black women’s work 
was “essential” to unify the working class, an idea she articulated clearly in her often cited and 
well-known article “An End to the Neglect of  the Problems of  the Negro Woman!” But she 
defined the framework for her “new world revolution typology” in her article “International 
Women’s Day and the Struggle for Peace.” It was in this work that Jones argued that both Black 
and white women had to be “coequals” to men in building both “proletarian internationalism 
and national self-determination.” For Mullen, Jones’s central argument was that International 
Women’s Day would help launch global revolution.9

5  Mullen 2015; Intondi 2015.
6  Intondi 2015.
7  Lieberman 2009.
8  Mullen 2015.
9  Ibid.
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 But for Jones, women were not simply meant to be “coequals” with men, women were 
to both lead and organize the international peace movement because the stakes were far higher 
for them. Writing on the eve of  the Korean War, Jones argued in the article that women were 
already leading the peace movement, had been leading the peace movement, and were met 
once again by intransigence and hawkish policies of  male-dominated military and government 
institutions. It was these same institutions, in league with religious hierarchies, and “monopolist 
rulers” that tried to limit women’s peace activity. Jones argued that women in the United States 
needed to work in league with women internationally against “repressive and death-dealing 
measures” faced by women in fascist states to truly stem the tide of  war.10

 Jones pushed for a gendered internationalism by linking American women to the global 
resistance to war in other nations, including the French war against the “heroic Viet-Namese,” 
and the civil disobedience efforts in Africa against colonialism. Like women in these other 
countries, “American monopoly capitalism” could only offer American women a program of  
“war and fascism.” War psychology, as Jones described it, insisted on the fascist triple-K. Citing 
the Nazi “theorist” Oswald Spengler, she argued that capitalists believed that it was only in 
wartime that gender relationships reverted back to their “natural state” of  man as masculine 
hero, and woman as “glorious and inspiring.” She warned that the true aim was to prevent 
women from participating in progressive social organization.11

 For Jones, this was “especially” true for Black women, working-class women, and working 
people as a whole. While many saw these attacks as purely economic, Jones believed, and this 
is where she departed from Marxist theory and CPUSA commitments to that theory, that it 
was in fact a direct attack on women’s “social participation” in the peace movement and other 
progressive movements to improve her economic and social condition. Women’s oppression was 
not simply economic, nor was it about repression within the bourgeois household, it was rooted 
in attempts to prevent her from making demands for her social liberation. Though Jones does not 
dismiss the role that economics played in the oppression of  women and the Black community, 
and in fact she devoted a great deal of  space to a discussion on the issue in her article, she pointed 
out, that if  gender and race oppression were purely economic, the progressive movement would 
not have its own struggles with discrimination.12

 Commitment to the belief  in women’s “biological inferiority” had roots in the “ruling 
class,” but remained strong among working-class men. Jones argued that “male supremacist” 
ideas pervaded both progressive organizations and the CPUSA. One of  the “chief  manifestations 
of  male supremacy” was the inability to recognize the “social disabilities” of  women in capitalist 
societies. Black women, who she argued were “triply oppressed” were a gauge in any society. The 
treatment of  Black women in any given society could help others understand the “inferior status 
of  women in all classes of  society.” To understand the most oppressed person’s experience was to 
understand all oppression and that could become the platform from which to organize and resist. 
Instead, the Party continued to focus its energies on shop floor organizing and disseminated 
masculine imagery of  the working-class.13

10  Jones 1950.
11  Ibid.
12  Ibid.
13  Ibid.
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 Jones pushed progressive and communist men to be the “vanguard fighters” against 
male supremacy, but instead what most often happened was “glib talk” about women as “allies” 
and a resistance to women’s “full participation” in social movements. Women faced repression 
from capitalist interests and their own male allies, and therefore had to become the forefront of  
any movement for social change. But Jones also made it clear that bourgeois feminism was also 
a problem; she argued that bourgeois feminists believed that male supremacy stemmed from 
men rather than capitalism. Though Jones amended and pushed Marxist interpretations, she 
remained committed to Marxist beliefs. She did, however, advocate that it should be women 
who taught men the Marxist-Leninist position on women lest they be misled. She also counseled 
the Party to embrace the leadership of  Black women and their “militancy and tenacity.”14

 Jones was convinced that women could be the real leaders of  the peace movement 
and help facilitate unity behind peace. International Women’s Day, Jones argued, was meant 
to celebrate the leadership and participation of  women in the global class, gender, and anti-
racist struggles, and a recognition of  women’s needs within those struggles, needs that Jones 
argued, had to be part of  all struggles. But reformers diluted the celebration and reduced it to 
a mere “paper resolution,” until Lenin and Stalin resurrected it and argued that women were 
not merely a “reserve” in the proletarian “army.” Because women were the “most oppressed 
of  all oppressed,” the Bolsheviks made it clear that women were “full-fledged” members of  the 
proletarian resistance. Jones argued that this new commitment to women was proven in the 
Soviet Union where socialism ushered in women’s emancipation. In bourgeois democracies, 
this was impossible because equal rights were merely “programmatic demands,”; in a socialist 
state, “class divisions and human exploitation” were abolished. Even more important is that 
under socialism, equality did not require the exact same treatment, contained within it was an 
understanding of  women’s “special function” and needs, thus equity reigned and not “petty-
bourgeois equalitarian notions.”15

 In this and future articles Jones would counsel the Party again and again to “activate” 
women cadre and to address the “special needs of  oppressed womanhood.” She wanted to raise 
socialist consciousness among women against the tyranny of  bipartisan “monopoly capitalism,” 
to finally convince progressive women that the only and final guarantee of  “peace, bread, and 
freedom and the full emancipation of  women” was to create a socialist America.16 But first 
Jones wanted to organize women in the Party to recognize their responsibilities in the peace 
movement. Carole Boyce Davies argues that Jones’s anti-imperialist feminism was “international 
in nature” rooted in Jones’s own “migratory subjectivity,” as a Caribbean immigrant in the 
United States. For Davies, this is how Jones understood the world, in a global context. Thus, in 
the paradigm of  the Soviet peace movement, American women were part of  a larger movement 
against American military aggression, and all that it entailed. Jones took issue with the limitations 
imposed on the rights of  women and people of  color as the United States proclaimed the spread 
of  democracy and freedom.17

 Media studies scholar Christina Mislán argues that Jones’s writing on the peace 
14  Ibid.
15  Ibid.
16  Ibid.
17  Davies 2003.
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movement positioned traditional gendered ideologies about the nation as the “mother,” yet she 
also constructed women as creators of  a “national and transnational” peace movement.  Mislán 
explored Jones’s biweekly column in the Daily Worker titled “Half  the World,” which Jones 
used to rally female cadre to the peace effort. Jones’s column integrated the intimate into the 
international and urged women to understand their identities as literal and figurative mothers 
of  the nation, and thus arbiters of  peace. Mislán argues that feminist theory linked the violence 
of  war to gendered violence and notes that during wartime the home was never a safe place. For 
Jones and communist women, this gendered violence made war not the purview of  men, but an 
assault on women and the home.18

 According to Mislán, Jones was simultaneously gendering women as natural advocates 
for peace, propagating essentialist positions; while also challenging traditional gender norms. 
Jones argued in her columns that women’s so-called inferiority was a byproduct of  capitalist 
exploitation. Capitalist interests saw women’s peace activism as a threat to its very existence 
and therefore were compelled to suppress women’s role in politics. Perhaps more importantly, 
Mislán argues that Jones’s stance placed “women’s aspirations” as a challenge to the “nation’s 
interests.” For Jones, war was masculine terrain, but the nation symbolized the home and 
women’s responsibility. She was making the personal and the intimate both political and integral 
to the health and welfare of  the nation.19

 The communist articulation of  the home as women’s domain has often been misinterpreted 
as reifying maternalist aspirations and expectations for women. But communist women believed 
the home was the location for revolutionary change. Jones and other communist women felt 
that the seeds for socialist revolution were planted in personal relationships and the home was 
the primary location where revolutionary change could and must happen. Women’s assumed 
authority in the home and over children had the potential for revolutionary liberation; if  you 
could destroy traditional bourgeois gendered constructions in personal relationships, it would 
have revolutionary potential to change the world. Jones challenged communist men to understand 
their own gendered bourgeois notions of  home as an apolitical location where women’s labor 
had no value. In particular, historically women’s reproductive labor was controlled, and women’s 
access to her own corporeal self  was limited. Reproductive sovereignty included not just access to 
birth control, abortion, and medical care, but the ability to resist the state’s demands to produce 
soldiers for endless war. Male resistance to questioning personal gender relationships prevented 
unity of  the working class and kept the revolution at bay. 
 The inability of  even Left-progressive men to question personal investments in gender 
applied to race as well and served to perpetuate the capitalist method of  divide and conquer. The 
failure of  progressives to recognize their own racism and investment in white chauvinism foiled 
the very unity Jones argued was necessary to resist Cold War repression and the dominance of  
global white supremacy. Because the capitalist war economy needed both laborers and soldiers, 
privileging one group over others guaranteed a program for capitalist global domination. Jones 
warned Party cadre that if  even Left-progressives could not transcend these conflicts, peace 
would never be achieved. Events soon made working class unity imperative.
 In March 1950, President Truman committed the US to constructing a hydrogen bomb. 

18  Mislán 2017.
19  Ibid.
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The Permanent Committee of  the Partisans of  Peace, a communist led peace organization, met 
in Stockholm, Sweden and wrote a resolution that opposed atomic weaponry. It was colloquially 
called the “Ban the Bomb” pledge. The pledge stated simply that its signers “demand the 
outlawing of  atomic bombs” and “strict international control” to enforce the law. They also 
wanted to classify the use of  the bomb as a “crime against humanity” and those individuals of  
any government who order its use should be tried as a war criminal.20 With hostilities in Korea 
on the horizon, fears about the use of  the bomb, and its use against people of  color intensified. 
That same month, the American Communist Party urged women to honor International 
Women’s Day as a month-long event. Jones reported on women’s nationwide grassroots activism 
in support of  the “Ban the Bomb” petition as well as other events that demonstrated women’s 
eager desire to push for peace. American women were busy collecting signatures and organizing 
events with their churches and communities to protest against American nuclear policy.21 An 
organization called the Minute Women for Peace was created out of  the women’s efforts and was 
linked to the Women’s International Democratic Federation (WIDF), a communist organization 
based in France. The WIDF called for women’s participation in the global movement to resist 
Cold War oppression against colonized peoples and the oppressed of  all nations. The WIDF 
and the petition against nuclear arms epitomized Jones’s hopes for a gendered internationalism 
against Cold War aggression.22

 The pledge traveled globally and incited action by women in several countries, particularly 
those allied with the United States. Jones wrote about a campaign in France against their own 
government’s support for containment, and its war against the Vietnamese. In Tours, workers 
blocked trains bringing tanks to Southern France, women laid across the tracks to prevent the 
trains from moving. Jones compared the French women’s actions to those of  African women 
who put their bodies between colonial militaries and their own men who were being conscripted 
into war. In England, women pushing baby carriages marched in silent protest on International 
Women’s Day against the atomic bomb. They carried banners that said, “Ban the Bomb” 
and “Deliver us From Evil.” Jones noted that women in East Germany, Italy, and China were 
organizing to collect signatures for the “Ban the Bomb” pledge.23

 Jones linked the “Ban the Bomb” pledge and resistance to atomic weaponry to resistance 
against capitalism and colonialism. She wrote that “war-mongering agents of  imperialism” 
framed war as an inevitable conflict to preserve capitalism. The goal, therefore, was to raise 
the consciousness of  American women and “free them” from the influence of  “agents of  
imperialism.” To do this, Jones wanted to integrate all women into the international women’s 
peace movement and awaken them to the gendered internationalism she hoped to foster. By 
drawing women into the movement for peace and democracy, Jones also sought to recruit women 
to socialism. She argued that the only route for equality would be the eradication of  capitalism, 
because capitalists sought war as a matter of  course, to secure their power and enrich the few at 
the expense of  the liberation of  all.24

20  Intondi 2015.
21  Jones 1950.
22  Ibid.
23  Ibid.
24  Ibid.
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 Just as women were beginning to realize their power to organize for peace, the pledge was 
being attacked as subversive. By 1950, Jones was already resisting a deportation order resulting 
from her own political organization. She and other communist leaders tried to resist attempts to 
silence and splinter the movement. Jones believed that women’s power and organization terrified 
capitalists, evidenced by their reaction to women’s organization. She noted that the “would-
be destroyers of  civilization,” or capitalists, put a great deal of  energy into silencing women’s 
progressive organization. She argued that the suppression of  Communists, and communist-
linked organizations like the Congress of  American Women (CAW), was evidence of  the state’s 
fear of  women’s power. The CAW, created in 1946, and linked to the WIDF, worked to organize 
women in social justice campaigns that included racial and gender equality, and for integrating 
the concerns of  mothers into public policy. This included communal kitchens and state-funded 
childcare. But the CAW faced suppression by the federal government and in 1948 was ordered 
to register as a subversive organization. By 1950, the CAW leadership decided to dissolve the 
organization rather than submit to government demands, becoming one of  many Cold War 
casualties.25

 While the federal government focused on destroying women’s progressive and radical 
organization, it simultaneously gave women what Jones described as the “perspective of  
death.” War overseas and war against progressive and peace organization were all part of  the 
government’s attacks on Black Americans, and in particular Black women. Black women, she 
argued, continued to resist and fight against “lynch terror, degradation, and national oppression,” 
while the number of  “lynch widows” grew. For Jones, Jim Crow terror was embedded in Cold 
War oppression – the suppression of  the Black Freedom “national” struggle was akin to attacks 
on national movement’s abroad, and women were the ones bearing the greatest burden. Though 
men faced violence, Black women in particular suffered from “dwindling family income” 
and discrimination in employment, social security benefits, and in medical care. This led to 
“devastating social conditions” in the Black community. Meanwhile, capitalist interests used race 
to perpetually divide the working class against itself. Jones argued that wages and opportunity for 
all women suffered, and Black women’s wages were particularly poor. This was not unintentional, 
as capitalists saw the potential for unity behind causes like peace as a challenge to their power 
and control.26

 Jones argued that the struggle for peace had to challenge the capitalist resistance to 
progressives demands for gender and race equality. International Women’s Day, she wrote, should 
be observed as an opportunity for women to unite behind issues that concerned them, including 
“maternity and child protection,” equal pay, school funding, job training and opportunity, and 
the extension of  social security benefits to all workers, in particular domestic workers, a field 
dominated by Black women that continued to go without coverage. Jones called for a permanent 
Fair Employment Practices Commission, a board set up during World War II to guarantee fair 
practices in war industries, and a platform for the postwar civil rights movement. Additionally, 
rent controls and housing reform were needed to lift the working poor and Black families out of  
poverty.27 This all had to be integrated into the peace movement, in order to secure the rights of  

25  Castledine 2012.
26  Jones 1950.
27  Ibid.
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women to engage in political activity for peaceful coexistence.
 But only a few short months after Jones pushed for American women to honor 
International Women’s Day as a day of  unity for peace and freedom, the United States waged 
war in Korea against socialist forces and people of  color. With the start of  war in June 1950, the 
need for a global women’s peace movement became an immediate imperative. The day after the 
war officially began, Jones reported on a women’s peace conference held in New York City in 
support of  the Stockholm Peace Appeal. Jones noted that the “humid weather” did not prevent 
the women conference attendees from coming together to support the Stockholm Appeal. Many 
progressive and radical organizations, including the Communist Party were in attendance to 
voice their support for the pledge drive. But as some women noted, the Secretary of  State Dean 
Acheson’s claims that signing the pledge was akin to subversion made participation in the drive 
dangerous.28 Indeed, American intelligence officials kept a close eye on those who engaged in 
the Ban the Bomb pledge drives and used it as a weapon in its attacks on the alleged communist 
threat. For Jones, the conference represented her desire to see American women take leadership 
in the peace campaign. 
 Jones’s writing on the Korean war took direct aim at what she described as the “white 
chauvinist” bipartisan policies of  the Truman administration against people of  color across 
the world. She praised the resistance of  Korean people against America’s imperialist war. She 
argued that America’s containment policy in Asia was simply an extension of  “Wall Street’s” 
attempts to control people of  color for their own profit. Thus, Americans were surprised when 
Koreans put up a resistance and took “pot shots” against American planes.29 While other Black 
leaders were abandoning the call for peace as a measure of  self-preservation during the Cold 
War, Jones insisted that Black Americans should identify with Koreans trying to preserve their 
homes from American imperialist ambitions. She argued that Truman’s “sabre-rattling” against 
the threat of  communism in Korea, was simply masking US efforts to suppress national liberation 
movements across the world. She insisted that this was an especially worrisome development for 
Black Americans and in particular Black women because the Truman program was dooming 
the United States to “endless war” against liberation struggles abroad and the Black liberation 
struggle at home. In addition, the “war economy” led to increased suffering of  all workers, and 
this she believed was increasing the “peace sentiment” among Black Americans and women.30

 Jones’s concern about divisions in the working class remained a problem. As she did 
in her 1950 article on International Women’s Day, Jones warned her readers again in a 1952 
article on the peace movement that white chauvinism kept the working-classes from forming 
an effective peace resistance. She argued that it was in the interest of  all workers to engage in 
the peace movement, and thus they had to unite against monopolist capitalist interests. The 
racist hang-ups, or as Jones called it “Right opportunist danger,” that continued to plague the 
Communist Party prevented a real united front that could face off with the global capitalist 
threat. For Jones, there could be no peace without a coalition of  working and Black people, and 
that coalition could not be formed until “Left-progressives” recognized their responsibility in the 
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fight against white chauvinism.31

 But peace had a special meaning for Black Americans who she linked directly to 
the liberation struggles for colonial people. Jones believed that peace alone could secure the 
liberation of  people of  color globally. American imperialists understood this better than those 
in mainstream civil rights organizations who abandoned peace and folded under Cold War 
pressures. Jones argued that the federal government’s attacks on Black activists like DuBois, 
Robeson, Benjamin Davis, and herself  proved that the peace movement had the potential to 
topple global capitalist power and ensure self-determination and sovereignty for colonial people 
and Black Americans. She insisted that there was a growing awareness among civil rights leaders 
that peace was essential to secure equality; therefore, the struggle for peace had to be a central 
part of  the Black Freedom Struggle, including a demand that Left-progressives confront the 
“white chauvinist poison” that prevented integrating Black liberation demands into the Party’s 
peace program. Jones took the Party and its cadre to task for ignoring what she believed was so 
evident, the Cold War imperialist aggression was dangerous to working people, but particularly 
to non-white people globally. She took it further by stating that much of  the work to eradicate 
white chauvinism within the Party and the peace movement was the responsibility of  white 
people.32 White people had to confront the issue and in the process free up their Black comrades 
to take leadership positions in the struggle.
 Jones insisted that there had to be a broader understanding of  the necessity in integrating 
the Black freedom struggle with the peace movement and convincing “allies” in the peace 
movement that it was a priority. Peace required supporting anti-colonial movements globally 
and the rejection of  “racist war-mongering,” along the lines of  American policy in places like 
Korea.33 Jones urged Communist activists to understand the link between attacks on those in the 
Black freedom struggle as part of  the larger government attack on the peace movement and the 
Communist Party. Cold War aggression abroad was mirrored in the federal government’s direct 
assault on peace and civil rights activists. For Jones, the American aggression in Korea was tied 
to the United States’ long history of  racist oppression. She regularly counseled the Party and its 
membership to push for proletarian unity across race and gender lines; during the Cold War, 
Jones pushed for that unity to move across national lines too. 
 It may have been her frustration with the lack of  unity in the Left-progressive movement 
that led Jones to push women’s leadership in the peace movement. But she also recognized that 
it was women who were most often the backbone of  any political organization. She argued that 
black women in the Sojourners for Truth and Justice were essential to the peace movement 
because the organization addressed the dangers war posed to Black children and families.34 
The organization was also a testament for the need to foster Black women’s leadership. In a 
February 1952 article on the organization, Jones linked the group to Black women’s organization 
for the safety and security of  the Black family in the face of  segregation and racist violence. 
But the Sojourners also took on the mobilization of  Black men to fight a “vitriolic” war of  
“extermination” against the “colored people” of  Korea. The Sojourners asked the essential 
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question, what stake did Black Americans have in a war against the “colored peoples of  Asia” 
when they could not enjoy freedom at home.35

 Jones focused much of  her concern on how the “war economy” particularly affected 
Black Americans. This was an essential platform of  the Sojourners who supported union 
organization and pressure to support hiring and equal pay for Black families. Unemployment 
and higher taxes affected Black families acutely, but exclusion from higher-paying jobs made it 
more difficult. Jones cited the Sojourners support of  a union strike by the Packinghouse Worker’s 
Union that secured jobs for Black women who were previously barred from employment. Union 
and peace organizing also had to be coupled with a global devotion to improve the lives of  all 
working and colonized people. Jones argued that Black women in the Sojourners, and others, 
had to identify with the global movement for peace and worker’s unity in order to secure Black 
women’s full “political and economic equality.”36

 Jones devoted much of  her weekly column “Half  the World” to writing about women 
in the peace movement. The same month the Korean War started, Jones described a peace 
meeting she attended in Harlem. One woman in particular stood up in the meeting to agree with 
Jones’s call for women to organize for peace. She argued that her fellow cadre needed to see how 
important it was for women to seek peace as war raged abroad in America’s names. As Jones 
noted, the woman who stood up to speak told her fellow cadre that Black women in particular 
did not have the luxury of  being housewives and instead were the most exploited workers; thus, 
their support for peace was an essential part of  the civil rights movement. (Jones, 1950). In 
another column, Jones argued that the Party had to raise the consciousness of  women cadre on 
the causes of  war. War was not to secure freedom and democracy, but rather to secure capitalist 
interests. Proof  was in the fact that casualties of  war came from the ranks of  working people and 
not among the bourgeois.37

 In the summer of  1951, Jones was facing deportation hearings, regular FBI surveillance, 
and another arrest. She took this as a sign that American intelligence agencies were scared of  
women’s organization. In a Daily Worker article titled “Warmakers fear America’s Women,” she 
described the FBI harassment of  herself  and other women activists. On 20 June 1951, she and 
a number of  other prominent communist women, including Dorothy Ray Healey, Elizabeth 
Gurley Flynn, and Betty Gannett, were arrested and charged under the Smith Act. The Smith 
Act made it illegal to advocate, or belong to an organization that advocated, the violent overthrow 
of  the United States government. This, she explained, was a typical “American Gestapo” tactic 
used against women activists that advocated “peace and social progress.” She wrote that the 
arrests were all part of  the suppression of  women’s activism for “social progress, for home and 
family” and against the Truman administration’s policy of  “fascism at home” and “world war 
abroad.”38

 The CPUSA was mired in legal battles after dozens of  its members were arrested and 
charged under the Smith Act. The Party argued that the suppression of  Party members and 
leaders was an unconstitutional attempt to silence the enemies of  capitalism. It also insisted that 
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it was an expression of  American racism since the Party accused the United States of  waging a 
racist war in Korea, and its own membership advocated racial equality. For Jones, it was more 
than just racism, it was about the policing of  Black Americans and non-white people abroad. 
She argued that the United States’ “imperialist racist policy of  war and fascism” sought to 
silence the Black freedom struggle at home, and the anti-colonial resistance. While the United 
States supported the French war in Vietnam, and intervened in the Korean civil war, Jones 
argued that it was all in an attempt to secure global white male supremacy.39

 In her “Half  the World” article a week before, Jones reiterated the same analysis, Party 
leaders were targeted because of  their resistance to war and fascism. Black activists in particular 
were targeted for harassment because the peace movement was an integral part of  securing 
Black equality. In its calls for unity between men and women, white and Black, and all working 
people, the peace movement attacked the foundations of  capitalist manipulation and its efforts 
to divide working people among themselves.40 The attempt to suppress unity and organization 
was particularly aimed toward women because of  how powerful their organization for peace 
could be.
 Federal agencies understood this well, and this is why, Jones believed, they targeted 
women. They did not just target women activists but also the wives and children of  Party leaders. 
Jones argued that it was reminiscent of  Hitler’s policy that also silenced women’s progressive 
organization. Under these regimes, women’s one role was meant to be as mothers to a nation’s 
next generations of  soldiers. These children were used to secure capitalist domination, without 
receiving the benefits capitalists received. Capitalism rested on white male superiority and saw 
any resistance as a threat to its goal to secure power. Jones remained optimistic, closing her 
article with a call to action and warning war-mongers that a united front defeated Hitlerism, and 
a united front will defeat American fascism.41

 Jones’s vocal opposition to the American containment policy and attacks on American 
activists came at great personal cost. Her trial, along with twelve other defendants all indicted 
under the Smith Act, took place during 1952. In January 1953, all thirteen were found guilty 
and sentenced. Jones received a sentence of  one year and one day in jail and a $2000 fine. The 
appeal process took two years, in that time Jones experienced heart failure; she was not yet forty-
years-old. As a teenager Jones contracted tuberculosis, and before becoming a Communist Party 
leader she worked in unhealthy factories and shops, all exacerbating her weakened health. Since 
her first arrest in 1948, federal officials threatened deportation away from her family, friends, 
and the communists she spent her entire adult life working with. The stress of  the trial, appeal, 
and impending imprisonment took its toll on Jones’s health and she would never fully improve, 
arguably shortening her life.
 All thirteen convicted communists gave a speech before their sentencing hearing. In 
her speech, Jones’s questioned the legitimacy of  her prosecution in light of  the constitution’s 
guarantee of  freedom of  speech. The bulk of  the evidence used against her was her own writing 
which did not show evidence of  a conspiracy to overthrow the United States government. She 
also attacked the court’s racism, the lack of  working people and people of  color on the jury, and 
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the prosecutor’s refusal to read any of  her writing into evidence, lest the court indict itself  for 
its indifference to Black Americans and women’s pleas for equality and justice. She also noted 
that her efforts on behalf  of  peace and against American war-mongering were essential to her 
prosecution. She found it curious that the court used her article “Women in the Struggle for 
Peace and Security” as evidence against her but would not read any of  it into the court record. 
She argued that it simply called on women, both Black and white, to join the peace struggles 
with their “anti-fascist sisters” in the USSR, and in Asia and Africa. The article warned women 
against supporting American policies that left “Korean babies murdered,” similar to those in 
Hiroshima, Japan. She asked the judge to consider whether children in their own time and in the 
future would be safer because thirteen communists, all who supported peace and equality, were 
jailed.42 In February, Jones told the Daily Worker that she was convicted for her opposition to the 
Korean war and agitation for racial equality.43

 Law enforcement officials continued to relentlessly pursue Jones during the appeals 
process. She and the other defendants were on supervised parole and restricted to the Southern 
District of  New York. She was denied all requests to travel and do work outside of  that district 
and was warned not to continue her political activities. Jones told law enforcement that she 
would not “desist in the fight for peace,” and continued her activities attending May Day 
celebrations, giving speeches, and writing. Jones had no intention of  making things easier for 
law enforcement.44 She was asked by an Immigration and Naturalization Service’s Agent where 
in the British West Indies she wanted to be deported, she refused to speak to the agent. Even as 
the FBI noted that continued communist activities could lead to further criminal prosecution, 
an already convicted Jones continued to ignore the warnings and was seen entering CPUSA 
headquarters with fellow defendants in clear violation of  her parole.45 Jones’s resistance to Cold 
War oppression persisted throughout her persecution.
 Her health continued its decline and she was hospitalized again for high blood pressure. 
On 14 October 1954, the Smith Act convictions were upheld when the Supreme Court refused to 
hear the cases. On 11 January 1955, Jones was remanded to the Women’s House of  Detention in 
New York City and eventually transported to a segregated federal penitentiary in Alderson, West 
Virginia. Allies organized on Jones’s behalf  and managed to secure the low-salt diet required 
to manage her hypertension.46 After serving her sentence, Jones was released to her lawyer 
Mary Kaufmann, on 23 October 1955, and had to begin a new battle resisting a deportation 
order. All the while Jones remained ill going into the hospital upon her release. After months of  
trying to secure a permanent stay of  deportation, her precarious health forced Jones to make an 
agreement with the INS to voluntarily leave the country on 9 December 1955.47 After living in 
the United States for over thirty -years, a sick Jones was deported to London, England ending 
the American chapter of  her life.
 Some historians have argued that the CPUSA only used Black Party members as symbols 
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for their anti-racist campaigns. Claudia Jones was far from being used by the Party hierarchy. 
She pushed the Party theoretically toward a more integrated, enlightened, and universal 
emancipatory politics. She insisted in the Party’s theoretical journals that the CPUSA needed to 
foster women’s leadership, because women, especially Black women, were the backbone of  all 
social justice causes. Jones had the respect and devotion of  many Party leaders and cadre, she 
was an influential leader and thinker, and the Party became a conduit for her to expound on her 
theories for emancipation. It was here that she popularized the idea that achieving peace in her 
lifetime was a prerequisite for achieving women’s and Black liberation.
 Despite great personal risk, Jones continued her peace, anti-racist and anti-sexist 
activism throughout the period of  her harassment at the hands of  American law enforcement. 
She believed that women’s leadership in the peace movement was essential and that war and the 
war economy affected women more. Jones regularly pushed the Party hierarchy to use women’s 
skills in its resistance to the Cold War machinery and growing American militarism. She also 
encouraged women to embrace the same gendered internationalism that inspired much of  her 
own activism. For Jones, peace on all frontiers, at home in the civil rights movement, and abroad 
in resistance to colonial oppression, was essential to secure women’s rights because in militarized 
societies like the United States, women were expected to produce each new generation. Jones 
was also concerned that Black women would bear the brunt of  military aggression, as women 
of  color did globally, because of  their disadvantages in the economy and the use of  violence 
to restrain resistance. Peace therefore was necessary to secure equality and guarantee women’s 
rights, important enough that Jones continued to push for it despite her poor health and threats 
to her freedom.
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Afterword: 
Centering Claudia Jones, Shifting Genealogies
of Knowledge

Dayo F. Gore
Associate Professor & Chair of  Ethnic Studies and Critical Gender Studies
University of  California, San Diego

In 2008, Britain’s Royal Mail issued a Claudia Jones postage stamp as one of  six in the Women 
of  Distinction series. The announcement of  the stamp trumpeted the London-based Civil Rights 
activist, born in Trinidad and raised in New York City, as the founder of  Britain’s first Black 
newspaper the West Indian Gazette and what would become known as the Notting Hill Carnival. 
Claudia Jones helped organize this first celebration of  Caribbean culture, which was televised 
by the BBC, in 1959 at St. Pancras Town Hall under the theme “A people’s art is the genesis of  
their freedom.” It emerged as a collective Black community response to the previous years’ racial 
conflict known as the Bank Holiday Riots. Britain’s memorialization of  Jones’ political activism 
in support of  Caribbean communities and culture is notable when compared to the absence of  
any reference to her over twenty years of  radical activism and theorizing while living in New 
York City, much less her contributions to Black internationalism, in most histories of  U.S. Black 
freedom movements. 
 The cloak of  anti-communism has clearly muted attention to Claudia Jones’s life work 
in the United States. Yet, even in Britain the attention Jones garners rarely includes the full 
record of  her radical vision and leadership, particularly her Marxist-Leninist investments and 
her Black feminist theorizing, although such commitments were written all over the pages of  the 
West Indian Gazette.1 These silences on both sides of  the Atlantic are powerfully challenged in this 
engaging theoretically and archivally rich collection of  essays as they provide critical analyses 
of  Jones’ contributions to the Black freedom struggle and anti-imperialist internationalism. The 
scholars in this special issue bring a range of  disciplinary methods – from history and feminist 
theory to philosophy and political science – to bear on excavating the meaning, impact and 
legacies of  Jones’ life as a strategic leader and prophetic political theorist.
 As a collection, these articles lay out a convincing argument for the centrality of  Claudia 
Jones’ theoretical and political insights to the fight for Black freedom from the 1930s to today. 
The essays move beyond simply excavating Claudia Jones’ work and words to providing detailed 
and textured critical readings of  her life and writings. As such they situate Jones within a number 
of  core twentieth century intellectual and political genealogies including Black radicalism, Black 
feminisms and women’s equality, the peace movement, anti-imperialism and Marxist-Leninism.
 Both Lydia Lindsey and Denise M. Lynn’s essays explore Jones’ contribution to 
feminist politics with her arguments for the strategic importance of  Black women’s leadership 
and theorizing of  “triple oppression,” which analyzes race, gender, and class as intersecting, 
overlapping and interconnected sites of  oppression. As Lindsey and several other authors in 
the special issue note, Jones’ assertion that “the position of  women in society is not always and 
everywhere the same, but derives from women’s relation to the mode of  production,” and that 
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the “‘triply oppressed status’ of  black women was a barometer of  the status of  all women,” 
marks her as part of  a long Black feminist tradition dating back to Ida B. Wells and Anna Julia 
Cooper and forward to Kimberley Crenshaw’s coining of  the term “intersectionality” and the 
struggles we face today.
 Moreover, the essays in this special issue contextualize Jones’s theorizing and insistence 
on analyzing race and gender alongside class as emerging from her immersion in communist 
politics, Black radical practices and the lived experiences of  Black and working class people, 
including her own. As Davies asserts, Jones “positioned herself, her mother, her colleagues, her 
experiences …as critical to these debates.” This is visible in her political work on both sides of  
the Atlantic. In addition, as Lindsey specifically notes, and I have argued elsewhere,2 a dynamic 
network of  New York-based Black women radicals provided important intellectual grounding for 
Jones’ political thought and activism, including CPUSA activists Louise Thompson Patterson, 
Maude White and Marvel Cooke and younger activists such as Beulah Richardson, who emerged 
as a key organizer in the campaign to free Rosa Lee Ingram and the Sojourners for Truth and 
Justice. Thus, from Trinidad to Harlem and London, the essays present Claudia Jones as a 
singular political force, deeply informed and influenced by the experiences and insights of  her 
communities and comrades.
 This point is particular sharply drawn in a number of  essays that discuss the post-World 
War II period when, as conveyed by both Burden-Stelly and Lynn, Jones’ writings on women’s 
organizing, peace activism and Black civil rights are infused with antifascist critiques. Joining a 
chorus of  leftists who noted the rising tide of  fascism propelled by US postwar normalization 
efforts and anticommunist attacks, Jones calls out the ways this process offers up to American 
women the “fascist triple-K (Kinder-Kürche-Kirche).” The term invoked a German slogan 
popularized in the 1890s and redeployed in Nazi propaganda, which translated roughly to 
“Children, Kitchen, Church.” Charisse Burden-Stelly’s essay tracks the “longue duree” of  this 
U.S. turn toward fascism “undergirded by an antiradical state apparatus.” As Burden-Stelly and 
others scholars in the issue highlight, the analysis put forth by Jones insightfully details the ways 
“McCarthyite fascism” buttressed anti-Blackness and Western imperialism and subjected Black 
and immigrant radicals to heightened surveillance. The collection makes visible Jones’ sustained 
and unflinching antifascist, anti-imperialist, and communist-aligned politics that accompanied 
her rich theorizing of  Black women’s lived experiences as “triply oppressed” and thus also 
powerful voices of  resistance, even as she faced pending deportation by the U.S. government 
under the anticommunist Smith Act and McCarren Act.
 Following Jones’ deportation in December 1955, just four days after Rosa Parks’ 
momentous arrest that would ignite the Montgomery Bus Boycott, the Trinidad-born radical 
would settle into a life of  activism and travel in London. Exploring what scholar Carole Boyce 
Davies refers to as Jones’ “voluntary exile” to London, Zifeng Liu’s essay follows her travels 
across the Atlantic and the Pacific to chart the trajectory of  Jones’ anti-imperialist, Black 
feminist internationalism and Third World solidarity politics through her engagements with 
China. Drawing on Jones’s writings, particularly in the pages of  the West Indian Gazette, Liu 
highlights her view of  China as champion of  “the anti-imperialist peoples in Asia, Africa and 
Latin America,” even as she also maintained her own independent voice and radical vision. For 
Jones’ voice and vision was, more often than not, in the service of  the fight “against racism and 
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imperialism” and for “the progress of  socialism and the liberation of  her own black people.”
 As I’ve highlighted, shared themes emerge across a number of  essays in this special 
issue. Viewed in its entirety the collection convincingly demonstrates both the breadth and 
continuity in Claudia Jones’ life work and political thought. Whether calling for “An End to 
the Neglect,” asserting “We Seek Full Equality,” defending “The Caribbean Community in 
Britain,” or reporting on the “Anti-Imperialism Keynote of  the Non-Alignment Conference,” 
her writings consistently presented a radical vision informed by a Black feminist analysis of  
intersecting oppressions and deep commitments to Black liberation and socialist revolution on 
a global scale.3 In providing such an expansive read of  Claudia Jones, the special issue not only 
locates her within many of  the defining intellectual traditions of  the twentieth century – from 
Black radicalism and Marxist-Leninist thought to feminisms, anti-imperialism, and revolutionary 
nationalism – but also demonstrates her profound contributions and invaluable interventions in 
the political debates they catalyzed. Yet perhaps the most salient insights garnered from this 
collection of  essays are the guideposts Claudia Jones’s political legacy and writings provide for 
radical politics in the twenty-first century.
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